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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE EQUAL EMPLOY-
MENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION'S IMPLE-
MENTATION OF THE AMERICANS WITH DIS-
ABILITIES ACT (TITLE I ON EMPLOYMENT
AND TITLE V COVERING MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS)

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMTITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., Room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl C. Perkins [Chair-
man] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Andrews, Olver, and
Gunderson.

Staff present: Omer Waddles, counsel/staff director; Geri
Grigsby, legislative analyst; Deborah Katz, office manager; and
Randel Johnson, minority labor counsel.

Chairman PERKINS, I'd like to call this meeting of the subcom-
mittee to order, please.

At this juncture, we would like to welcome Chairman Kemp of
the EEOC. It's a privilege to have you with us today, sir, and we're
very honored to have you here and present your testimony and
give us the opportunity to ask some questions concerning some
things and matters that we would like to get a little information
on.

I'd, first of all, just like to read a statement that kind of sets the
tone, we hope, for the hearing today.

On July 26, 1990, the Americans with Disabilities Act became
the law of the land.

Hailed as a major victory of Americans with disabilities, and for
our Nation as a whole, the ADA found overwhelniing bipartisan
support from both the House and Senate, and from the President.

In the act, the government clearly stated that our goals regard-
ing individuals with disabilities are "to assure equality of opportu-
nity, full participation, independent living, and economic self-suffi-
ciency for such individuals."

Let me stress from the onset that we are notnothere today to
reexamine the nature or the merits of the act itself, nor are we
here to amend or lessen the protections of this legislation.

u)
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The ADA is the law, we are behind it 100 percent, and we intend
for it to work.

Since this subcommittee's primary objective regarding the ADA
is its proper enforcement, we have as our only witness today Hon.
Evan J. Kemp, Jr., Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportuni-
ty Commission.

Chairman Kemp, first of all, it is always good to have you with
us and we're going to be asking you some further questions as we
go along.

But the employment provisions of the act, comprising
Title I, will become effective July 26, 1992, less than 9 months

away, and the EEOC, which has been given the job of enforcing
these provisions, is confronted with a great challenge that the Con-
gress and the President demand be fulfilled.

Specifically, the ADA directs the EEOC to issue regulations to
carry out Title I, develop and implement a technical assistance
plan, provide such technical assistance to all entities covered under
the act, develop and provide manuals, and to investigate charges of
discrimination and take necessary actions to ensure full remedies
for violations of the law.

As members of this subcommittee, with oversight duties regard-
ing your Commission, we are here to listen and to help you meet
this challenge.

It is our responsibility to ensure the adequacy of vour actions,
and in doing so, we want to know in detail what measures your
agency has taken to comply with the mandates of the ADA. In par-
ticular, we want to know your plan to meet the growing demands
for information and guidance by the public and business entities as
more become aware of the law, as well as your plan to handle the
potential flood of cases once the law takes effect.

As an authorizing committee, it's imperative that you provide to
us a clear, accurate picture of your budget needs in this area.
Other issues relating to your Commission to be addressed by Con-
gress, such as sexual harassment in the workplace, and possible
reform in the complaint process for Federal employees, should be
kept in mind as we discuss EEOC's overall needs.

I understand you have a proposal for a revolving trust fund to
provide technical assistance to the business and government com-
munities and to charge recipients for these services.

The subcommittee looks forward to your elaborating on this pro-
posal, particularly in terms of how this could help in the distribu-
tion of information to these entities, as well as the impact in set-
ting up such an institute will have on the EEOC's overall efficien-
cy.

Let me make clear that this subcommittee is watching your ac-
tions and requests with great interest. There are many potential
problem areas but it is felt that it can all be dealt with if adequate
information and guidance are provided to the community. This
effort will take additional staff and funding for communications.

Because of the President's support for this law, we in the Con-
gress expect to see it manifested in serious and adequate budget re-
quests that intend a successful implementation and oversight of
regulations and standards. Anything less is simply not acceptable.
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Our business and manufacturing community deserves more help
in preparing for this law, and we excwct to see the President's com-
mitment to the ADA come shining through in the budget proposals
from the EEOC.

Mr. Gunderson, do you have any opening statements?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Rather than an

opening statement, let me just make opening comments, because I
do not have a prepared statement, but I want to join you in wel-
coming Chairman Kemp here to the Employment Opportunities
Subcommittee.

This is your home. It's our home, as we try to deal with the
whole issue of equal opportunities in the employment sector for all
Americansthat's what ADA was about. The mission now is to
review the proposed rwilations and to deal with the number of
concerns. You are probably more aware of those concerns than any
of us because of your in-depth interaction on this particular issue.

But we really want to indicate to you that as we go through your
statement and as we get into questions and answers, I do hope that
you will deal in particular with the issues of reasoneble accommo-
dation, and with the direct threat to a couple of the issues that
have been raised by the community. As we deal with the whole
issue of employment opportunities, I hope we also deal with the
issues of training of employees to give them full opportunity. And
in that area in particular there are some additional issues that we
want to talk about.

As I look at you, I notice not only your tiethat I assume was
picked out from my districtbut your Gallaudet pin, which, of
course, gets to a particular area that I would like to focus on in the
questioning and that is the area of these regulations as they affect
the hearing impaired.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I look forward to Chairman Kemp's
statement.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson.
We're looking forward to hearing from you, Mr. Chairman, so

without delay let you proceed and give us your pearls of
wisdom.

STATEMENT OF HON. EVAN J. KEMP, JR., CHAIRMAN, U.S. EQUAL
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY
ELIZABETH THORNTON. DEPUTY LEGAL COUNSEL, AND
KASSIE BILLINGSLEY, DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES, EEOC

Mr. KEMP. Good morning, Chairman Perkins and Mr. Gunder-
son.

Thank you for inviting me here today to discuss EEOC's imple-
mentation of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.

As the Nation's leading civil rights law enforcement agency,
EEOC enforces laws prohibiting employment discrimination based
on race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, and disability for
Federal employees or applicants under Section 501 of the Rehabili-
tation Act.

Beginning on July 26, 1992, the EEOC will enforce Title I of the
ADA. Title 1 of the ADA prohibits private employers, State and
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local governments, employment agencies and labor unions from
discriminating against qualified individuals with disabilities in job
application procedures, hiring, firing, advancement, compensation,
job training, and other terms, conditions and privileges of employ-
ment.

A qualified employee or applicant with a disat.ility is an individ-
ual who, with or without reasonable accommodation, can perform
the essential functions of the job in question.

An employer is required to make an accommodation to the
known disability of a qualified applicant or employee if it would
not impose an undue hardship on the operation of the employer's
business.

I have explained in greater detail in my written testimony many
of the ADA's definitions.

Today I will concentrate on the Commission's enforcement strat-
egy for implementing the ADA's Title I proviiions. A major ele-
ment of our strategy calls for the development of clear and concise

reR:tions, policies and procedures.
'nning with the issuance of an Advance Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking in the Federal Register, the rkimmission sought the
input of all groups affected by the Title I provisions. The Commis-
sion received 138 comments from various digmbility rights organiza-
tions, employer groups and individuals in response to the ANPRM.

Comments were also solicited at 62 ADA input meetings conduct-
ed by Commission field offices throughout the countg. More than
2,400 representatives from disability rights organizations and em-
ployer groups participated in these meetings.

Proposed regulations and an interpretive appendix were pub-
lished in February 1991, and final regulations were issued by July
26, 1991, as mandated by Congress.

The Commission received 697 timely comments from interested
groups and individuals in response to the Notice of Proposed Rule-
makmg. As a result of these comments, we revised the final regula-
tions to clarify and modify several definitions, as well as the inter-
pretive guidance in the Appendix.

Since publication, the Commission has distributed over 15,000
copies of the final regulations which are available also in braille
and large print, on audio tape and computer disk.

EEOC also changed its existing regulations for recordkeeping
and reporting to reflect employers ADA recordkeeping responsibil-
ities.

By January 26, 1992, the Commission will publish in the Federal
Register coordination regulations between the EEOC and the De-
partment of Labor to set forth procedures governing, the processing
of complaints that fall within the overlapping jutisdiction of Title I
of the ADA and Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

The regulation has been signed by me and the Secretary of Labor
and was published this past Monday, October 28, in the Federal
Register for a 30-day public comment period.

Similar coordination regulations between the Commission and
the Department of Justice will address potential enforcement con-
flicts between the ADA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.
We expect to publish a proposed regulation in advance of the statu-
tory deadline.
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I would like to tell you what the EEOC has been doing to pre-
pare its employees for ADA enforcement.

Since 1979, EEOC has had overall responsibility for the Federal
sector equal opportunity complaint processing system. However,
only EEOC administrative judgeswho hold hearings on Federal
complaints of discriminationand the staff of our Office of Federal
Operationswho decide Federal complaints at the appellate level
have had experience in resolving complaints filed on the basis of
physical, emotional or mental disability.

Because EEOC's experience and expertise on disabilities is limit-
ed to a portion of our total work force, effective training of our em-
ployees is essential.

e ADA is a complex statute which will require a different ap-
proach to investigations than that used under the other laws EEOC
enforces.

EEOC's available funds for training in recent years have been
minimal. For instance, EEOC had only $16.82 per employee to
spend on training in fiscal year 1990. In fact, EEOC has not been
able to have a comprehensive training program since 1987.

In fiscal year 1991, we were able to spend $1.2 million to provide
some initial training to EEOC's staff. We still have a great need for
more training.

To prepare our investigative and litigation units for the antici-
pated 20 percent increase in charges when the ADA becomls effec-
tive, the Commission has embarked upon an ambitious program of
staff training.

EIDOC plans intensive training in ADA investigations for field
enforcement and litigation staff. We are currently developing a
training curriculum.

Early in 1990, EEOC began collecting disability training and
technical assistance materials from Federal, State and private
sources. We developed a computerized information library of these
resources.

In addition, the EEOC solicited the help of State agencies to
learn what their experience has been in enforcing State employ-
ment discrimination statutes similar to the ADA.

We also established points of contact in our district offices for
the purpose of having employees in each office with expertise in
ADA.

We also established an ADA Service Unit within the Office of
Legal Counsel with a Policy Division and a Technical Assistance
Division. The Unit provides policy guidance and technical assist-
ance advice to EEOC employees and to the public.

Congress mandated that the ADA enforcement agencies provide
technical assistance to employers and individuals with disabilities
so that all concerned may learn of their rights and responsitilities
under the new law.

The Commission expects that its technical assistance efforts will
result in greater compliance with the ADA's employment require-
ments with a corresponding reduction in the need to resort to en-
forcement activity.

In December 1990, the Commission's draft Technical Assistance
Plan was published in the Federal Register. An interagency ADA
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Technical Assistance Coordinating Group was established and
chaired by EEOC.

Through its fiscal year 1991 budget and a supplemental appro-
priation, EEOC has received $4.6 million in appropriations for tech-
nical assistance activities. The funds will be used in a variety of
technical assistance activities with emphasis on training for em-
ployers and for individuals with disabilities.

The Commission also will utilize a wide range of media and video
formats to provide employers with training and information on
their mcisibilities.

Th e held informal consultations with national organiza-
tions representing employers and people with disabhities to get
suggestions for a technical assistance program and a Technical As-
sistance Manual. We conducted these to learn what employers
wanted to know about the ADA and in what format they wanted to
receive the information.

The Commission's technical assistance program includes the de-
velopment of information materials and training for employers, in-
dividuals with disabilities and the public.

The program is designed to provide information for compliance
with the law to all those covered by Title I legal requirements.
However, in allocating limited resources, priority will be given to
providing technical assistance to target our audiences. For exam-
ple, smaller employers generally have not had previous experience
in meeting the non-discrimination requirements of the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973.

Activities to inform people with disabilities about their ADA
rights and how to exercise them will also receive priority. Because
it will be difficult to reach millions of persons with different dis-
abilities, the Commission intends to utilize networks of organiza-
tions such as Independent Living Centers, State Vocational Reha-
bilitation agencies, and many other public and private agencies
that work with, or are run by people with disabilities, to provide
information and assistance on the law.

In addition to its own technical assistance activities, EEOC will
continue to encourage and assist technical assistance efforts con-
ducted by other Federal agencies and by organizations representing
employers and individuals with disabilities. In fact, I will be at-
tending tonight a meeting of grantees, selected by the National In-
stitute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, the Department
of Justice, and the Rehabilitation Services Administration, to pro-
vide training and technical assistance nationwide to employers, in-
dividuals with disabilities, and rehabilitation professionals on the
ADA.

EEOC staff will participate in this two-day coordinating effort.
EEOC will reach virtually all employers covered by ADA

through a joint mailing effort with the Internal Revenue Service.
In February 1992, a notice will be inserted in the IRS quarterly
mailing to employers, giving the effective dates of the ADA and ad-
vising them of where they can get further information.

The Commission will announce soon a joint Department of Jus-
tice/EEOC nationwide training program to provide extensive train-
ing to individuals with disabilities in the requirements of Titles 1,

tO



II and III, and techniqu...s in providing technical assistance and al-
ternative dispute resolution.

In addition, the Commission plans to let a contract to train em-
ployers on the obligations under the ADA. We are currently pre-
paring a Request for Proposals and anticipate beginning training
in February of 1992.

The ADA mandates that a technical assistance manual be pub-
lished by January 26, 1992, 6 months prior to the effective date of
Title I. The EEOC Technical Assistance Manual will be completed
by that date. The manual will be a major resource for employers
and persons with disabilities. It will explain the legal requirements
of the statute and its rules and regulations, and will include guid-
ance on reasonable accommodation.

The manual also will include a directory of technical assistance
resources for reasonable accommodation, accessibility, and other
aspects of compliance.

Consistent with our mandate to provide technical assistance to
employers and individuals, we are proposing to establish a Techni-
cal Assistance Revolving Fund. This fund is a reflection of our pur-
suit to establish creative and deficit-neutral means whereby EEOC
can provide maximum technical assistance.

Similar to other governmental revolving funds, the Technical As-
sistance Revolving Fund will be supported primarily from collec-
tions and payments received from recipients of technical assistance
training.

Initial start-up funding will be provided by a one-time transfer of
up to $1 million from EEOC's Salaries and Expense Account and
the ADA Technical Assistance Account.

Historically, and currently, EEOC has faced years of constrained
funding and changing priorities. These forces have curtailed the de-
velopment of solid technical assistance and training programs. We
are truly excited about the potential establishmo.7nt of the Revolv-
ing Fund.

Given the demand for technical assistance already evident, we
believe the fund will become solvent within 2 years.

We have received considerable support for the establishment of
this fund from both the House and the Senate. In fact, our appro-
priations Conference Report language reiterates support for this
fund.

We greatly appreciate your assistance in amending the appropri-
ate authorizing vehicle for this fund.

Another component of the Commission's technical assistance pro-
gram is its outreach efforts. EEOC sees public outreach and public
awareness as crucial to the successful implementation of the ADA.
In addition to responding to requests for more than 15,000 copies of
the final rule since last July, EEOC has written booklets for indi-
viduals with disabilities and employers. 5,000 copies of each were
distributed in just 1 month. These booklets are available in Spanish
and the alternate formats of braille, large print, audio tape, and
computer disk.

EEOC has also, in conjunction with the Department of Justice,
published "Questions and Answers on the ADA," which focuses on
Titles I and III.

1 1
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Mr. Chairman, with the subcommittee's permission, I ask that
these publications be made part of today's hearing record.

[The publications are included at the end of the hearing.]
Mr. KandP. EEOC maintains a speakers bureau which provides

trained speakers to explain the ADA. EEOC currently has 33
speakers available. The bureau has scheduled more than 400 pres-
entations from July of 1990 to October 1991 to a wide variety of
organizations.

We have prepared an ADA Handbook, which includes annotated
versions of the regulations and interpretive language for the em-
ployment and public accommodation titles of the ADA. An advance
copy has been made available to each member of the subcommittee
this morning.

[The material is maintained in subcommittee files.]
Beginning November 8, the Commission will establish an ADA

Help line as part of our 'oll-free 800 information service. It will
expand our public information and technical assistance activities.

EEOC will continue to provide technical assistance after ADA be-
comes effective. The Commission will work closely with disability
groups, employer organizations, and other Federal agencies, utiliz-
ing their resources and information networks to supplement its
own technical assistance activities.

Later this fall, a technical assistance program will be established
and managed in each of the Commission's 23 district offices. The
staff in these positions will provide technical assistance, internal
and external training, and general outreach activities.

In addition, a request for proposal will be issued 07_ 4rtly to con-
duct a pilot program on Alternative Dispute Resolution in five of
EEOC's district offices. This effort is an attempt to further volun-
tary compliance and to reduce the impact of inadequate enforce-
ment resources.

The charge eata system allows each office to enter the history of
every charge filed with the EEOC. The information contained in
each office's system is transmitted to headquarters to the agency's
National Data Base.

This system allows management to monitor the Nationwide proc-
essing of all charges and to provide instructions te better adminis-
ter the agency's workload. The system has proved to be an effective
management tool and will play an integral part in monitoring
ADA charges.

The improvements in our computer systems have also provided
EEOC with the tools to develop a comprehensive case management
system. A series of programs -nave been developed allowing every
supervisor and field director to monitor the movement of charges
by units and offices.

Another technological initiative taken by the Commission was to
automate our ADA implementation efforts. Prior to the signing of
ADA, EEOC developed an ADA Tracking System to follow the
progress and completion of ADA work plan activities and projects.

EEOC currently receives about 60,000 charges a year under Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Pay Act, and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act. State and local agencies re-
ceive about another 55,000 charges under similar statutes. EE0C's

4.2
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current average processing time is about 250 days, down from 295
days just 2 years ago.

In fiscal year 1991, EEOC's investigators completed an average of
88.5 cases per investigator. Despite this high case completion rate,
EEOC's investigators already had an average of 59 cases each to in-
vestigate when EEOC opened its doors on the first day of fiscal
year 1992 on October 1.

Once the ADA takes effect, we expect that there will be a 20 per-
cent increase in our workload or about 12,000 additional charges a
year. To avoid the serious backlog problems which EEOC experi-
enced in the late 1970s, it is essential that the Commission receive
adequate funding fe- /WA enforcement.

Our field offices investigate and resolve about 62,000 charges of
discrimination annually. When, through these investigations, we
determine that discrimination has occurred, we attempt to obtain
appropriate remedial relief through informal discussion called con-
ciliation. If conciliation efforts fail, the Commission, at headquar-
ters, will consider litigation against the employer.

However, when the employer is a State or local governmental
entity, the Commission will recommend that the Justice Depart-
ment consider litigation.

Most long-term litigation will be conducted by field office legal
division staff. In addition, they will be required to provide day-to-
day guidance. During the short-term, the Commission will need to
identify experts for use in future, complex litigation of cases
brought under the ADA.

Experience gained in litigating the Age Discrimination in Em-
ployment Act-BFOQ cases in the mid-1980s will be invaluable to
the Commission in conducting ADA litigation. These cases also in-
volved complex, technical issues and required reliance on expert
witnesses.

Many of these suits were resolved only after a full trial on the
merits or after extensive discovery and deposition testimony. As
such, they were expensive and difficult to litigate.

Specific review of the $2.8 million fiscal year 1990 litigation sup-
port budget indicated that the Office of General Counsel had $1,400
to support each routine case, because 40 major cases required an
average of $43,500 each. The differences among mses is even more
apparent in the fact that five large cases requlred an average of
$132,500. That's quite a high figure.

To fully understand EEOC's enforcement efforts, it is necessary
to understand the effect that budget cuts have had over the past 6
years.

In fiscal year 1985, the EEOC was able to spend $3.2 million, or
$7,800 per case filed in court. Despite the soaring cost of litigation,
by 1990, we could only spend $2.8 million, or a mere $4,375 per
case.

Assuming we file the same number of cases as fiscal year 1990,
we estimate that we would have approximately $5,000 per case in
fiscal year 1993. This is clearly the barftt minimum.

Similarly, our travel budget for investigating complaints has
been decimated in the last 6 years. In fiscal year 1985, EEOC allo-
cated $2.9 million, or $40 per charge, to travel for invertigations.

r3
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By fiscal year 1990, the amount had shrunk to $1.8 million, or $30
per case.

In the vital area of staff training, the EEOC has had similar re-
ductions. In fiscal year 1985, we allocated $353,000, or $114 per
staff, to training. In fiscal year 1990, that amount had totalled only
$48,000, or $17 per person.

As I noted earlier, to catch up for years of virtually no staff
training, the fiscal year 1991 enacted budget provided us with $1.2
million, but even this amount allows only $421 per person.

The EEOC's ability to resolve charges has been hampered by
staffing decreases in recent years. The agency's 1988 full time
equivalent (terrE) staff level of 3,168 dropped to 2,796 FIT by fiscal
year 1991. Thus, EEOC has had more than a 10 percent decline in
staff resources in 4 years, despite the fact that our workload has
remained relatively constant.

The agency's field investigative staff dropped sharply from 949 in
fiscal year 1988 to 779 in fiscal year 1991. For 5 of the last 7 years,
the agency's budget has been cut below the President's funding re-
quest for the Commission.

For fiscal year 1992, EEOC received $210 million and an author-
ized staff level of 2,885. For ADA implementation, however, only $4
million, and 32 additional staff are included in the fiscal year 1992
budget. These 32 additional employees will be field investigators at
the GS-7, 9 and 11 level.

In addition to the new positions made available through our
fiscal year 1992 appropriations, I have committed the agency to the
transfer of positions from the agency's fleadquar3rs to our 50 field
offices throughout the Nation. These additional staff in the field
will help offset the increase in charges we will receive under the
new act next year.

EEOC will also create technical assistance positions in each of
the 23 district offices. The technical assistance program will en-
hance EEOC's service to the public with regard to not just the
ADA but also provide teconical assistance for all the statutes that
EEOC enforces.

EEOC's successes in reducing its inventory have been achieved
theough an increase in the agency's overall efficiency and produc-
tivity.

EEOC's outstanding level of productivity, however, is not suffi-
cient to continue this trend. Staffing resources must remain at a
certain level.

With the anticipated 20 percent increase in EEOC's fiscal year
1993 workload as a result of the ADA, any further reduction in our
funding would have a chilling effect on our enforcement activities.

As the subcommittee is aware, agencies are instructed to prepare
their fiscal year 1993 budget request at the fiscal year 1992 funding
level, with a 5 percent cut to that level. The impact of such a fund-
ing level would be devastating. For example, at this funding level,
our pending charge inventory would dramatically escalate from a
fiscal year 1991 level of 45,000 to a level of over 67,000 in fiscal
year 1993. Our average charge processing time would dramatically
increase from 266 days, or 8 months, in fiscal -Tar 1991, to approxi-
mately 600 days, or 20 months in fiscal year 1b93,

1 4
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Historically, civil rights legislation has received reasonable fund-
ing. For example, in fiscal year 1989, funding for the Office of Civil
Rights, Department of Housing and Urban Development was in-
creased 28 percent. And OCR HUD received an additional 130 staff
to implement the Fair Housing Assista-ice program.

Similarly, after 04 revlations of the Rehabilitation Act were
implemented, the Office of Civil Rights, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare received a fiscal year 1978 supplemental of
$6.4 million and over 70 additional staff.

In fact, during the first several years of implementation, OCR-
HEW received over $31 million for its technical assistance contract-
ed activities alone.

Without an appropriate number of investigators, EEOC cannot
sustain our current control of inventory and our practice of resolv-
ing all chargins party allegations in a timely manner.

A discussion of EMC's ADA enforcement is not complete with-
out addressing EEOC's relationship with the State and local fair
employment practice agencies. Currently, under Title VII, and the
ADEA, State and local agencies have an active role to play in proc-
essing discrimination charges.

This application of the concept of federalism permits State and
local governments to continue their efforta to eradicate discrimina-
tion in the workplace.

Work-sharing agreements with FEPAs, however, are considered
essential to handle the enormous volume of charges within the lim-
ited budgetary resources of the EEOC.

EEOC enters into annual work-sharing agreements and contracts
to maximize the efficiency of the State and Federal etforts and to
avoid wasteful delay and duplication of efforts.

Congress earmarked $25 million in fiscal year 1991 and fiscal
year 19E2 specifically for this effort.

Currently, EEOC pays a FEPA $450 for each contract charge
completed. EEOC contracts for only a portion of FEPA's total
workload based on a formula to evenly distribute the funds among
the States.

When a charge is received first by a FEPA with which EEOC has
a work-sharing agreement, the FEPA files and processes the charge
under its anti-discrimination law.

Within this legal framework, the EEOC's ability to control the
processing of charges by FEPAs is limited. Created by and answer-
able only to State or local governments, the FEPAs are independ-
ent of the EEOC's direct supervision over their budgeting or staff-
ing.

I have established a State and local division in the proposed
Charge Resolution and Review Program that will allow more cen-
tralized EEOC influence over the FEPA operation and allow addi-
tional review of the quality of FEPA's charge resolutions.

Speaking generally, FEPAs have had experience enforcing laws
p o 'biting discrimination on the basis of disability. Forty-six
States and the District of Columbia have laws similar to the ADA.
Many of the States have been enforcing these laws for 10 to 15
years. Because most States currently have disability laws, the
impact of the ADA on FEPA workloads should be minimal when

15
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compared to the dramatic increase EEOC anticipates in its work-
load.

We are currently in the process of determining the methods and
mea as through which the deferral relationship will be developed.
The financial and personnel resource implicationa of such an un-
dertaking need to be examined.

In fiscal year 1992, we will conduct an in-depth study of State
laws addretaing disability discrimination and FEPA practices in re-
solving charges under these State laws.

The FEPAs will also assist in conducting six seminars for em-
ployers on current employment discrimination topics under a con-
tract with the International Association of Official Human Rights
Agencies.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I hope my dis-
cussion of the EEOC's strategy for implementing the ADA has been
helpful to you in understanding the important challenges that we
face at the Commission.

EEOC is proud of its efforts toward being fully prepared to vigor-
ously enforce flis law when it takes effect next July 26 and to en-
suring that individuals with disabilities and employers are aware
of their new rights and responsibilities.

be happy to answer any questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Evan J. Kemp, Jr. follows]

STATEMENT OF EVAN J. KEMP, JR., CHMRMAN, U.S. EQUAL Estetoymitsrr
OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Good morning, Chairman Perkins and members of the subcommittee. Thank you
for inviting me here today to discuss EEOC's implementation of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA).

As the Nation's lead civil rights law enforcement agency, EEOC enforces laws
prohibiting employxr ent discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, age, and disability for Federal employees or applicants under Section 501 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 19173.

Beginning July 211, 1992, the EEOC will enforce Title I of the ADA. Title I of the
ADA prohibits private employers, State and local governments, employment agen-
cies and labor unions from discriminating against qualified individuals with disabil-
ities in job application procedures, hiring, tiring, advancement, compensation, job
training, and other terms, conditions and privileges of employment.

The ADA defines an individual with a disability as a person who: Has a physical
or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities; has
a record of such an impairment; or is regarded as having such an impairment.

A qualified employee or applicant with a disability is an individual who, with or
without reasonable accommodation, can perform the essential functions of the job in
question. Reasonable accommodation may include, but is not limited to: Making ex-
isting facilities used by employees readily accessible to and usable by persons with
disabilities; job restructuring, modifying work schedules and/or reassignment to a
vacant position; or acquiring or modifying equipment or devices, adjusting or modi-
fying examinations, training materials, or policies, and providing qualified readers
or interpreters.

An employer is required to make an accommodation to the known disability of an
otherwise qualified applicant or employee if it would not impose an "undue hard-
ship" on the op nation of the employer's business. Undue hardship is defined as an
action requiring significant difficulty or expense when considered in light of factors
such as an employer's size, financial resources and the nature and structure of its
operation.

Today, I will concentrate on the Commission's enforcement strategy for imple-
menting the ADA's Title I provisions. A major element of our strategy calls for the
development of clear and concise regulations, policies and procedures.
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Regukitions
Beginning with the assuance of an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

(A RM) in the Federal Register on August 1, 1990 (6 days after President Bush
signed the ADA), the Commission sought the input of all ups affected by the
Title I provisions. The commission received 138 comments various disability
rights organizations, employer groups and individuals in response to the ANPRM.
Comments were also solicited at 62 ADA input meetings conducted by Commission
field offices throughout the country. More than 2,400 representatives from disability
rights organisations and employer groups psrticipated in these meeti:

Proposed tions and an interpretive appendix were publisl :W in February
1991, and fitrir4ulations were issued on July 26, 1991, as mandated by Congress.
Public comment on the proposed regulations was extensive. The Commission re-
ceived Gfel timely comments from interested groups and individuals in response to
the Notice of Proposvi Rulemaking (NPRM). As a result of these comments, we re-
vised the final regulations to clarify and modify several defmitiona, as well as the
interpretive guidance in the Appclix.

Prior to both the NPRM and issuance of the final regulations, EEOC held brief-
ings for Congressional staff, representatives of disability rights and employer organi-
zations and the media Since publication, the commission has distributed over 15,000
copies of the final regulations which are available also in braille and large print,
and on audio tape and computer diskette.

In addition, sC's existing regulations for record keeping and reportiri under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 were modified and amended to reflect em-
ployers' recori keeping responsibilities under the ADA.

To remedy the fact that no accurate or precise data exist on the employment
status of Americans with disabilities, the commission is developing a data collection
pmcess on a pilot survey basis. The questionnaire will be a "scannable" self-identifi-
cation form. The fmdings of this pilot survey will serve as the basis for future policy
evaluations and assessment decisions about data collection under the ADA and will
be used to design a complete census of EEO-1 employers, i.e., employers with 100 or
more employees, if that is deemed necessary.

By January 26, 1992, the Commission will publish in the Federal Register final
coordination regulationa between EEOC and the Department of Labor to set forth
procedures governing the processing of complaints that fall within the overlapping
jurisdiction of Title 1 of the ADA and Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act, The
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in the Federal Register this past
Mondal,October 28 for a 30-day public comment period.

Simla coordination regulations between the Commission and the Department of
Justice will address potential enforcement conflicts between the ADA and Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act, EEOC has engaged in intensive negotiations with the
Department of Justice and is working out the details of a coordination regulation.
We fully expect to publish a proposed regulation sufficiently in advance of the statu-
tory deadline.

The purpose of the coordination regulations is to ensure that overlapping com-
plaints are dealt with in a manner that avoids duplication of effort and prevents the
imposition of inconsistent or conflicting standards.

We also established an ADA Services unit within the Office of Legal Counsel,
with a Policy Division and a Techniral Assistance Division. The unit provides policy
guidance and technical assistance to EEOC's employees and to the public,

Consistent with this mission, the commission is developing several new sections of
its compliance manual that will focus on key issues under the ADA such as, the
definition of a "disability," the definition of a "qualified individual with a disabil-
ity," reasonable accommodation and undue hardship, and theories of discrimination.
The Commission is also developing a policy guidance on preemployment inquiries.
These compliance manual sections, while aimed at instructing our investigators and
lawyers in our field offices, will also be available to the pubtsc. The manual also
!guides our offices regarding charge processing procedures anti is being modified to
include the ADA. Compliance manuals are available in our field offices, Headquar-
ters library and through commercial publishers.

Training
The Commission was actively involved during Congressional consideration of the

Americans with Disabilities Act in providing technical assistance to both the White
House and committees of the House and Senate based on our experience with Sec-
tion 501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. However, on a Commission-wide level, the
experience of our total work force with disability law is somewhat limited.
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Since 1979, EEOC has had overall responsibility for the Federal sector equal em-
ployment opportunity complaint processing system. However, only EEOC adminis-
trative judges (who hold hearings on Federal complaints of diecrimination) and staff
in our Offim. of Federal Operations (OFO) (who decide Federel complaints at the ap-
pellate level) have had any experience in resolving complaints filed on the basis of
physical or mental disability. These complaints are filed under the Rehabilitation
Act and Federal regulations under that act

In our role as an administrative appellate body, the commission reviews appeal:.
in Federal sector EEO cases from Final Agency Decisions. In the past 11 years, the
Commission has accordingly reviewed and decided thousands of cases in which dis-
crimination on the basis of disability has been alleged, In fiscal year 1990 alone, ap-
,wls filed under the Rehabilitation Act constituted approximately 15 percent of
OFO's intake.

EEOC also has responsibility for implementing Section 501 provisions that require
Federal agencies to take affirmative action in the employment and advancement of
individuals with disabilities and that prohibit discrimination on the basis of disabil-
ity. Pursuant to Section 501, the commission reviews the affirmative action employ-
ment plans of Federal agencies.

Finally, under Executive Order 12067, the Commission also is responsible for en-
suring consistency of 1%al: standards and avoiding duplication of efforts in the en-
forcement of all F"edeM- equal employment opportunity laws. Under its Executive
Order responsibilities, the Commission has reviewed the employment nondiscrim-
ination provions of proposed and final regulations to implement section 504 of the
Rehale litation Act in federally assisted and conducted p

Because EEOC's experience and expertise in disabilit=iination law is limit-
ed to a small portion of our total work force, effective training of our employees is
essential to the enforcement of the new law. The ADA is a complex statute which
will require a different approach to investigations than under the other laws KEOC
enforces and will require intensive training of investigators before charges begin to
enter the administrative process in July 1

EEOC's available funds for training in recent years have been minimal. For in-
stance, FEOC had only $16,82 per employee to spend on training in fiscal year 1990.
In fact, zEOC has not been able to have a comprehensive training program since
1987. However, in fiscal year 1991, we were able to spend $1.2 m lion to provide
some initial training to EEOC staff. As part of this effort, Headquarters manage-
ment staff also developed training videos to provide ongoing on-the-job training to
the staff.

Early in 1990 EEOC began collecting disability training and technical assistance
materials from Federal, State and private sources, and we developed a computerized
information libr of these resources. In addition, EEOC surveyed Fair Employ-
ment Practices Agencies (FF2A8) to learn what their experiences have been in en-
forcing State employment discrimination statutes similar V:, the ADA and, throri
their experience, to develop estimates for the im on EDOC enforcement
then distributed hey guidance to EEOC field offices, summaries of other State and
Federal laws pros iting disabili -based discrimination, and contacts for making re-
fermis to appropriate agencies, EEOC also designated a contact person in each of
our district offices to coordinate all ADA-related internal training and outreach

To prepare our investigative and litigation units for the anticipated 20 t in-
crease in charges when the ADA becomes effective for employers with ger:er nmore
employees next July, the Commission has embarked upon a comprehensive program
of staff training. This training represents the largest single training effort ever un-
dertaken by the Commission as the result of the passage of new legislation.

EEOC conducted introductory ADA training for field and headquarters managers
and supervisors. In addition, a training workgroup was established to plan and im-
plement an ADA training program for EEOC investigators and legal staff.

Training on ADA regulations for all staff will begin in mid November. EEOC
plans intensive training in ADA investigations for field enforcement and litigation
staff. We are currently developing a training curriculum. Preeentation materials
will be finalized in January and February; the presenters will be trained in March;
and the 1-week training sessions will begin in April of 1992, Upon implementation
of the ADA, all staff will have completed training.

Technical Assistance
Congress mandated that the ADA enforcement agencies provide technical assiet-

ance to employers and individuals with disabilities so that all concerned may learn
of their rights and responsibilities under the new law. The Commission expects that
its technical assistance efforts will result in greater compliance with the ATM's em-
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ployment requirements, with a corresponding reduction in the need to resort to en-
forcement activity.

In December 1990, the Commission's draft Technical Assistance plan was pub-
lished in the Federal Register. An interagency ADA technical assistance coordinat-
ing group was established, chaired by EEOC. other member agencies include: the
Department of Justice; the President's Committee on Employment of People with
Disabilities; and the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Reeearch
and the Rehabilitation services Administration in the Department of Education.

Through its fiscal year 1991 budget and a supplemental appropriation, EEOC has
received $4,6 million in appropriations for technical assistance activities_ The funds
will be used on a variety of technical assistance activities with emphasis on training
for employers and for individuals with disabilities. The Commission also will utilize
a wide range of media and video formats to provide employers with training and
information on their responsibilities, and to encourage voluntary compliance with
the law.

EIOC also held informal consultations with national organizations representing
employers and people with disabilities to elicit suggestions for technical assistance
programs and a tmhnical assistance manual. We also conducted focus groups to
learn what employers wunted to know about the ADA and in what format they
wanted to receive the information.

Employers and other covered entities are actively encouraged to seek information
and assistance to maximize voluntary compliance. The Commission's technical as-
sistance prograrr will be separate and distinct from its enforcement responsibilities.
Accordimly, employers and others who request information or assistance regarding
a particar aspect of compliance, or who participate in training conducted by the
Commission, will not be subject to investigation or other enforcement action on the
basis of such inquiries or participation.

The Commiseion's technical assistance program includes the development of infor-
mational materials and training for emp oyers, individuals with disilities and the
public, and assistance in response to individual requests. The program is designed to
provide information needed for compliance with the law to all those covered by Title
I legal requirements. However, in allocating limited resources, priority will be given
to providing technical assistance to targeted audiences. For example, smaller em-
ployers generally have not had previous experience in meeting the nondiscrimina-
tion requirements of the Rehabilitation Act, which applies to larger employers who
are Federal contractors or grantees. In addition, smaller employers have little
access to information and assistance provided by commercial consulting services.

Activities to inform people with &sabilities about their ADA rights and how to
exercise them also will receive priority. Because it will be difficult to reach milliona
of persons with differing disabilities, the Commission intends to utilize the networks
of organizations such as independent living centers, hate vocational rehabilitation
agencies and many other public and private agencies that work with people with
disabilities to provide information and assistance on the law.

In addition to its own technical assistance activities, EEOC will continue to en-
courege and assiet technical asnatance conducted by other Federal agencies and by
orgamzations representing employers and individuals with disabilities. In fact, to-
night 1 will be attending a meeting of grantees selected by the National Institute on
Disability and Rehabilitation Research, the Department of Justice, and the Rehabili-
tation Services Administration to provide training and technical assistance nation-
wide to employers, individuals with disabilities, and rehabilitation professionals on
the ADA. ''sC staff will participate in this two-day coordinating effort.

EEOC also will reach virtually all employers covered by the ADA through a joint
mailing effort with the Internal Revenue Service. In February 1992, a notice will be
inserted in the IRS' quarterly mailing to employers stating the effective dates for
the ADA and advising them of where more information is available on their respon-
sibilities under the ADA.

The Commission will announce soon a joint Department of Justice/EEOC nation-
wide training program to provide extensive training of individuals with disabilities
in the requirements of Titles I, II and III of the act and techniques in providing
technical assistance and alternative dispute resolution,

The contractor will provide intensive 1-week training workshom to 400 persons
with disabilities on their r*hts under Titles I, II, and Ill of the ADA. After complet-
ing their training, each of the 400 trainees will be required to provide ADA training
and technical assistance to at least 50 other persona with disabilities and 30 employ-
ers and other covered entities. A select group of 100 of the 400 trainees will receive
further, advanced training in Title I only, In addition to the ADA instruction, these
individuals will receive training in alternative dispute resolution and will be avail-
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able to assist EF.X3C offices and employers in resolving ADA disputes. The contract
is expected to be awarded shortly, and training should begin in January 1992.

The commission also plans to let a contract to train employers on their obliga-
tions under the ADA. The contractor will develop and provide six to ten regional,
one-day seminars to train 6,000 to 10,000 employers on their obligations under Title
I of the ADA using EEOC-approved training materials and videos. We are currently
preparing a Request for Proposals and anticipate beginning training in February
1992.

The ADA mandates that a technical assistance manual be published by January
26, 1992, 6 months prior to the effective date of Title I. The EEOC Technical Assist-
ance Manual will be completed by that date. The manual will be a major "how to"
resource for employers and persons with disabilities. It will explain the legal re-
quirements of the statute and revilations as they apply to specific employment
practices, and will inclede guidance on reasonable accommodation, as well as de-
tailed Fuidance and examples of other important aspects of compliance. The manual
also will include a directory of technical assistance resources for reasonable accom-
modation, accessibility, and other aspects of compliance to assist employers and per-
sons with disabilities in locating private and public entities skilled in thsability em-
ployment issues. EEOC intends to publish the manual in a form that can be updated
with supplements as the Commission issues further guidance on specific issues, and
as additional technical assistance references and resources become available. The
manual will be made available to the public at minimal cost and reference copies
will be available at EEOC's headquarters, the Commission's 50 field offices, in
public libraries and in Federal depoeitory libraries. In addition, the manual will be
available in accessible formats for persons with visual or manual disabilities.

Consistent with our mandate to provide technical assistance to the universe of
more than 666,000 employers and some portion of the estimated 43 million individ-
uals with disabilities who need and request technical assistance, we are proposing to
establish a Technical Assistance Revolving Fund. This fund is a reflection of our
earnest purauit to establish creative and deficit-neutral means whereby EEOC can
provide maximum technical assistance to meet the demands of a diverse and grow-
ing population.

S'imilar to other governmental revolving funds, the Technical Assistance Revolv-
ing Fund will be supported primarily from collections and pay-ments received from
recipients of technical assistance training and materials. Initial start-up funding
will be provided by a one-time transfer of up to $1 million from EEOC's Salaries and
Expenses Account to the ADA Technical Amistance Account. Of that amount? ap-
proximately $525,000 will be used for one-time capital investments (i.e., facility
space rental, equipment and related expenses). Approximately $475,000 will be used
for Fund start-up costs.

Historically, and currently, EEOC has faced years ot curtailed funding and chang-
ing priorities. These forces have circumvented the development and institutionaliza-
tion of a solid technical assistance and training program within the commission. We
are truly excited about the potential establishment of the Revolving Fund. Such a
fund will ensure an ongoing institutionalization of a direly needed technical assist-

anacrogram.will channel a small number of existing employees to serve in various ca-
pacific*, such as: course designers and developers, trainers, career development spe-
cialists, and functional area specialists and support staff. The Fund staff will devel-
op and provide a variety of services and products including -. training, seminars,
speakers, workshops, conferences, audio and video tapes, manuals, digests, and other
printed materials.

Given the active and current demands for technical assistance already evident to
EEOC, we believe that the Fund will become solvent within 2 years.

To date, we have received omasiderable support for the establishment of this Fund
from bath the House and the Senate. In fact, our fiscal year 1992 Appropriations
Conference Report language reiterates support for this Fund. We greatly appreciate
your assiatancs in amending the appropriate legislative vehicle to establish the
Fund.

Another component of the Commission's technical assistanoa program is its out-
reach efforts. EEOC sees public outreach and public awareness as crucial to the suc-
cessful implementation of ADA. In addition to responding to requests for more than
15,000 copies o; the final rules since last July, EBOC has written two booklets titled
ADA: Your Employment R' hts as an Individual with a Disability, and ADA: Your
Responsibilities as an Emp r. EEOC has distributed 5,000 copies of each booklet
in just 1 month. These book ets are available in Spanish and alternate formats of
braille, large print, audio tape, and computer disk. EEOC has also, in conjunction
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with DOJ, published Questions and Answers on the ADA, which focuses on Titles I
and III. This publication is available in both Spanish and English and answers
common questions regarding the employment and public accommodations provisions
of the act Copies of these publications were recently mailed to each Member of Con-
gress to assist them with their constituent services.

The Library maintains a collection of ADA materials and has published a guide;
Library Resources on the Employment of Individuals with Disabilities, which in-
cludes books, periodicals and videotapes. FMC has also produced an open-captioned
video titled, Expanding 4ual Opportunities.- Implementing the Americans with Dis.
abilities Act. The video is available for purchase from the National Audiovisual
Center.

EEOC maintains a speakers bureau which provides, upon reqt, trained speak-
ers from headquarters and the field offices to explain the ADA. EIOC has 33 speak-
ers available to provide presentations to various groups. From July 1990 to October
1991, EEOC headquarters iaid field staff pnivided more than 400 presentations to
organizations such as employ3r groups, disability groups, Federal agencies, hoapi-

bar associations, universities and human resource organizations.
An ADA Handbook, which includes annotated versions of the regulations and in-

terpretive language for the employment and public accommodations regulations of
the act and a resource list, will be available for public distribution early next
month. The Handbook will serve aa a basic resource document The Commission es-
timates that approximately 20,000 copies of the Handbook will be disaeminated. An
advance copy has been made available to each member of the subcommittee this
morning.

Beginning November 8, the Commission will establish an ADA Helpline as a part
of its toll-free 800 service. The Helpline will enable individuals to order EEOC publi-
cations and information, as well as talk to apncy staff about ADA issues. The new
toll-free number will be 800-669-EEOC. The TDD number will be 800-800-3302.

The Commission will exmnd public information and technical assistance activities
as the effective date of Iltle I approaches. Public service announcements will be
aired on radio and television, additional information will be provided to a broad
range of general and specialized media, and Commission speakers will participate in

radio, television, organizational and other forums throughout the country to clarify
letcrfcquirementa.

will continue to provide technical assistance after the ADA becomes effec-
tive, through additional informational materials, training activities and responses to
requests for information and assistance. The Commission will continue to work
closely with disability groups, employer organizations, and other Federal agencies,
utilizing their resources and information networks to supplement its own technical
assistance activities and to provide specialized assistance that will aid compliance
with the employment requirements of the ADA.

Later this fall, a technical assistance program will be established in each of the
Commission's 23 district offices. The staff in these positions will provide technical
assistance to employers and individuals with disabilities regarding rights and re-
sponsibilities under the ADA, coordinate internal and external training and facili-
tate general outreach activities in their communities.

In addition, a request for proposal will be issued shortly to conduct a pilot pro-
gram on Alternative Dispute R,.lution in five of EEOC's district offices. This effort
is an attempt to further voluntary compliance and to reduce the impact of inad-

equate enforcement resources.

Charge Data System/ADA TS
Improvements to EEOC's computerized tracking systems began in 19843 and, since

then, have been developed and improved. These systems have allowed the agency to
establish tracking programs for past and current records.

The staff now has access to modern data processing equipment. Although addi-
tional funds have not been appropriated for this purpose, EEOC has been purchas-
ing a number of computers for our field offices annually. The Charge Data System
(CD6) allows each office to enter the history of every charge filed with EMC. The
information contained in each office's CDS system is transmitted to headquarters to
the agency's National Data Base (NM). This system allows management to monitor
the Nationwide processing of all charges and to provide instructions, where neces-
sary, to better administer the agency's workload. While there are some further re-
finements to make to the NDB, the system has proved to be an effective manage-
ment tool and will play an integral part in monitoring ADA charges.

The improvements in our computer systems have also provided EEOC with the
toots to develop a comprehensive case management system. A series of programs
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were developed allowing every supervisor and Field Director to monitor the move.
ment of charges by unit and office. There are specific programs by which managers
can request lists of charges by date of alleged violation or by expiration date of the
filing suit rights.

Another technological initiative taken by the Commission was to automate our
ADA implementation efforts. Prior to the signing of the ADA. EEOC developed the
ADA Tracking System (ADATS) to follow the progress and completion of ADA
workplan activities and projects. Through this system, we can easily monitor our
progress in implementing the ADA and ensure that all actiona are taken in a timely
manner.

Enforcement
EEOC currently receives about 60,000 charges of discrimination each year under

Title VII, the Equal Pay Act and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act State
and local agencies receive about another 55,000 charges under similar statutes.
EEOC's pending inventory of charges (the number of charges it currently has to
process) is about 45,000 clmrgft and FEPAs have about 70,000 charges in their in-
ventories. EEOC's current average processing time is about 250 days, down from an
average precessing time of 295 days just 2 years ago. In fiscal year 1991, EEOC's
inveatigators resolved an average of 88 charges. Despite this high resolution rate,
each of EEOC's investigators still had an average 59 cases pending investigation
when EEOC opened its doors on the first day of fiscal year 1992. Once the ADA
takes effect, we expect that there will be a 20 percent increase in our workload or
about 12,000 additional charges a year. To avoid the serious backlog problems that
EEOC experienced in the late 1970s, it is essential that the Commission receive ade-
quate funding for ADA enforcement,

Our field offices investigate and resolve about 62,000 charges of discrimination an-
nually. When, through these investigations, we determine that discrimination has
occurred, we attempt to obtain appropriate remedial relief through informal discus-
sion called conciliation. If conciliation fails, the Commission, at headquarters, will
consider litigation against the employer. However, when the employer is a State or
local governmental entity, the Commission will recnmmend that the Justice Depart-
ment consider litigation.

We anticipate that there will be approximately a 20 percent increase in the
number of suits filed by EEOC as a result of the full implementation of the ADA.
However, this projection does not fully reflect the actual increase in attorney work-
load. A ma4or portion of each attorney's time will be directed toward learning the
statute, training investigators, identifying new expert witnesses and developing new
litigation strategies,

Past EEOC experience has demonstrated that the assumption of new statutory au-
thority results in litigation over defmitions which must be resolved in the courts of
appmls. Thus, workload in the Office of General Counsel, Appellate Services, is ex-
pected to increase, Until these definitions and other issues are resolved, a signifi-
cant portion of the litigation will be conducted at the appellate level.

Most long-term litigation will be conducted by field office legal division staff. In
addition to their litigation responsibilities, staff in these offices will be r..uired to
provide day-today guidance to enforcement staff. During the short-term, the Com-
mission will need to identif-y experts for use in futare, complex litigation of cases
brought under the ADA. We estimate that ADA litigation may require at least
three specialists in the Office of General Counsel to identify these future procure-
ment needs and specific academic and medical disciplines which will be used in

lowit(Tm
litigation.

's Office of General Counsel anticipates that a significant portion of the
ADA cases will require the use of medical, architectural, ergonomics or vocational
specialists. These experts will be called on to provide advice and guidance on gener-
al and specific ADA issues and to provide specific advice and testimony in certain
=gee.

Experience gained in litigating the Age Discrimination in Employment Act-Bona
Fide Occupational Qualification cases in the mid-1980s will be invaluable to the
commission in conducting ADA litigation. These cases also involved complex, techni-
cal issues and required reliance on a number of expert witnesses. Many of the
ADEA-BFOQ suits were resolved only after full trial on the merits or after exten-
sive discovery and deposition testimony. As ouch, they were expensive and difficult
to litigate. In many instances, they required a team of lawyers from the legal divi-
sion and, if warranted by the circumstances of the case, from headquarters or other
district office legal divisions.
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Some of the most successful prosecutions of these cases used trial teams com-
prised of senior attorneys from two or three field officeseach with expertise in ex-
amination of one medical or expert specialtyand from headquarters.

The current average amount available per case to litigate is $5,000. However, this
average under-represents certain critical needs and vastly over-represents other re-
quirements. A suWantial portion of the litigation sup..rt budget is used to support
major class action cases. For example, in fiscal year l' 1, 40 cases or just 5 percent
of the 875 cases in litigation required 60 percent of the total litigation support
budget. Over 22 percent of the total budget was used to support just five cases.

EEOC obligated $Z8 million for litigation support in fiscal year 1990. The Office
of General Counsel had only $1,400 to support each "routine case," since 40 major
cases required an average of $43,500 each. The differences among cases is even more
apparent in the fact that five large cases required an average of $132,500 each.

The litigation support requirement for litigation of ADA cases may be as high as
$96,000 per case. This estimate is based on experience with ADEA suits involving
law enforcement officials where the defendant argued that the age distribution at
issue was justified as a bona fide occupational qualification because of medical or
psychological reasons. The reliance on the use of expert witnesses in such cases re-
quires contracts ranging from $16,000 to $32,W0. Assuming four experts per case,
dm, cost could reach an average of $96,000 for a maior case.

Buc4get/Staffing
EEOC's ability to resolve charges has been hampered by staffing decreases in

recent years. The agency's 1988 full time equivalent iFfE) staff level of 3,168
dropped to 2,796 FIT by fiscal year 1991. Thus, MC has had more than a 10 -

cent decline in staff resources in 4 years. The agency's field investigative staff tA-
taled 949 in fiscal year 1988. In fiscal year 1991, MC had 779 investigative staff.
For 5 of the last 7 years, the agency's budget has been cut below the President's
funding request for the commission.

successes in reducing its inventory have been achieved through increasing
the agency's overall efficiency and productivity. EEOC's outstanding level of produc-
tivity, however, is not sufficient to continue this trend; staffing resources must
remain at a certain level, Without an appropriate number of investigators, EEOC
cannot sustain our current control of inventory and our practice of resolving all
charjing parties' allegations in a timely manner.

EEOC recluested $210 million for its fiscal year 1992 budget. As part of our fiscal
year 1992 budget request, EEOC asked for 32 additional FTE. These 32 additional
employees will be investigators at a GS-7, 9 or 11 level in the field.

In addition to the new positions made available through our fiscal year 1992 ap-
propriations, I have committed the agency to the transfer of positions from the

rsncy's
Headquarters to our 50 field offices throughout the Nation. These addition-

taff in the field will help offset the increase in charges we will receive under the
new act next year. EEOC will also create technical assistance positions in each of its
23 district offices. The technical aseistance program will enhance EEOC's service to
the public under all statutes EEOC enforces.

State and Local Fair Employment Practices Agencies (FEPAs)
A discussion of EEOC's ADA enforcement strategy is not complete without ad-

dressing EEOC's relationship with the State and local agencies. Currently, under
Title VU and the ADEA, State and local agencies have an active role to play in
processing discrimination charges. This application of the concept of federslism per-
mits State and local governments to continue their efforts to eradicate discrimma-
tion under their statutes which preserve Federal rights in the work place.

Worksharing agreements with FEPAs, however, are considered essential to
handle the enormous volume of charges within the limited budgetary resources of
the EEOC. In workaharing agreements and contracts with the EEOC, State and
local agencies resolve ch: ,ft,41- for EEOC under State and local statutes.

EEOC enters into annual worksharing agreements and contracts to maximize the
efficiency of both State and Federal efforts and to avoid wasteful delay and duplica-
tion of efforts. Congress earmarked $25 million in fiscal year 1991 and fiscal year
1992 specifically for this effort. Currently, EEOC pays a FEPA $450 for each con-
tract chew. completed. EEOC contracts for only a portion of a FEPA's total work-
load based on a formula to evenly distribute the funds among the States. These
agreements often provide that each agency will be an agent of the other for the put-
pwe of receiving charges. When a charge is received first by a FEPA with which
EEOC has a worksharing agreement, the FEPA files and processes the charge under
its anti-discrimination law. Under the worksharing agreement, the State filing also
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constitutes a technical filing of a Federal discrimination charge under the statutes
that EIDOC enforces. The latter charge ic not filed for the purpose of initiating a
separate Pederal investigation but rather to preserve the charging party's right to
file a private lawsuit in Federal district court, and to preserve the c.1.: ng party's
option te have EEOC investigate the -.:harge, This is known as dual filing.

Within this legal framework, the EEOC's ability to control the processing of
charges by MIAs is limited. Created by and answerable only to State or local gov-
ernments, the FEPAs are independent of the EEOC's direct supervision over their
budgetin g or staffing.

EEOC is working to implement a uniform case management system in the FEPAs
to assist in investigating, tracking and monitoring of charges. In fiscal year 1992,
the Commission will provide the same case management training given to EEOC su-
pervisors for FEPA enforcement managers.

I have established a State and Local Division in the proposed Charge Resolution
and Review Program that will allow more centraliwd EEOC influence over the
FEPA operation and allow additional review of the quality of FEPAs' charge resolu-
tions. With the addition of more personnel, the strengthened State and Local Divi-
sion will be better informed of the needs of the FEPAs so that the partnership be-
tween the KEOC and the FEPAs will be more productive than in the past. In order
to assist in their day-today work with the FEPAs, the EEOC plans to add staff to
the State and local coordination units in the district offices.

Generally speaking, FEPAs have had experience enforcing laws prohibiting dis-
crimination on the basis of disability. Forty-six States and the District of Columbia
have laws similar to the ADA. Many of the States have been enforcing these laws
for 10 to 15 years. Because most States currently have disability laws, the impact of
the ADA on FEPA workloads should be minimal when oompared to the dramatic
increase EEOC anticipates in its workload.

which the deferral relationship will be develo The law permits written agree-
We are currently in the process of the methods and means through

meats with State and local authorities to este lish effective and integrated resolu-
tion procedures and to pay for services to assist the Commission in carrying out this
title. The financial and personnel resource implications of such an undedaking need
to be examined.

During this fiscal year, we will conduct an in-depth study of State laws addressing
disability discrimination and FEPA practices in resolving charges under these State
laws. We expect to provide guidance to FEPA directors on ADA. practices and proce-
dures during an upcoming IMPA Directors Conference and in our quarterly memo-
randa that highlight EEOC/FEPA relationship issues. The FEPAs will also assist in
conducting six seminars for employers on current employment disc. imination topics
under a contract with the International Association of Official Human Rights Agen-
cies.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I hope my discussion of EEOC's
strategy for implementing the ADA has been helpful to you in understanding the
important challenges that face the Commission. EWis proud of its efforts toward
being fully prepared to vigomusly enforce this law when it takes effect next July
and to ensuring that individuals with disabilities and employers are aware of their
new rights and responsibilities.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I greatly appreciate your statement today. I was struck as I was

hstening to you over and over again by the problems that seem to
be related directly to the amount of money available to the EEOC.

You talked about from 1985 through 1990, the strangulation of
the budget that was available for EEOC. And you talked about the
chilling effect that would occur with further budget cuts.

I'm interested, with the ADA coming on line, in the new
amounts of training that you mentioned in your statement that are
going to be necessary with the addition of a large number of new
cases.

What resources, monetarily, financially, does the EEOC need to
fully implement the ADA?

Mr. KEMP. Historically, EEOC has had budget problems. In fact,
I can imagine when the 1964 Civil Rights Act was being debated,

2 4
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northern congressmen maybe went to southern congressmen and
aimed for their vote, and said, if you vote for this Civil Rights Act, I
promise that I won't vote for funding for the agency that is going
to be set up to enforce it.

Nine years out of 10, our budget was cut by Congress during the
1980s. This had a ratcheting effect. OMB's budget that was sent
over was cut. So when it was cut, OMB, the next year, would cut it
back further.

If we just had the more than $50 million that the President
asked for in the 1980s, we'd be in a whole lot better shape.

We're closing roughly 88,4 cases per investigator.
Chairman PEratnqs. You indicated that you had another 50 cases

per investigator.
Mr. lino. When we opened on October 1.
Chairman PERKINS. Right. Not counting the new cases that are

coming in. What are the rate of the new cases that are coming in
presently?

Mr. KEMP. We expect about a 20 percent increase on July 26.
That will be about 12,000 cases.

The way we've arrived at that is
Chairman PERKINS. Twelve thousand new cases?
Mr. ICEmP. New cases.
Chairman PERKINS. In addition to what is already coming?
Mr. KEMP. Yesunder the ADA.
Basically, the way we arrived at that figure is that we studied

what the State agencies hadit was roughly 9 percent of their
budgetand we made an equation and applied that to arrive at
what we would get. We usually do get between 5 and 10 percent
more at our agencies and State agencies, and that comes out to
about 12,000.

Chairman PERKINS. I understand.
What I'm really trying to do, and I'm trying really hard not to be

in any fashion partisan.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I appreciate that.
Chairman PERKINS. I thought you might.
I really am. What can I saybipartisan.
What I'm trying to arrive at is the real number, the financial

figure, that you think, based upon all the new situations that are
going to be confronting this piece of legislation and operation of
your agency, what fmancial figure is going to be necessary to im-
plement this law and these regulations so that they're going to
work as smoothly, so that they're going to work in a fashion that
we in Congress, and I think the President, intended, when this act
was promulgated?

Mr. KEmp. I can't comment on our 1993 budget request because
that's before OMB.

I do think that we need to double the number of investigators
that we have out in the field.

Chairman PERKINS. You think you're going to need to double the
number of investigators in the field?

Mr. Midi,. What?
Chairman PERKINS. Double the number of present number of in-

vestigators in the field?
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Mr. KEMP. Yes. But we've got to get down to each investigator
completing 40 cases a year. I think that's the upper level to do an
adequate job.

Chairman PERKINS. So you think any more than 40, they can't
really do an adequate job?

Mr. KEmp. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Yes, I think you're right.
Go ahead.
Mr. Kim.. This is an effect on Title VII, Equal Pay Act, and

ADEAit cuts across the boaid.
We've got to allocate the in( ney fairly. We can't favor one group

over another.
Chairman PERKINS. So in terms of your 1992 budget that you

submitted to OMB, that's not in front of it now?
Mr. KEMP. No. We asked for $24 million more for ADA. We

asked for 246 investigators, basically for ADA. We got $4 million
and we got 32 added employees.

Chairman PERKINS. So you asked for $24 million and you got $4
million, and you asked forwhat was the other figure?

Mr. lino,. Two hundred forty-six.
Chairman Pratfalls. And you got?
Mr. liEmP. Thirty-two.
Chairman PERKINS. That seems to me given the current situation

you've described to me, you seem to believe we're going to have
some fairly serious problems of implementation with the program
as we're presently proceeding?

Mr. KEW. I think we'd have very serious problems at EEOC
even if we didn't have ADA and the 20 percent increase in work-
load.

Chairman PERKINS. And the 20 percent is just that much more?
Mr. Kinn,. Yes. That might be the straw that breaks the camel's

back.
Chairman PERKINS. That's very distressing to hear, Mr. Chair-

man. I appreciate your honesty and your candor with me, and I
think that s very much appreciated again on my part.

We will probably come back to this a little bit later.
Just quickly, I appreciate very much the Handbook. Now the

manual that's mandated, I think in your testimony, as I recall, you
said that it was going to be available 6 months prior to the imple-
mentation of the act.

When that manual is available, how is an individual or a busi-
ness entity going to acquire it?

Mr. KEmp. I should ask some of my staff.
Chairman PERKINS. Feel free to.
Mr. lime. Liz, do you want to come up?
Chairman PERKINS. Could you identify yourself, please?
Ms. THORNTON. I'm Elizabeth Thornton, Deputy Legal Counsel.
The manual will be available on January 26this coming Janu-

ary. It will be available to the publicit will be in alternative for-
mats if people need them. People probably will request it and then
we will make it available by mailing it out.

Chairman PERKINS. Are you going to charge for that or is this
going to be free?
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MS. THORNTON. We're discussing that at the moment. Clearly,
initially, there will be copies that will be made Elva:table for free.
After timt, it may be necessary- for the agency to chArge. However,
the first copies for everyone will be available--

Chairman PEslems. When you get a co .3, of the manual's table of
contents, could you submit that to our su bmmittee for review?

Ms. THOsicrox. Certainly.
Chairman PERKINS. I would really appreciate that.
I have a lot of other questions but I cl like to come back a little

bit later, and turn to Mr. Gunderson to see what questions that he
would like to ask.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you very z luch, Mr. Chairman.
I want to follow up on the interest in the Tec..nical Assistance

Manual. For better or for worse, that was my idea in ADA. I think
it's going to be for the better.

Is that going to be bigger than the Handbork?
Mr. Kne. I don't know.
Ms. THORNTON. I'm SOMy, I didn't hear you.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Is the Technical Assistance Manual going to be

bigger than the Handbook?
Ms. THowroN. Yes, eventually. It's going to have a number of

sections. It's going to have a "How to" section in the first part and
then the second half will be a resource guide, which will tell people
where they can gothe different organizations they can go to to
get help.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I think the paper industry owes me commission.
I had no idea. This is very helpful and, frankly, very impressive.

I have to tell you both and to all your staff that's here as well,
Mr. Chairman.

What a pleasure it is to see this kind of intense commitment and
enthusiasm to trying to make this happen. Normally, these hear-
ings, as you know, are, by their nature, adversarial. And this
doesn't mean we agree on every scific regulation and issue.

But you need to be commended, and be commended publicly, for
what you have done here, and I just want to start off in that
regard.

Mr. KEmp. I think our employees have to be commended. They
are terribly impressive. I did work for the Federal Government for
16 years with the Internal Revenue Service and the Securities and
Exchange Commission, and I do think our employees are much
better. And the IRS and SEC are supposedly the two of the best
agencies in the Federal Government.

I'm not knocking the IRS or SEC.
Mr. GUNDERSON. You can knock the IRS, it's okay.
LL.atwhter.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Not the SEC.
Mr. GUNDE1SON. The reality is, I would guess every one of us

here has been recognized at some point in time as Legislator of the
Year by some disability group. I would hope every one of those dis-
ability groups, especially those in the audience, would go back to
their members and their organizations and consider this year
making the Legislator of the Year the people who are pursuing in
the trenches the implementation of this. I mean that very sincere-
ly, to each and every one of you.
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Let's talk about this Revolving Fund. I know you're going to get
a million dollars for startup.

Mr. KEMP. A million dollars from our.
Mr. GUNDERSON. A transferfor a million dollars to start up.
Then where does the money come from?
Mr. Mom I'd like to have kamie Billingsley answer.
Mr. GUNDERSON. You'd like to know that, too?
Mr. KEMP. Ws very technical.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Can we ask you as well, for the record, to iden-

tify yourself just so we know who you are.
Ms. BILLINGSLEY. My name is Kamie Billingsley, and I'm the Di-

rector of Financial and Resource Management Services at the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

The nature of a Revolving Fund is like a business account. Based
upon collections coming into the Fund, it becomes solvent over
time, hopefully if you have a product and services that there's a
demand for.

In the government there are dozens and dozens of Revolving
Funds in some of the prior agencies I've been withthe State De-
partment, United States Coast Guardwe've had Revolving Funds.
So with this particular Fund, after the $1 million initial startup
cost, we're hoping that based on the training, the workshops, the
conferences, that we're able to supply based on the demand of the
public, that we would generate enough monies to keep the account
going.

Mr. GUNDERSON. You don't have a fee schedule established at
this point, however?

Ms. BILLINGSLEY. We definitely have some standard rate fee for-
mulas. We do not have the precise fee schedules yet determined,
but that's something that my staff is actually working on right now
with the Department of Treasury and with the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I think it would be helpful if, at your earliest
convenience, you could share that with the subcommitteeand I'm
trying to be helpful in getting you the resources you need; but at
the same time, I think we want to know before July 26, what are
going to be the financial implications for the small business that is
going to seek your assistance; what is it going to cost them to get
the kind of assistance they need to comply. That may or may not
be something that we have to look at, and we won't know that
until you give us some overview of what that fee schedule is.

Ms. BILLINGSLEY. We'd be very happy to supplywhat we do
have right now are some reimbursable agreements that we have
with other Federal agencies that have requested training of our
agency. And I might say that we have not been able to come close
to meeting the demand of brethren Federal agencies.

But essentially, those standard rates will be the same type of
rates that we would be applying to business or private organiza-
tions. We certainly can provide that expeditiously to you, sir.

Mr. GUNDERSON. One of the keys in the regulations is the whole
area of training. And one of the concerns that the hearing im-
paired have is whether or not in this area you will incluck as train-
ing materials, films and, whether or not films will be captioned so
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that training will be available both to the hearing impaired em-
ployee and employer.

Can you clarify this? There's some perception that this is not
going to occur in your regulations?

Can you tell me that's not the case and that it will?
Mr. Kip. They are captioned.
Mr. GUNDERSON. All your training ffims will be captioned?
Mr. KEMP. Yes.
Ms. BILLINGSIZY. They are now.
Mr. GuNnzusoN. They are now? Okay, that's very helpful.
A similar issue, there seems to be a dispute in your proposed reg-

ulations versus those of the Department of Justice on the definition
of " ualified interpreter."

What are the chances we can get you to accept the Department
of Justice's definition of "qualified interpreter?"

Mr. KEMP. We didn't define it. Did they define it in this reg? I
don't even know about this controversy.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me ask you: is this something that, because
the rulemaking process is in order, you can't comment onnot
trying to infringe on the rulemaking process?

Mr. KEMP No, no, I just
Mr. GUNDERSON. The availability of "interpreter" ander the reg-

ulations is not sufficient because you have to define "qualified in-
terpreter." Let me, in just a second here, I can pull upif I may,
Mr. Chairman, just read from the Department of Justice's proposed
regulations.

Chairman PERKINS. Sure.
Mr. GUNDERSON. "In order to clarify what is meant by 'qualified

interpreter,' the Department has added a definition to the terms to
the final rule. A 'qualified interpreter' means an interpreter who is
able to interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially, both re-
ceptively and expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabu-
lary."

So we're not only dealing with the issue of availability of inter-
preters, but we're dealing with the issue of qualified interpreters
availability of qualified interpreters.

Would there iv any problem reconciling the oriOnal EEOC regu-
lations with the Department of Justice regs on this, that you know
of'?

MS. THORNTON. We didn't define "qualified interpreter" in our
regulation. I think our intent was not to require, for very small
businesses, that all interpreters be certified if in fact the ability to
sign or to accommodate the individual was able to be done.

So that I don't think there is necessarily a conflict. Our purpose
is that if the accommodation works for the particular individual
with a disability and it doesn't cause an undue hardship on the em-
ployer, then it obviously is good,

Mr. GUNDERSON. But can't you not, in the regulations, define
"qualified interpreter" without requiring certification in the regu-
lations?

Ms. THORNTON. I don't think at this point we would want to go
back and amend the rwulation, but we certainly can do something
sub-regulatory. We're doing an extensive Compliance Manual sec-
tion. And those kind of issues will be dealt with in that document.

°Z.,9
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Mr. GUNDERSON. SO you believe we can solve the "qualified inter-
preter" issue in the Compliance Manual?

Ms. THORNTON. Yes, defmitely.
Mr. Mae. Le me just enter into this.
I am not aware of this controversy. But it does seem somewhat of

a controversy concerning attendants for people with mobility im-
pairments, that all sorts of proposals that they be trained in this
and that and the other thing. And they never consider the needs of
the person that needs the attending care, which doesn't mean that
they have to be certified this, that or the other thing. The key
thing is that they're dependable.

I don't know if we're not getting into an argument between
groups in the deaf community, and maybe we should try to avoid
that. I'd like your advice on it.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't want the Federal Government to get
into the business of certifying interpreters.

Mr. KEMP. I don't either.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I agree with you on that.
At the same time, I think we have to suggest that we have more

than just the availability of an interpreter. I will tell you that I
have taken sign language 101, and I have had, frankly, the exhila-
rating privilege of interpreting both for flight attendants on air-
planes and for some constituents who happened to have been hear-
ing impaired.

I am not a qualified interpreter, and I wouldn't want anyone to
call me an interpreter or to consider that my attendance at any
event met the need of having an interpreter available.

That's the only concern I have, is that we deal with this issue of
some level of competence without dealing with the issue of certifi-
cation. I don't have any dispute with dealing with this in the Com-
pliance Manual, just so that we make it clear that there has to be
some basic level.

And, frankly, I'm not asking you to get into the debate over
whether you use ASL or not, but that may be a suggestion rather
than a mandate, that a certain level of competency in ASL is the
way to achieve it. That's just for your consideration.

I think that is probably enough questions from me at this time,
Mr. Chairman. I yield back.

Thank you.
Chairman Pram ws. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. Chairman, nice to see you here this morning and the others.
Thank you for a very comprehensive statement and an update-

I've had a lot of inquiries from people in my district who have been
following this act, and I know they will take your testimony today
as good news, as I do, and I appreciate it.

Mr. KEMP. Thank you.
Mr% ANDREWS. You can help me a bit, being new to this and

being a lay person at this, if you could answer a lay person's type
of question.

After these regulations go into effect, describe for me what would
happen for a disabled person who feels that he or she has been
denied a promotion by a private employer. Let's assume that I am
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a disabled person and I work at a bank and I believe that I've been
denied a promotion because of my disability. Where do I go? Who
helps me, and what happens?

Mr. KEMP. You come to EEOC and file a charge and say that you
were denied a promotion because of your disability. EEOC then in-
vestigates the charge. We either find cause or don't fmd cause. If
we find cause, we try to conciliate. If we fail in conciliation, the
legal unit in the District Office will send a presentation memo to
our Office of General Counsel. The Commission decides whether to
sue on the person's behalf.

Mr. Armasws. It really goes back to Chairman Perkins' questions
earlier, and the concern that I have is whether or not you're being
empowered with the tools that you need to do that on a satisfactory
basis.

How long do you think a person would have to wait, given the
present staffing and resource levels at the Commission for that
process that you just described to begin?

Mr. Kim.. There are a couple of things. We are underfunded
right now. We're closing 88.4 cases per investigator. We're not
going to give priority to any statute. I don't Liink that's fair.

It's like inflation. Richard Nixon put price controls on in 1971
when inflation was really quite low. At EEOC, the situation just
keeps getting worse and worse and worse, and we're handling more
cases with fewer employees.

At one point the whole thing will just unravel. It's like infla-
tionit creeps up, 1 percent, 2 percent, then it's 10 percent; then
the next time it's 20 percent, 40 percent, 120 percent. The same
thing is happening at EEOC.

Mr. ANDREWS. I think you make a good point, that beyond the
quantitative impact of that, there's a qualitative and emotional
impactpeople give up and they get discouraged when they turn
in a bona fide complaint and nothing happens, or it takes a long
time for something to ha pen.

I have, and with the an's consent, I'd like to have entered
into the record, a letter from the Director of the Office for Disabled
Citizens in Gloucester, New Jersey, one of the counties in my dis-
trict. Her name is Jacquelyn Love. I asked Ms. Love to call around,
sort of take a survey in advance of today's hearing and ask what
peo le thought among advocates in the disabled community.

e letter of Jacquelyn Love, with attached survey, is included
at the end of the hearing.]

The general perception was that there was some pessimism as to
whether there was going to be adequate enforcement resources
and that is in no way directed at your efforts. As a matter of fact,
as I said earlier, I think the community will take your testimony
today as very good news.

With that in mindyou and I lave talked before about legisla-
tion that I intend to introduce, and I'd like you to comment on it
today in this context, that would change the law so that in all of
EEOC's activities it would be legally mandated to receive counsel
fees and cost of enforcement from the losing or settling party; that
we would have a change in the statute where if you brought an en-
forcement action against someone and either acquired a judgment
or a settlement, the statute would require that you collect not only
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the damages for the individual plaintiffs or the class, but that you
also be awarded the agency's cost of enforcement.

Could you comment on that and whether you think that would
help the situation we talked about this morning?

Mr. Kmme. I think anything would help. The best experience that
I had before the job as Chairman of EEOC was working for Ralph
Nader. As everybody knows, he runs a very tight operation. And
that gave me an understanding of running a tight operation.

I think that your pro= would help. At one point I was think-
ing maybe we should c for incoming calls where we give as-
sistance, even if it's a nominal chargehave it a 900 number.

Mr. ANDREWS. I don't know that I would support that. My idea
really is that if someone has practiced discriminationif they've
broken the lawit strikes me as very fair and efficient and sensi .
ble that they should not only pay the cost of the damages for
breaking the law but they should pay the public's cost of enforce-
ment to remedy or correct that violation of the law.

it not only creates a source of funding for the EEOC to do more
for people who have been victimized by discrimination, it also pro-
vides a greater disincentive for people to discriminate, and it pro-
vides a stronger and more stern penalty should they violate the
law.

Mr. KEMP. 1: zink it would be an excellent idea. I thought you
introduced the bill.

Mr. ANDREWS. We are preparing one.
Mr. Mho. I see, okay.
Mr. ANDREWS. We're preparing one and we wanted to check the

scope and, of course, we have to ask the person who runs the ad-
ministration, Mr. Darman, whether he would support it as well.

I thank you very much for your testimony this morning.
Chairman Pxxxrris. Thank you, Mr. Andrews.
Mr. Olver, do you have any questions at this time?
Mr. OLVER. I'm not going to presume to suggest that I'm pre-

pared to ask questions here, Mr. Chairman, having just come in
about 3 minutes ago. I will read the testimony and communicate
with the chairman.

Chairman PERKINs. Thank you, Mr, Olver.
Mr. Chairman, let me just ask some more questions in terms of

some of the activities of the ADA.
Currently, how many EEOC staff are involved in ADA-related ac-

tivities such as promulgating regulations, coordinating efforts of
the other agencies, and technical assistance ? And what impact is
this having on the EEOC's overall responsibilities?

Mr. KEW. Liz would probably be able to respond.
Ms. THORNTON. We currently, as the Chairman indicated, have

an Americans with Disabilities Act Service.
Chairman PERKINS. I'm sorry?
Ms. THORNTON. We have an Americans with Disabilities Act

Service.
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Ms. THORNTON. That service has a director. It will have two su-

pervisors. There are two divisionsa Policy Division and a Techni-
cal Assistance Division. There will be four TA persons in the TA
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DivisionTechnical Assistance Divisionand three attorneys at-
tached to the Policy Division.

In addition to that, there are people throughout the field offices
who are responding to questions, who are answering questions,
making speeches, and so on.

We have people in our Headquarters Office of Programs Oper-
ations (OPO) who are working on training as well as people in the
Offitm of Legal Counsel working on training. There are a variety of
different people throughout the agency who are performing a varie-
ty of functions.

Mr. Km,. We have a Speakers Bureau, as I mentioned in my
testimony, of 33. They have given 400 speeches around the country.
Liz receives about 30 calls a day on ADAa lot of them areelAst
requ: that we send out the final rules and regulations.
receives about 100 calls a day, asking for rules and regulations or
asking very technical questions about workmens' compensation,
medical insurance, and other things like that.

We don't really neatly put people in jobs in this area, and we've
tried not to under other statutes. So it's hard to give you exactly
how many employees we have working on ADA.

Chairman PEaiuNs. Okay, in terms of a rough estimate, could
you maybe give us a shot at that?

Mr. KEw. Liz?
Ms. TitoarrroN. It's kind of hard, as the Chairman said.
Chairman PERKINS. I won't hold you to it.
MS. THORNTON. In our Office of Legal Counsel maybe there are

10 or 12 people. But then you've got to factor in all these other
people throughout the agency who are working, so it's difficult to
answer.

Chairman PERKINS. Let's discuss a little bit about the trust fund
if it's set up.

What of services are exactly going to be offered? Are you
talking atrPteist seminars, are you talking about conferences? What
type of services are going to be offered if this trust fund is in fact
put in place?

Mr. ICEMP. I think that one of the shocking things about the
ADA is as soon as it was passed and signed into law, law firms
started holding these seminars. Even on the literature that was
sent to me to advertise the seminars there were mistakes. They did
en awful lot of this before our rules and regulations came out.
They terrified employers and they charged an arm and a leg.

I don't see why we couldn't have gotten involved in that training.
I think we would have done a much better job for employers and
charged about a third as much as the law firms charged.

Chairman PERKINS. Under this type of situation, would technical
assistance be given on all laws enforced by the EEOC or is it just
the ADA? Which one of these two is that under the trust fund?

MS. BILLINGSLEY. It's all statutes.
Mr. KIMP. It would be all statutes.
Chairman PERKINS. All statutes?
Mr. KEMP. Yes.
MS. BILLINGSLEY. That's right.
Chairman PERKINS. All right, so it's not just the ADA, then.
Mr. KEMP. And some are more complicated than others, too.
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Chairman PERKINS. I understand.
Directly how many EEOC employees will be used for developing

this institute?
MS. BILLINGSLEY. We are envisioning about 10 employees as ini-

tial startup. Some of those employees will be dedicatM full time,
that is, particularly providing the training curriculum, developing
it. Some of the employees, again, a small cadre of 10 people, be-
fause we can't afford to devote more staff resources, will be doing
collateral functions that they're currently performing plus addi-
tional Revolving Fund activities.

Chairman PERKINS. Just in termsso we can walk through an
examplecould you give us an example of how the EEOC will re-
spond to allegations of Americans with Disabilities Act discrimina-
tion by employers?

Mr. KEMP. Similar to Congressman Andrews' hypothetical?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. Kim,. A person will come to one of our 50 offices around the

country and file a charge with us that employers have discriminat-
ed in such and such a way.

I think one of the first things that we will probably have to de-
termine is whether we have jurisdiction under the act, and that's
making a determination whether the person is handicapped or not.

Under Title VII it's a fairly easy determination. Under the Reha-
bilitation Act of 1973, it was much more complicated.

Then we'll determine whether there's cause or not. If we do find
cause, we'll try to conciliate with the employer. And if we don't,
then we'll decide whether to sue.

The ADA will be more complicated to enforce, and let me ex-
plain. It's very similar to bona fide occupational qualifications that
have caused us an awful lot of trouble under Title VII. We really
don't have any problems until we have made that oxception. We
look at whether a person is covered by Title VII, and see if we
should have an exception.

Remember, Title VII says that certain characteristics are irrele-
vant, like sex, color, agenot agebut religion, e cetera.

Under a bona fide occupational qualification, we're saying that
they are relevant. Under ADA, the characteristic that brings you
into coverage under ADA is a critical factor.

So I think that this is going to be a much more complicated act
to investigate.

We've estimated that our investigators will be able to handle
roughly about 10 -rcent lesshave 10 percent less closures when
they get a mix of vs ericans with Disabilities Act cases.

Chairman PERKINS. Ten percent less?
Mr. KEMP. Yes, we'll be able to---so we'll knock it down from

about 88 to about 80.
Chairman PERKINS. Assuming the fund, whatever.
Mr. KEMP. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. One of the things I'm interested in and con-

cerned about is a Harris Poll that said only 18 percent of the
American public that was even aware there was such a thing as
this act.

And particularly in going to areasurban areas, high poverty
areas, very rural areasI know you've mentioned some of the sem-
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milers that you're going to have around the country. But particular-
ly in areas thatand segments of our population that perhaps
vriuld not be impacted so much by those types of approacheedo
you have any additional way of trying to go into those areas and
letting people know that this act actually exists and what their

hts are, and what the remedies are?
Knit). Yes, I was surprised it was as high as 18 percent, and

I thought that was a very good indication.
I'd be curious to know about how many peopleolder people

over 40know that there's an Age Act in existence.
I think it's a very difficult problem to get the word out to em-

ployers. The work force and employers have radically changed in
25 years. There was a study done in 1987 that said the Fortune 500
companies would have 10 percent less employees in 1997 than they
had in 1987; and if anything, they're going to have even less than
that. Something between 80 and 90 percent of new jobs are going to
be created by employers with less than 50 employees.

These are very small operations and they don't have the money
to go to big three-day conferencesthey don't have the money or
the time. They're out making a product. These people will be creat-
ing the jobs and I don't know if we're getting the word to them.

Chairnian PERKINs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me ask you just a little bit. I certainly would encourage you

to look at some additional areas in terms of ways to try to impact
these groups because I don't think that what we're talking about is
probably sufficient at this stage to make any kind of impact upon
some of these areas that I think are really going to be vitally im-
portant.

If you could maybe look at some of the alternatives that are
available to you and maybe submit them to us a little bit later,
we'd certainly appreciate it.

Mr. limo. We have really been giving this a lot of consideration.
We really haven't come up with some way to reach those small em-
ployers that are covered by ADA that really don't have the money
to go to these big training sessions. And I think even more impor-
tant is the time to go.

One idea is to have cassettes that employers could listen to on
the way to and from work.

Chairman PERKINS. It relates back to the same thing we're talk-
ing about, the Manual, in terms of trying to get the Manual out to
a lot of these individuals and these employers that are oui there so
they have something they can base some sort of decisions on.

Mr. KEMP. I don't know if this Manual, which will be bigger than
the manual that you have up therewhat about a small employer
who's hiring 30 people, covered by ADA? He's making a complex
product. He's under a whole lot of other Federal regulationsis he
going to really have time?

Chairman PERKINS. Are you going to provide some sort of con-
densed manual or book that could go out to a lot of these employ-
ers that perhaps they would utilize?

Mr. KEMP. Yes, we've tried that. We have a little booklet for em-
ployers and far disabled people. IRS is sending out a notice that
will tell when the ADA becomes effective; and it has telephone
numbers for people to call.
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The work force is changing, and I think that we've got to figure
out some way. We haven't thought of any way to reach those
peoliTctirman

PERKINS. Again, I would encourage you to keep look-
ing at this.

Mr. lime. We're trying our best.
Chairman PERKINS. I know it's a difficult thing but we certainly

want to see the population served.
Let me ask you a question about the maritime industry that I've

been asked by sevem1 people.
Mr. KEMP. The maritime industry?
Chairman Plum Ns. Yes.
In terms of its responsibility under Maritime Admiralty law to

provide a seaworthy vessel and personnel, are you doing anything
with the U.S. Coast Guard to provide guidance to the industry and
how to comply with Coast Guard regulations and the ADA?

Mr. Kim,. I never knew there was a problem.
Aiairman PERKINS. Well, maybe submit some questions to

you later in writing, so that you'd give a little guidance.
I have been questioned to get some information on this and

would certainly appreciate that.
Mr. KEMP. I do think that cruise ships and other boats like that

should be accessible to disabled people, and I think they're becom-
ing accessible.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you plan to use any testers in ADA en-
forcement, that is, people who go out and work under cover, so to
speak, so they can apply for jobs, who tests to see whether the em-
ployers discriminate?

Mr. KEMP. Let me go into this in detail because I think there's a
lot of misunderstanding on the testers policy.

When I became Chairman about 18 months ago, I instructed
General Counsel and Legal Counsel to look into whether it was
legal to use testers under Title VII. I couldn't see why it could be
used in housing and not under employment.

They came out in November of 1990 and said thai, there was no
legal reason why we couldn't accept charges from testers. I never
felt that EROC's personnel shouldn't be involved in testing. Three
reasons for that:

Number one, we are overloaded anyway. We're closing 88 cases
per investigator. I think I'd be derelict to encourage more people to
file.

Number two, in considering the nature of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, which has a conciliation aspect to it, I thought that would
send a bad signal to employersthat we would be coming as test-
ers 1 minute and then after we found a charge, we would try to
come in and conciliate the charges with them.

The third reason is that I'm very sensitive personally on the
whole concept of entrapment and think it's not a good policy.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much,
Mr. OLVER. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Olver?
Mr. OLVER. Might I claim back some of my time now that I've

listened to a bit of this?
Chairman PERKINS. Please do.
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Mr. OLVER. Thank you. I apologize if what I will ask will seem to
cover or, indeed, closely cover what someone else may have covered
already.

I would like to just explore for a minute your field of employers
that you're working with you identify as the 666,000, I guess, from
the testimony of employers?

Does that include all employers or is there a size? What's the
size criterion?

Mr. limp. In 1992, on July 26, it will cover employers with 25 or
more employees. And 2 years later, on July 26, 1994, it will cover
employers with 15 or more employees; which is what Title VII now
covers.

Mr. OLvxu. So on July 1, 1994, it will cover everyone with 15 em-
ployees or more. Is that what the 666,000 represents in the 1994
window?

Mr. Maw.. Yes.
Mr. Omura. How many employers are there with 25 or more,

what would be your estimate on that?
Mr. Knew. We cover only 15 percent of the employers in the

country.
Mr. OLVER, That many of the total number of employers are

much smaller?
Mr. KEMP. Yes.
By covering 15 percent of the employers, we do cover employers

that have about 85 percent of the employees in the country. So
we've got a lot of small employers.

Mr. 'DINER. Now when you speak of, in the same sentence that I
finally picked up the number of employers that are covered, the 43
million individuals with disabilities; is that individuals with dis-
abilities of all ages or just in the employment years?

Mr. KEMP. All ages.
Mr. Otsxa. Of all ages.
What would be the number in the employment years, what I

might define as 18, or we might say 22, to 62 or 65, or something
like that, or 70? Can you give me a sense of what that

Mr. Maw. No, because there can't be a cap. Employers can't re-
quire somebody to retire at a certain age. We did have definite fig-
ures when it was 18 to 62 or 65.

Mr. OLVER. However, there is a fairly high degree of retirement
by somethere has to be an age where the employment percentage
drops off, certainly, as one gets to higher ages, and there must
be----

Well, there must be some way of defining what the number of
employeesemployables--are in the marketplace.

Mr. KEMP. Yes, but because they retire at a certain age doesn't
mean that they leave the workplace. Toffier and Nesbitt said that
wople would have three or four very different careers during their
lifetime.

Disability is a very difficult term to define.
Mr. OWES, That was the next question I was going to ask. I

mean, 43 million out of the whole population, I guess I would like
to know whatI'm looking for bacround, I'm new at this. And I
would like to know what the field of 43 million really looks like,
what those disabilities are in broad form, certainly. But at the
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same time that I'm asking the question of how many of those are
in the employable ages. Because clearly we know that we could
defme as th.w up to age 12 probably are not part of an employabl:
field and then there is an ever-greater employment capability, or
need, between there and the time that one gets, say, through col-
lege. Then you've got college years to a point where people really
feel that it's time to slack off somewhat.

What I'm trying to do is to get a handle on the field of employ-
able people with disabilities and what the kinds of disabilities are
that we're dealing with.

Mr. KEMP. Basically let me explain how we reached that figure
of 43 million. I used to teach a course on disabled people and the
law at Catholic Law School, and I spent about 6 hours trying to
define "disability" with my class. If I were teaching a course in
women and the law, I would spend about 30 seconds; Hispanics and
the law maybe a minute and a half.

Disability is really made up of three components when you're de-
fining itit's loss of function. The other thing that it's made up of
is educationhow much education you have. If you are missing an
arm and have a third grade education, you're probably really quite
disabled. And if you're missing an arm and are a Harvard Law
School graduate, number one in your class, it wouldn't really affect
you probably at all and you might not even consider yourself dis-
abled.

Mr. OLvElt. Are you suggesting that yov.r 43 million, then, in-
cludes those who are economically disadvantaged or educationally
disadvantaged and just didn't have the floor opportunities of an
education system?

Mr. KEMP. With a functional limitation. As a matter of fact, the
hypothetical that I gave you is a friend of miae.

Mr. OLVER, With a functional limitation. With a physical or
mental disability that goes with the educational disability?

Mr. KEMP. Yes, if a person has a mental or emotional disability,
he's covered.

Mr. OLVER. Is the Americans with Disabilities ActI'm scr-ry not
really knowing what's in this act, if you will forgive me.

Does the Americans with Disabilities Act carry as a primary pop-
ulation those with educational disability or only if there's a physi-
cal or mental disability?

Mr. KEMP. Education does play into it. That's why I was trying
to explain why it's difficult to define this term. It's made up of
functional losseducation. If you lost your arm tomorrowhypo-
theticallyyou could still serve in Congress, you could still be a
lawyer. But if you had a third grade education and you lost your
arm, you'd have difficulty getting a job because you'd have to be
shoveling coal or something like that.

Do you see the problem?
Mr. OLVER. I fully expected that there was a problemthe

number was so large that it has to carry a great number of cross-
overs.

Mr, KEMP. No, no. I think that basically about 15 to 16 percent of
a population is disabled. Just take the total population of this coun-
try and multiply by 15 to 16 percent, and you get a rough figure.

r
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Also, if you take the population of China, take 15 or 16 percent, it's
roughly the disabled population there.

One of the things that's interesting about individuals with dis-
abilities is that we are a special interest group that wants to lase
our status as a special interest group. There are people I know
today who are epileptics who don't feel that they are disabled
people today because they have not been discriminated against.
Twenty-five years ago, epileptics were one of the most discriminat-
ed groups in our society.

I think that a former colleague of yours, Tony Coehlo, should be
given a lot of credit.

It's a very slippery term. This was 6 hours that I was discussing
this with law school graduates trying to find a definition and
couldn't do it.

But one of the things is that it's a hidden population. One of the
things that I found very pleasing in the last couple of years is that
I see a lot of people on the streets in wheelchairs, who are blind or
deaf, and I don't know those people.

I've been in this movement for about 25 years, and up until
about 2 years ago, if I were in an airport in Denver, Albuquerque,
or Seattle, and I saw a blind person or a deaf person or a person in
a wheelchair, I knew that person; now I don't know them. There
are 43 million.

Mr. Otviat. I'm not doubting the number. I would like to have
some sense of what the magnitude or degree, or combinations of
complex disabilities that go on, and what---I mean, some of the 43
million probably have either a small dmree of disability and some
probably have a rather severe and complicated degree of disability.

Mr. KEMP. You have a third aspect of it that even complicates it
further, and that is a person's image of himself or herself. If he has
a very high self-image, he might be severely disabled in everybody
else's eyes but function very well in our society. Other people with
a very poor self-image who have a seemingly slight disability are in
reality much more disabled.

Mr. OLvER. Maybe you can educate me in a different format than
what we're doing here. And let me go on because I don't want to
take up a lot of time on that point right now.

To go back to the employers, you have 666,000. I notice that
you've got a plan. Has money been appropriated for the plan to
reach out to six to 10,000 employers in a seminar program on the
obligations of employers under the ADA?

Mr. KEW). We re gning to train about 400 people and have each
one of those people

Mr. OLVER. Let's talk about the employers first. The 400 people
are individuals who are disabled people?

Mr. KEMP. Yes, but they're going to be obligated to train employ-
ers in their obligations under the law.

Mr. OLVER. Oh, your intent is to do the individuals before you do

the employers?
Mr. KEMP. No, this is just another way of reaching the employ-

ers.
Mr. OLVER. Let's talk about the employers. The plan in your tes-

timony is to do six to 10,000 employers in a series of seminars
which look as if they are intended to have about 1,000 people per
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seminar on what the obligations under the ADA would be for those
employers.

Is the money appropriated already for that program?
Mr. KEMP. We have a budget of $210 million and we've scraped

money together to implement that program.
Mr. OtvER. I see, so that the money is there to implement that

rrunKEMP. Yes.
Mr. OLvER. Is then the Handbook that is describedwhich I take

it is meant tobecause that's only reaching I percent of those em-
ployers who are part of the fieldis the Handbook then intended
to be drafted as a result of the workshop experience with employ-
ers about

Mr. KEMP. No, we're in the process of doing the Technical Assist-
ance Manual right now. It has to be published by January 26, 1992.

Mr. OnTra. The Handbook?
Mr. KEMP. Yes.
Mr. &LATER. And that will be prior then to having the workshops.

So the preparation of the Handbook, is that being done with core
groups or focus groups on how to get this information across to em-
ployers?

Mr. KEMP. We've met with employers, we've met with disability
groups, and we've met with others, devising the best possible way
to get this information across.

Mr. OLvEa. Is there an intent to use, then, some of the six to
10,000 employens in the way that I think I detect you're intending
to use the individuals who are trained in the complementary indi-
vidual training program, to use those employers to get information
to larger groups of employers since, again, employers are 20 per-
cent?

Mr. KEMP. We would like to use them, but they're basically run-
ning their businesses and not educating their competitors about
how to comply with the ADA.

I do think that most of the things that we have devised for reach-
ing employers are reaching the big employersthe ones that have
legal counsel and that have special personnel offices that har.dle
these things.:.

We really haven't come up with a way to reach the small em-
ployers.

Mr. OLVER. I certainly wish you well on reaching 1,000 people in
a workshop at one time. The workshop seminars for 1,000 people
are, I think, an ambitious undertaking, at the very least.

But on the individual, let me go over to the individual program
for a moment. You have a plan to reach, I think it was 400 individ-
uals. These individuals are individuals with handicaps who are cov-
ered under the ADA Act; is that correct?

Mr. lime. Yes.
Mr. OLVER. And they are not intended ultimately to be employ-

ees of the Commission; is that correct?
Mr. KEMP. They won't be ereployees of the Commission.
Mr. OLvEa. They won't be.
So you're training them as advocates, in essence, who supposedly

will become well informed of
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Mr. Kim'. There are roughly 5,000 disability groups around the
country. These are people that are probably working for these vari-
ous groups that will ccme and learn about Title I of the ADA and
then have an obligation to train a certain number of other people
and train a certain number of employers.

Mr. OLVER. And that, again, comes out of the budget that you al-
ready have, so that's all allocated and ready to go. That's also
going to go forward in 1992?

Mr. KintP Yes.
Mr. OLVER. Will the individuals that get trained, the 400, you

then have indicated you then want to reach each one, hopefully, an
average of 50 other people; are they going to get assistance in that
kind of training, this sort of second training, down the line to the
next 50?

Mr. KEMP. I really don't know. I think we are going to take of
the 400we're going to take 100 of the best and have them train a
certain number of employers.

Mr. Minim. I see.
Just lastly, are there large sections exempted from the ADA? Is

government, either State, municipal government, or the Federal
Government, in any way exempted fmn the provisions of the
ADA?

Mr. KEs&P. No. Congress is covered, too.
Mr. OLVER. Pardon?
Mr. KEMP. Congress is covered.
Mr. OWNS. Congress is even covered; isn't that wonderful?
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I'm done.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Olver.
With unanimous consent, the subcommittee will be submitting

some additional questions for the Chairman. I think Mr. Gunder-
son may have, and we will probably have some as well, under writ-
ten form, and we'd appreciate your trying to respond to them when
you can.

[Questions and answers are included at the end of the hearing
record.]

Chairman PERKINS. I would like to take this opportunity to again
thank Chairman Kemp for his indulgence in coming down to see us
today. We all want to work together to see that ADA is implement-
ed in the best possible fashion that we possibly can.

With that, I would like to say, we might just as well adjourn this
one today, and thank you all for coming.

Mr. Komi. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you.
Mr. Vamp. Thank you, Mr. Andrews.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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SURVEY ON ADA

A Camera from a New Jersey_ Transit Advocate:

Implementation was a good thing. N.J. Transit, however, had started

to do many of the items in the ADA before it became law. The selection

of key rail stations was dispersed evenly between all stations by

the Al44. This part of the plan is almost complete. Public hearings

will be held in the springtime.

Paratransit - Presently N.J. Transit is developing an ADA Paratransit

plan that must be submitted by January 26, 1992. Preceding this submission

Public Hearings will be held. During the development of both plans

N.J. Transit is actively seeking input from individuals with disabilities

across the State.

It has been the policy of N.J. Yransit to purChase accessible

buses before ADA.

Lacking - Paralransit eligibility criteria is too vague. The

intent of the ADA was to make the eligibility criteria narrow, however

they left too many questions unanswered. Nothing is concrete on how

"disabled ono must be.

A County Advisry Comission Advocate:

ADA has no guidelines, therefore, it is

is attention paid to it. It lacks teeth.

Until Che law is totally in effect, all

will have a gradual impact on Section 504.

4 4
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Survey/cont.

Suuthern N.J. Tri-County Advocate:

It is good that the ADA is here and available.

PATCO is doing a very good job adhering to regulations.

Lacking in enforccment procedures. Regulations are too loose.

lt needs a format to bring disabled people together to start a

grassroots watchdog group.

A Northern N.J. County Advocate:

Their area is working with her throngli the Coemnity College

on workshops on the ADA.

This Advocate is also working on individual assessments for

municipalities on the ADA.

Their opinion on the ADA is that its real position is going to be

taken up in the courts. lhe good of ADA-bottom line is consciousness

raising at best, but its actual implementation may be difficult.

Evaluation tools for compliance are lacking. Checklists for all

aspects of AEA arc needed.

A Central N.J. County Advoca

The passage of the ADA will bring attention to the needs of the

disabled.

Another Office For the Disabled is alroady working with outside

businesses on accessibility standards. They are already working with

tryiug to have the businoss community accept employment of the

Handicapped without discrimination.

lbe results of the implmontation of the ADA are questionable.

Court cases could become prevelant.

- 2 -
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Sumvey/cont.

A N.J. Akency Hith

It was good to implement the N. lt brought attention to Che

disabled community. There is a lot of potential for good to come out

of thic.

Lacking - Enforcement through funding seems to lacking.

The Agency Head feels Chat meaters of Congress (House and Senate)

should be under lbe same roles aad laws as everyone else. He states

that Congress is exempt not only from the ADA, but the Section 504

rulings.

A N.J. Department Advocate:

This Advocate felt that Che ADA gives everyone the same opportunity.

Accessibility and/or accormadation should be for everyone.

He also felt tiat cost will be the big factor. The costs of

retrofitting with no provisions for either tax credits or other incentives

for the business and governmental comunity could be a big stumbling block.

A. Southern N.J. County_Advocate:

Was good to implement ADA. Brought attention to persons with

disabilities.

Will Implement laws to acc000daLe the disabled which will bring

the disabled into the work force which would have heretofore been

unavailable to tlain.

law sooms to be overwhelming. Difficult to implomcnt without

specific guidelines.
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Washington. D C 20507

November 21, 1991

The Honorable Carl C. Perkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Perkins:

Pursuant to your Novmber 4, 1991 request, I am submitting the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's responses to the
Subcommittee's questions in follow-up to the October 30, 1991

hearing on EVOC's implementation of the Americans with Disabilities,

Act.

Please let me know if you need any additional information.

Sincerely,

Ronnie Blumenthal
Acting Director of Communications
and Legislative Affairs

Enclosure

17
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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON EE0008 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADA
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS TO EEOC

1. itegyaation_Addraesina "Direct Throat"

The ADIL permits the employer to establish a guslifioation standard
that will exclude individuals who pose a "direct threat" to the
health or safety of other isdividuals in the workplace. UDC, in
the Title I regulations, goes beyond the statutory Language by
adding the "iriividual" withim the definition. That is =OW.
ratiosele for including this provision and what will the Coesission
do to prevest employers from improperly usiog the standard? Please
provide AU example where this standard might apply and An example
where it would mot apply.

The EEOC believes that the direct threat to self standard set
forth in its final regulations is necessary to ensure that
employers do not exclude individuals with disabilities from
employment opportunities because of myths and fears about safety.
The ADA does not itself exclude the employer defense of direct
threat to self. Nor does it preclude either the Commission or the
courts from establishing such a defense. To the contrary, the
report of the House Committee on Education and Labor states that an
employex would not be required to hire an individual wbere the
entrance examination revealed a medical condition sufficient to
demonstrate a "high probability of substantial harm if the
candidate performed the particular functions of the job in
question." (H.R. Rep. No. 485, 101st Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, at 73
(1990)).

Moreover, the courts interpreting section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act have read into it the concept of direct threat
to self. In doing so, however, the courts have utilized various
standards, many of which have permitted the consideration of
generalizations about the effect or progress of a disability or
about the anticipated future ability of the individual to perform
the job -- criteria that cannot be considered under the stringent
direct threat to self provision in the Commission's regulations.

The Commission could have chosen to remain silent about direct
threat to self, but we decided instead to set forth a direct threat
to self standard as stringent as the direct threat to others
standard in the statute, and thereby foreclose the possibility of
the future development of varying direct threat to self standards.
Under the Commission's direct threat standard, the employer must
show that the individual poses a significant risk of substantial
harm. The determination that an individual poses a direct threat
to self cen only be based on the individualized assesssent of
objective, factual, medical, and other evidence relevant to the
functions of the job. The opinion of the employer and/or
speculation about the individual's future ability to perform the
job are irrelevant.

4 S
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The following examples show situations where the direct threat
to self standard would -- and would not -- apply to exclude
individuals with disabilities:

(1) The standard would exclude from a job as a roofer
(working on the tops of houses installing, repairing,
or replacing roofs) a person who has a seizure
disorder, where his periodic seizures cause hist() lose
consciousness and are not controlled by medication.

(2) The direct threat standard would not exclude such a
person from the roofer job if his seizures were
controlled by medicine, or if he had been seizure
-fres for several years.

2. Internrative Guidelines

The Interpretive Guidelines, which are an Appendix to the final
1010C regulations to Title I of the ADA, have been described as
being as iaportant to employers and disability advoostes as the

rule itself. low is 220C planning to assure that the guidelines

are included wherever the regulations are found, for example, in
the Code of Tederal Regulations, the 220C ADA Manual or other 2240C

ADA materials?

The Interpretive Guidance is an Appendix to the Commission's

final regulations and will be included wherever the final

regulations appear. Thus, for example, the Guidance, which already

appears with the regulations in the Americans with Disabilities Act
Handbook, will also be included in the Technical Assistance Manual
to be issued by the MC in January 1992, and in the Code of
Federal Regulations.
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3. licalaplaydefutitl...2ilikilitin

What percentage of the investigative staff at the district lvel
have disabilities? What percentage axe minorities?

as of September 30.1991

_

Number Percentage

Total 1177 100.0

Individuals w/ Disabilities 160 13.6

White 402

.

24.2

Black 582 49.4

hispanic 156 13.3
...-

?Jima Am/Pac lel 27 1.4
I

Am Indian/Usk Nat 7 8.$

Pamela 644 54.7
..

so mg 13 1.1 Pending IdantifioatiIà

EEO Statistics of EEOVAileadquarters Investigative Staff -
AD of September 3Q, 1991

Number

.4,
Percentage

Total 27 100.0

Individuals w/ Disabilities I 22.2

white 13 43.1

Alec* 12 44.4

hilyanic 1 3.7

Asian Am/Poe Isl 1 3.7

Am Isdian/Alsk Nat 0 0.0

Female lf 5 .5

3
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ZED Statistics of ESOVe Field Investimative Staff -

aaQtAlcuatnabar_194-1211.1

.
Number

.-

.

Percentage

Intal 2150 100.0

Individuals w/ Disabilities 164
-.

13.4

White 38, 33.

NlacA 570 45.6

Xispasio 155 13.8
-

Asian Am/Pao Isl 16 1.4

An Indian/Alia Mat 7 0.6

nimal& _
628 _ 54.7

Missing 13 (1.11J sanding I en

4. "Teeters"

Oat Ion

Does the ZZOC plan to use tsters in ADA enforcement?

The EEOC is in the process of devising guidance procedures for
organizations that wish to send testers into the work place to test

for employment discrimination. These guidelines will encompass ADA

issues.

S. ADA Tom Credit

What are the plans to educate employers &bout tba availability of
the ADA tam credit enacted by the congress last year? It is our
understending that section 120, (a deduction for removing physioal
barriers) has ezisted since 1902 but it has not been utilised.
Given this history, how do you plan to educate employers and others,

about this deduction and the new tam credit?

The Commission has developed a Fact Sheet entitled
*Disability-Related Tax Provisions Applicable to Businesses.*

(Attached) The Fact Sheet summarizes the three disability-related
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code applicable to businemses;

1) Targeted Jobe Tax Credit (Title 26, Internal Revenue Code,

waction 51); 2) Tax Deduction to Remove Architectural and

Transportation Barriers to People with Disabilities and Elderly
Individua7s (Title 26, Internal Revenue Code, section 190); and 3)

4
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Disabled Access Tax credit (Title 26, Internal Revenue Code,
section 44). The Fact Sheet is included with all telephone and
correspondence requests to the Commission for information regarding
the ADA.

The jointly-developed EEOC and Department of Justice ADA
=MO& contains the same summary of the three disability-related
provisions described in the Fact Sheet. The APA Technical
hesistance_Manuel will include this same material, as well as the
actual filing forms required by the Internal Revenue Service.

The EEOC booklet The Americans With Disabilities Act: Your
Resoonsibilities as an Employer and the joint EEOC and Department
of Justice booklet Me Anpricans with Disabil..tiesiket: Question*
And Answerg include information on the availability of the section
190 tax deduction and section 44 tax credit provisions.

As indicated in Chairnan Kemp's October 30 testimony before
the Subcommittee, EEOC will insert in the IRS quarterly mailing to
approximately 5.9 million businesses a notice stating the general
provisions and effective dates for the ADA. It is anticipated that
the availability of the tax provisions will be included in he.0
insert.

Finally, the availability of the disability-related tax
deductions and tax credit is contained in the model script used by
EEOC staff participating in the Commission's ADA Speakers' Bureau.
Since its inception in July 1990, the Speakers Bureau has provided
more than 400 presentations to organizations such as employer
groups, disability groups, Federal agencies, hospitals, bar
associations, universities and human resource organizations.

S. Coordination

Row does 230C intend to work with disability related Federal
agencies such as the Rehabilitation Services Administration, th
Administration on Developmental Disabilities, the Department of
Justice and the Department of Labor?

Beginning in January 1991, the Commission initiated weekly
coordination meetings of Federal agencies with enforcement
responsibilities under Titles I and III of the ADA or with
experience with advocacy for or the provision of services to
individuals with disabilities. In addition to the Conmission,
participants in these meetings represented the Rehabilitation
Services Administration and the National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research of the U.S. Department of Education,
the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, and
the President's Committee on Employment of People with
Disabilities. The Administration on Developmental Disabilities
joined the meetings beginning in June 1991. When the group meets

5
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again on November 21, participants will include the U.S. Department

of Transportation, the Federal Communications Commission, the

National Council on Disability, the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs of the U.S. Department of Labor, and the
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board. While
the ZEOC will continue as the host agency, the Department of

Justice, in its role as coordinator tar Federal technical

assistance efforts, will chair the err 'tinge.

Significant cooperative efforts have been conducted as a

result of this series of meetings to date. The Department of

Justice and EZOC, supplemented by funding from the National
Institute on Disability ana Rehabilitation Research, jointly

developed the booklet nia_anatirdingi_xith _giaabilitiag_jisal
ftilatuwad_Anunra and the Agajuingbgfak. The Department of
Justice end /MCC have collaborated an a distribution strategy for

the Amumndbga to assure its availability to public and sperlalty

libraries, legal and advocacy organizations, disability ,..ights

organisations, and groups representing business and industry.

On October 30 and 31, a meeting was held in the Washington,

D.C. area for all grantees, contractors and subcontractors funded

by Federal agencies for the purpose of providing technical

assistance on the ADA. Included in the meeting were

representatives of: 1) Regional Disability and Bueiness

Accommodatiarm Centers, Materials Development Projects, and National

Training Projects funded by the National Institute on lisability

and Rehabilitation Research; 2) ^--hnical Assistance Programs
funded by the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice;

3) Short Tern Training Project for Rehabilitation and Independent

Living Personnel funded Ly the Rehabilitation Services

Adminis.ration; and 4) the National Training Program for

Individuals with Disabilities funded by the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission. In tatal, 31 fsderally-funded ADA

technical assistance projects were represented. ZZOC and

Department of Justice staff provided detailed presentations on the

Provisions of the final regulations for Titles I, II and III of the

ADA, as well as information on the availability of technical
assistance materials from both agencies.

As required by the Act, EEOC and the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs of the U.S. Department of Labor
promulgated coordination regulations to set forth procedures
governing the processing of compAsints that fall within the
overlapping jurisdiction of Title I of the ADA and Section 503 of

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended. In addition to this

proposed regulation, issued in the form of a memorandum of
understanding (NOU), ZZOC will participate in training of OFCCP

staff and provide ample supplies of technical assistance materials
regarding the employment provisions of the ADA. The EEOC-developed

poster, advising applicants and employees cf their right to

protection from employmelltdiscriminaticn, will include information

6
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on the lawu enforced by OFCCP. The Commission anticipates
distributing approximately 500,000 copies of the new poster in
calendar-year 2992.

Similar coordination regulations and activities between the
Commission and the Department of JUstiee will address potential
enforcement cenflicts between the ADA and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act.

All of the Federal agencies participating in the coordination
meetings have assisted or provided input in the distribution of
EEOC and Department of Justice ADA technical assistance materials.
The Commission also has reviewed and provided comment on technical
assistance materials developed by these agencies.

7- hassimiPility Dime'

Dome of the local caseloads will involve allegations of
diserimination by people with disabilities who will need to have
the case documents in an accessible format, such as braille or
computer disc. Can you tell us how your offices are preparing to
deal with these situations?

220C needs to make available in accessible format key documents
snots as the interpretive Lades and the compliance manual. Please
emplain the timetable for acoomplishing this and also describe the
distribution methods you will use to make sure that people with
disabilities will have access to these documents.

Any forms which a charging party will be required to fill out
him or herself, such as the Intake Questionnaire, will be available
in accessible format, such as braille, or through the
interpretation of a reader. Also, a charging party who is vision-
impaired or severely dyslexic who requests access to his or her
case file through the Freedom of Information Act or in order to
file private suit will be provided with a reader, such as an
investigator, who is capable of interpreting the file. Translating
entire case files into braille would be unduly time consuming and
expensive; moreover, many subtle aspects of documents which may be
key to their importance as evidence cannot be conveyed by straight
translation of the text, i.e. notes in the margin, charts which
must be visualized to be understood, etc. In the Commission's
experience, providing readers/tranolators for charging parties who
do not speak English has proven to be the most effective method of
interpretation.

EEOC's ADA Title I final regulations, including the
interpretive appendix is available from the Commission in the
standard alternative formats (1.e braille, large print,
electronic file on computer disk, and audio-tape) to make it
accessible to persons with visual impairments.

7
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The ACML Technical Assistance Manual, to be published in

January 1992, will be available from the Commission in the
aforementioned standard alternate formats.

The Aux HandbooX, published jointly by the Department of
Justice and RBOC, is available from the Department of Justice in

the sams standard alternate formats.

In additiom to the ADA Technical Assistance Manual, the agency

is also developing sections on the ADA for the UGC Compliance

Manual. The Compliance Manual is an internal document that
instructs Commissin investigators and lawyers on the law, policy
interpretations and procedures to be used in processing charges
under all of the statutes enforced by the Commission. The two

large volumes are constantly evolving with equal employment line.

The commission does not sell, lend, or send copies of the

entire Manual to the public. The Manual is, however, available for
review and use by the public at the Commission's headquarters
library and all Commission field offices. Pursuant to section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and the Commission's
implementing regulations (29 C.F.R. Part 1615), the Commission will

maks its Compliance Manual available to visually-impaired members
of the public under the SaM4 restrictions that it imposes on the

non-disabled public. When an individual with a visual impairment
makes an appointment with the library to use the Compliance Manual

(as non-disabled members of the public are required to do), he or
she can request the services of a Commission-provided reader. The

library also has various audio and magnification equipment and
software, including a VTER reader. In addition, an individual can
request, in advance, or after visiting the library, that the needed
portion or section of the Compliance Manual be made available in an
accessible format, such as on audio-tape, to take from the library,

just as a non-disabled pereon can photocopy sections of the Manual

while at the library. At this tine, the older section* of the
Compliance Manual are not on computer disk, but those later
sections that are on disk can be made available in that format or

in braille. Requests for these formets are handled on a cass-by-

case basis. The Commission will make every effort to respond to

such requests as quickly as possible.

The tEDC Compliance Manual is also published and sold by the

Bureau of National Affairs (BRA), the Commerce Clearinghouse (CCH),

and several other commercial publishing houses. They do not,
however, contract with the Commission for its publication. The

Comaission will make one copy of the Compliance Manual available to

any publisher who requests a copy for the purpose of publishing it.
The publisher is not, however, under any contractual obligation to

publish the Manual. The Connission is ready to make the Compliance
Manual available to any entity, such as the National Library
Serv1.-_4% for the Blind of the Library of Congress, the American
Prilting House for the Blind or Recordings for the Blind, Inc.,

8
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that would like to publish the Coepliance Manual in an accessibleformat. Further, the Commission is surveying various national
organizations representing individuals who are blind or visually
impaired to determine the potential market for the Manual in
various alternate formats. This publication will be made available
to publishers with experience in publishing the Manual, but with noprior history of accessible formats for publications.

S. KaritiMS_LAAMIIXI

given the fact that the maritime industry is responsible underadmiralty law to provide a seaworthy vessel in terms of equipmentand personnel, bow will the EXOC view currant physical qualifying
factors practiced within tbe industry in the context of Anaprovisional

Will tbo EBOC wort with the U.S. Coast guard, other involved
federal agencies, and the industry to determin whether physical
qualifying factors currently in use and relevant maritime statutes
and regulations aurrently in effect aro consistent with ADAprovisions?

If it Is discernmd that inconsistencies exist between the ADA andaurrent industry practice in determining fitness for duty, asrequired under exieting Rarities statutes and regulations, wtatcourse of action will be expected from the earitime industry and,when making its decision, what weigbt will the EXOC place onexisting maritime laws and regulations? Will tb ADA preempt
existing relevant maritime statutes and regulations?

Like other transportation industries, the maritime industry
has established certain physical and mental qualification standardsfor its employees (in the case of the maritime industry, ableseamen and other crew members). The United States Coast Guard alsohas regulations and guidelines concerning the ritnese of crewmembers.

Under the Commission's ADA regulations, where a federal law orregulation requires an employer to take a certain action that wouldconflict with the ADA, or prohibits an employer from taking acertain action that would otherwise be required by the ADA, thefederal law or regulation can 1ft used as a defense to an ADA chargeof discrimination. Therefore, to the extent that the maritimeindustry applies a qualification standard required by the CoastGuard, it may continue to use that standard and will not be foundto have violated the Title I impleeenting regulations.

The purpose of allowing the defense of conflicting federal
laws under the Commission's Title I regulations is to ensure thatemnployers are not caught in the middle of conflicting federal

9
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requirements, and that any potential conflicts between the ADA and
other federal laws or regulations are resolved directly between the
federal agencies.

Pursuant to Executive Order 12067, all federal departments and
agencies are required to advise and offer to consult with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (UDC) regarding any proposed
rules, regulations, policies, procedures, or orders concerning
oval employment opportunity, except those issuances related to
internal management and administration. Inasmuch as regulations
pertaining to physical or mental qualifications required of crew
members would affect the equal employment opportunities of
individuals with disabilities in the maritime industry, such
regulations and policies ars to be submitted to the EEOC for review
for consistency with the ADA. In addition, the EMC may review
existing federal regulations and initiate the coordination process
where appropriate. The issuing agency will be requested to bring
its regulations into compliance with the ADA standards if

inconsistences exist. In this manner, employers will not be caught
in an untenable position and individuals with disabilities will be
assured broader access to employment.

In the event that state or local laws, regulations, or
ordinances establish requirements for crew members of vessels
operating within their jurisdiction, any conflict with the ADA will
be reaolved in favor of the ADA, a federal statute.

To the extent that the maritime industry has established its
emn physiral or mental qualifications, such qualifications must be
job-related and consistent with business necessity if they screen
out or tend to screen out individuals with disabilities. 'there

safety is implicated, the employer must show that individuals with
disabilities who do not meet the established qualifications pose a
direct threat to the health or safety of themselves or others that
cannot be eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level by
reasonable accommodation. As indicated in our answer to question
1, the direct threat standard requires a showing that an individual
with a disability would incur a significant riak of substantial
harm if (s)he performed the job in question. It should be noted
that this same direct threat standard will be applied to federal
regulations during the interagency coordination process pursuant to
Executive Order 12067.

Under the ADA, is physical agility testing considered a radical
exam? Can physical agility testing be performed before the
tentative job offer? Under the ADA, can one distinguish between
the routine and dangerous employment conditions when determining an
applicant's ability to perform physically strenuoue tasks?

The Interpretive Guidance published as an Appendix to the
Commission's final regulations specifically provides that

10
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m(p)hysical agility tests are not medical tests and so ray be given
at any point in the application or employment process.° 56 FR
35750. Thus, they can be administered before a conditional job
offer is extended.

An applicant with a disability must bel able to perform the
essential functions of the position held or desimiwith or without
reasonable accommodation. If the essential functions of the
position require the individual to perform *physically strenuous
tasks" in °dangerous" situations, an employer can establish and
apply job-related qualifications that are necessary for the
performance of such functions.

Under the ADA, can an employer ask am employee to
explain/demonstrate bow be would perform the job when returning
after an injury?

For purposes of the ADA, *returning employees° are considered
to be employees, not applicants. An employer is prohibited from
making any medical inquiry as to whether an employee has a
disability unless such inquiry is job-related and conaistent with
business necessity.

An employer may ask an employee, a *returning employee," or an
applicant to describe or to demonstrate how s/he can perform job-
related functions with or without reasonable accommodation. It
should be noted, however, that the returning employee is qualified
under the ADA if (s)he can perform the essential functions of the
job with or without reasonable accommodation.

Is an inquiry into the history of an individual's worker's
ocepeasation claim a prohibited pre-employment inquiry? Is am
inquiry into a candidate's worker's compenLation history
permissible when job related and consistent with business
necessity?

Inquiries about an applicant's workers' compensation history
are not permissible at the pre-offer stage inasmuch as such
questions ars likely to reveal medical information (I.e., their
history of work-related injuries) that an employer could not
inquire into directly. However, inquiry into a person's workers'
compensation history may be made after a conditional offer of
employment has been extended.

Inquiries at the post-offer stage do not have to be job-
related and consistent with business necessity. However, if an
offer of employment made to an individual with a disaoility is
subsequently withdrawn because of a disability, the exclusionary
selection criterion must be job-related and consistent with
business necessity. If safety to self or others is implicated, an
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employer may consider an applicant's history of numerous on-the-job
injuries in determining whether, in doing the job in question,
(s)he would pose a high probability of substantial harm that cannot
be eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level by reasonable
accommodation. The fact that a _lemon has filed numerous workers'
compensation claims on previous jobs does not, in and of itself,
prove that there exists a high probability of substantial harm.

Under the ADA, if Mergers two identical applicants for a position
and one has an ability to perform a marginal job function and the
other is unable to perform this function, is the employer required
to hire the disabled individual?

An employer may hire the "best qualified° applicant for a
position. The ADA, however, prohibits an employer from denying a
job to a qualified individual with a disability because of the
disability. For this reason, an employer could not refuse to hire
an individual who could perform the essential functions of a
position because the individual's disability prevented him or her
from performing a marginal function.

The 280c regulations cite that it would be unlawful for an employer
to reject an otherwise qualified applicant whose spouse has a
disability because of the belief that the applicant would have to
miss work frequently or leave work early to cars for the spouse.
I. it lawful in such a situation for the employer to ask the
applioant if be/she would be required to miss work because of the
spouse? If the applicant answers in the effirmative, is it then
lawful to deny the applicant employment?

The ADA does not prohibit an employer from asking an applicamt
if (e)he would be required to miss work because of a spouse's
disability. An employer could deny employment to such an applicant
who indicated that Whe could not meet an employer's established
time and attendance policies. However, if the applicant indicated
that (s)he could satisfy such policies or if the applicant
indicated that (s)he would not miss any work because of a disabled
spouse and was nonetheless denied the job, the employer's question
might be probative of an intent to discriminate on the basis of the
applicant's relation with a person with a disability.

ADA requires that reasonable accommodations be made for the
disabled. This namelyapplies to changes in the workplace, does it
424a0 appI7 to changes on vessels or towboats?

The duty to accommodate applies to any place of work used by
a qualified individual with a disability. Vessels and towboats,
therefore, might have to be modified to meet the accessibility
needs of a particular employee, if that would not impose an undue
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hardship. Clearly, vessels and towboats are very different work
environments from officsa, and this would be a relevant factor in
determining undue hardship in at least two respects. First, an
accommodation is not required if it would fundamentally alter or
disrupt the employer's business or present significant difficulty.
Second, an accommodation that imposes a significant expense on an
employer in relation to the employer's available resources is also
not required.

Does the EROC plan to provide technical assistance to trade
associations regulating tha maritime industry?

The EEOC is providing specific technical assistance to the
maritime industry through its review of an industry *Information
Guide on the ADA*. In January of 1992, the Commission will publish
its Technical Assistance Manual which will be available to the
maritime industry an well as to the general public. The Manual
will be a najor *how to* resource for employers, with guidance on
reasonable accommodation as well as other aspects of compliance.
The Manual will also include a directory of technical assistance
resources.

9. General Health of EEOCIADER Clain"

What actions ars being taken by RE= to ensure that age
discrimination charges are processed in tins, by both EBOC district
offices and FEFAs, to meet the ADEA's tmo-year statute of
limitations? Will it be neoessary for Congress to pass an "AD=
III* during the 1026 Congress?

UDC has taken many significant measures to prevent ADEA
charges from lapsing the two-year statute of limitations:

In FY 1908 EBOC field offices were instructed to resolve ADEA
charges that were nearing the statute of limitations on a priority
basis. EEOC was able to assign 128 additional investigators.
Since then, EEOC has resolved more ADEA charges than it has
received to process.

* Improvements to EEOC's computerized tracking systems began in
1986 and have been further developed and improved without
additional appropriated funds. These systems have allowed the
agency to establish tracking programs for past and current records
and permit us to analyze and monitor enforcement activities
nationwide.

The improvements in computer systems provided EEOC the tools
to develop a coRprehensive case management system. A series of
programs were developed to monitor the movement of charges by units
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and office. Programs allow managers to track ADEA charges by date
of alleged violation or by empiration date of the filing suit
rights. On specific dates for ADEA charges, written notices are
mailed to Charging Parties advising of their suit rights.

EEOC has not had comprehensive training since 1987. However,
in FY 1991 we spent $1.2 million to provide some initial training
to EEOC staff: investigative staff in improved investigative
techniques; field office directors and supervisors in supervisory
responsibilities and implementation of the charge management
programs; computer and data operators on ways to better utilise
agency computers to assist office management. Headgmarters
management staff also developed a series of routine reports to
enhance the monitoring of charges and sous training videos to
provide ongoing on-the-job training to the staff.

EEOC took action to prevent the inadvertent lapsing of the
federal statute of limitations of charges being processed by FEPAs.

* In April 1988 field offices were instructed to immediately
implement a system to monitor charges processed by FEPAs.

EEOC District Directors were instructed to contact the FEPAs
within their jurisdictions to ensure that age charges were handled
on a priority basis.

The FEPAs were asked in April 1989 to reconcile their local
data bases with a National Data Base printout of lapsed age charges
in the FEPAs.

On July 6, 1990 the field offices were told to identify every
age charge in an FEPA's inventory that had aged 15 months from the
date of violation and *to assume jurisdiction over each FEPA age
Charge which is still open in an FEPA's inventory after 16 months."
FEPAs would not receive contract credit for charges still open
after 16 months.

For FY 1992 the field offices are being instructed to "assume
jurisdiction over each FEPA age charge which is still open after 14
months from the date of the earliest alleged violation." This
authority is being written into the worksharing agreements for FY
1992.

Until fiscal year 1991, District Directors were held

accountable for lapsed ADEA charges in their own office's
inventory. But in the FY 1991 mid-year performance reviews, Field
Management underscored these Directors' responsibility for ADEA
charges lapsing in their FEPAs' inventory.
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EEOC is working to implement a uniform case management system
in the FEPAs which should help them track and monitor age charges.
In FY 1992, the Commission will adapt the case management training
for EEOC supervisors to the needs of FEPA enforcement managers.

* EEOC has established a State and Local Division in the
proposed Charge Resolution and Review Program that will allow more
centralized EEOC influence over the FEPA operation and allow
additional review of the quality of MAIO charge resolutions.

Recent passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 which
eliminates the two-year statute of limitations under the ADEA,
together with the measures EEOC has taken to gain greater control
over its workload preclude the necessity for additional ADCAA
legislation.

10. etaliptioe

Row many individuals IS to 64 yams old have disabilities?

Of the noninstitutionalized U.S. population over 15 years old,
an estimated 7.5 percent (13.5 million people) are severely limited
in the functions of seeing, hearing, speaking, lifting or carrying,
walking, using stairs, getting around inside or outside, or getting
into and out of bed.

Of the 13.3 million people with a work disability (8.6 percent
of the working age population -- 16 to 64 years old), 33.6 percent
are in the labor force and 15.6 percent are unemployed. These
values are very different from those of the population with no
disability (140.0 million) which has a labor force participation
rate of 70.5 percent, and an unemployment rate of 6.8 percent.
Only 19.7 percent of the people with a work disability are employed
full-time. In comparison, 59.4 percent of people without a work
disability are employed full-time. (1987) Source: Dhartbqok
Disability in the United_States, National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research, U.S. Department of Education, 1888.

It is important to keep in mind that the definition of
disability used by governmental entities for the purpose of
collecting population statistics nay not be immediately comparable
to the definition of disability applicable to the ADA. In passing
the ADA, Congress adopted the definition of disability from the
Rehabilitation Act definition of the tere "individual with
handicaps.' By so doing, Congress intended that the relevant
casalaw developsd under the Rehabilitation Act be generally
applicable to the tarn "disability" as used in the ADA.

The definition of the term "disability' is divided into three
parts. An individual must satisfy at least one of these parts in
order to be considered an individual with a disability for purposes
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of the ADA. An individual is considered to have a "disability" if
that individual either (1) has a physical or mental impairment
which substantially limits one or more of that person's major life
activities, (2) has a record of such an impairment, or, (3) is
regarded by the covered entity as having such an impairment.

To understand the meaning of the term "disability," it is
necessary to understand, as a preliminary matter, what is meant by
the terms "physical or mental impairment," 'major life activity,"
and "substantially limits.°

Physical or mental impairment in the ADA adopts the definition
of the term "physical or mental impairment" found in the
regulatione implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act at
34 CFR part 104. It defines physical or mental impairment as any
physiological disorder or condition, cosmetic disfigurement, or
anatomical loss affecting one or more of several body systems, or
any mental or psychological disorder.

The existence of an impairment is to be determined without
regard to mitigating measures such as medicines, or assistive or
prosthetic devices. For example, An individual with epilepsy would
be considered to have an impairment even if the symptoms of the
disorder were completely controlled by medicine. Sisilarly, an
individual with hearing loss would be considered to have an
impairment even if the condition were correctable through the use
of a hearing aid.

It is important to distinguish between conditions that are
impairments and physical, psychological, environmental, cultural
and economic characteristics that are not impairments. The
definition of the term "impairment' dces not include physical
characteristics such as eye color, hair color, left-handedness, or
height, weight or muscle tone that are within "normal" range and
are not the result of a physiological disorder. The definition,
likewise, does not include characteristic predisposition to illness
or disease. Other conditions, such as pregnancy, that are not the
result of a physiological disorder are also not impairments.

Similarly, the definition does not include comnon personality
traits such as poor judgment or a quick temper where these are not
symptcas of a mental or psychological disorder. Environmental,

cultural, or economic disadvantages such as poverty, lack of
education or a prison record are not impairments. Advanced age, in
and of itself, is also not an impairment. However, various medical
conditions commonly associated with age, such as hearing Ices,
osteoporosis, or arthritis would constitute impairments within the
meaning of the ADA.

Major life activities in the ADA adopts the definition of the
tem "major life activities' found in the regulations implementing
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act at 34 CFR part 104. "Major
life activities" are those basic activities that the average person
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in the general population can perform with little or no difficulty.
Major life activities include caring for oneself, performing manual
tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and
working. This list is not exhaustive. tor example, other major
life activities include, but are not limited to, sitting, standing,
lifting, reaching.

Determining whether a physical or mental ispairment exists is
only the first step in determining whether or not an individual is
disabled. Many impairments do not *pact an individual's life to
the degree that they constitute disabling impairments. An
impairment rises to the level of disability if the impairment
substantially limits one or more of the individual's major life
activities. MUltiple impairments that combine to substantially
limit one or more of an individual's major life activities also
constitute a disability.

The ADA and ErOC regulatione implementing the ADA, like the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, do not attempt a °laundry list" of
impairments that are °disabilities." The determination of whether
an individual has a disability is not necessarily based on the name
or diagnosis of the impairment the person has, but rather on the
effect of that impairment on the life of the individual. Some
impairments may be disabling for particular individuals but not for
others, depending on the stage of the disease or disorder, the
presence of other iapairments that combine to make the impaireent
disabling or any number of other factors. Other impairments,
however, such as HIV infection, are inherently substantially
limiting.

On the other hand, temporary, non-chronic impairments of short
duration, with little or no long term or permanent impact, are
usually not disabilities. Such impairments may include, but are
not limited to, broken limbo, sprained joints, concussions,
appendicitis, and influenza. Similarly, except in rare
circumstances, obesity is not considered a disabling impairment.

An impairment that prevents an individual from performing a
major life activity subetantially limits that major life activity.
For example, an individual whose legs are paralyzed is
substantially limited in the major life activity of walking because
he or she is unable, due to the impairment, to perform that major
life activity.

Alternatively, an impairment is substantially limiting if it
significantly restricts the duration, manner or condition under
which an individual can perform a particular major life activity as
compared to the average person in the general population's ability
to perform that same major life activity. Thus, for example, an
individual who, because of an impairment, can only walk for very
brief periods of time would be substantially limited in the major
life activity of walking. An individual who uses artificial legs
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would likewise be substantially limited in the major life activity
of walking because the individual is unable to valk without the aid

of prosthetic devices. Similarly, a diabetic who without insulin
would lapse into a coma would be substantially limited because the
individual cannot perform major life activities without the aid of

medication.

1120C Title I regulations note several factors that should be
coesidered in making the determination of whether an impairment is

substantially limiting. These factors are (1) the nature and
severity of the impairment, (2) the duration or expected duration
of the impairsent, and (3) the permanent or long term impact, or
the expected permanent or long term impact of, or resulting from,

the impairment. The term *duration,* as used in this context,

refers to the length of time an igpairment persists, while the tarn
*impact* refers to the residual effects of an impairment. Thus,

for example, a broken leg that takes eight weeks to heal is an
impairment of fairly brief duration. However, if the broken leg
heals ieproperly, the *impact* of the impairment would be the

resulting permanent limp. Likewise, the effect on comqtive
functions resulting from trauaatic head injury would -- the
'ispact* of that impairment.

The determination of whether an individual is substantially
limited in a major life activity must be made on a case by case
basis, without regard to mitigating measures such as medicines, or

aseistive or prosthetic devices. An individual is not
substantially limited in a major life activity if the limitation,

when viewed in light of the factors noted above, does not amount to

a significant restriction when compared with the abilities of the

average person. For example, an individual who had once bean able

to walk at an extraordinary speed would not be substantially
limited in the major life activity of walking if, as a result of a
physical impairment, he or she were only able to walk at an average

speed, or even at moderately below average speed.

It is important to remember that the restriction on the
performance of the major life activity must be the result of a
condition that is an impairment. As noted earlier, advanced age,

physical or personality characteristics, and enOronmental,
cultural, and economic disadvantages are not impairments.

Consequently, even if such factors stbstantially limit an

individual's ability to perform a major life activity, this

limitation will not constitute a disability. For example, an
individual who is unable to read because he or she was never taught

to read would not be an individual with a disability because lack

of education is not an impairment. However, an individual who is
unable to read because of dyslexia would be an individual with a

disability because dyslexia, a learning disability, is an

impairment.

le
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If an individual in not substantially limited with respect to
any other major life activity, the individual's ability to perform
the major life activity of working ahould be considered. If an
individual is substantially limited in any other major life
activity, no determination should be made as to whether the
individual is substantially limited in working. For example, if an
individual is blind, i.e... substantially limited in the major life
activity of seeing, there is no need to determine whether the
individual is also substantially limited in the major life activity
of working. The determination of whether an individual is
substantially limited in working must also be made on a case by
case basis.

The regulations implementing the ADA Title I provisions list
specific factors that may be used in making the determination of
whether the limitation in working is *substantial.* These factors
are:

(1) the geographical area to which the individual has
reasonable access;

(2) the job from which the individual has been disqualified
because of an impairment, and the number and types of jobs
utilizing similar training, knowledge, skills or abilities,
within that geographical area, from which the individual is
also disqualified because of the impairment (class of jobs);
and/or

(3) the job from which the individual has been disqualified
because of an impairment, and the number and types of other
jobs not utilizing similar training, knowledge, skills or
abilities, within that geographical area, from which the
individual is also disqvalified because of the impairment
(broad range of jobs in various classes).

Thus, an individual is not substantially limited in working
just because he or she is unable to perform a particular job for
one employer, or because he or She is unable to perform a
specialized job or profession requiring extraordinary skill,
prowess or talent. For example, an individual who cannot be a
commercial airline pilot because of a minor vision impairment, but
who can be a commercial airline co-pilot or a pilot for a courier
service, would not be substantially limited in the major life
activity of working. Nor would a professional baseball pitcher who
develops a bad elbow and can no longer throw a baseball be
considered substantially limited in the major life activity of
working. In both of these examples, the individuals are not
substantially limited in the ability to perform any other major
life activity and, with regard to the major life activity of
working, are only unable to perform either a particular specialized
job or a narrow range of jobs.
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On the other hand, an individual does not have to be totally
unable to work in order to be conaidered substantially limited in

the major life activity of working. An individual is substantially

limited in working if the individual is significantly restricted in

the ability to perform a class of jobs or a broad range of lobo in
various classes, when compared with the ability of the average

person with cosparable qualifications to perform those same jobs.
For example, an individual who has a back condition that prevents
the individual from performing any heavy labor job would be
substantially limited in the major life activity of working because

the individual's impairment eliminates his or her ability to
psrfors a class of jobs. This would be so even if the individual

were able to perform jobs in another class, e.q., the class of

sesi-skilled Jobe. Similarly, suppose an individual has an allergy

to a substance found in most high rise office buildings, but seldom
found elaawhere, that makes breathing extrenely difficult. Since

this individual would be substantially limited in the ability to
perform the broad range of jobs in various classes that are
conducted in high rise office buildings within the geographical
area to which he or she has reasonable access, he or she would be
substantially limited in working.

The terms *number and types of jobs* and "number and types of

other jobs,* as used in the factors discussed above, are not
intended to require an onerous evidentiary showing. Rather, the

terms only require the presentation of evidence of general

employment demographics and/or of recognized occupational

classifications that indicate the approximate number of Jobe (g.q.,

*few,* *many,* "most°) from which an individual would be excluded

because of an impairment.

If an individual has a °mental or physical impairment° that
"substantially limits" his or her ability to perform one or more

mmajor life activities,* that individual will satisfy the first

part of the regulatory definition of *disability" and will be

considered an individual with a disability. An individual who

satisfies this first part of the definition of the term

*disability° is not required to demonstrate that he or she
satisfies either of the other parts of the definition. However, if

an individual is unable to satisfy this part of the definition, he

or she may be able to satisfy one of the other parts of the
definition.

The second part of the definition of disability provides that

an individual with a record of an impa.irment that substantially

limits a major life activity is an individual vith a disability.

The intent of this provision, in part, is to ensure that people are
not discriminated against because of a history of disability. For

example, this provision protect. former cancer patients from
discrimination based on their prior medical history. This

provision also ensures that individuals are not discriminated
against because they have been misclassified as disabled. For
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example, individuals misclassified as learning disabled are
protected from discrimination on the basis of that erroneous
classification.

This part of the definition is satisfied if a record relied on
by an employer indicates thet the individual has or has had a
substantially limiting ispairment. The impairnent indicated in the
record must be an impairment that would substantially limit one or
more of the individualle major life activities. There are many
types of records that could potentiall7 contain this information,
including but not limited to, education, medical, or employment
records.

The fact that an individual has a record of being a disabled
veteran, or of disability retirement, or is classified as disabled
for other purposes does not guarantee that the individual will
satisfy the definition of "dismbility" under the ADA. Other
statutes, regulations and programs may have a definition of
"disability" that is not the same as the definition set forth in
the ADA and contained in EEOC regulations. Accordingly, in order
for an individual who has been classified in a record as "disabled"
for some other purpose to be considered disabled for purposes of
the ADA, the impairment indicated in the record must be a physical
or mental impairnent that substantially limits one or more of the
individualfs major life activities.

If an individual cannot satisfy either the first part of the
definition of "disability" or the second "record of* ',Art of the
definition, he or she may be able to satisfy the third part of the
definition. The third part of the definition provides that an
individual who is regsrdad by an employer or other covered entity
as having an impairment that substantially limits a major life
activity is an individual wit!: a disability.

There are three different ways in which an individual may
satisfy the definition of "being regarded as having a disability":

(1) The individual may have an impairment which is not
substantially limiting but is perceived by tbe employer or
other covered entity as constituting a substantially limiting
inpairment;

(2) the individual may have an impairment which is only
substantially limiting because of the attitudes of others
toward the impairment; or

(3) the individual may have no impairment at all but is
regarded by the employer or other covered entity as having a
substantially limiting impairment.

An individual satisfies the first part of this definition if
the individual has an impairment that is not substantially
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limiting, but the covered entity perceives the iepairment as being
sUbstantially limiting. For exasple, suppose an employee has
controlled high blood pressure that is not substantially limiting.
If an employer reassigns the individual to less strenuous work
because of unsubstantiated fears that the individual will suffer a
heart attack if he or she continues to perform strenuous work, the
employer would be regarding the individual as disabled.

An individual satisfies the second part of the "regarded as"
definition if the individual has an inpairment that is only
substantially limiting because of the attitudes of others toward
the condition. For example, an individual may have a prominent
facial scar or disfigurement, or may have a condition that
periodically causes an involuntary jerk of the head but does not
limit the individual's major life activities. If an employer
discrimisuites against such an individual because of the negative
reactions of customers, the employer would be regarding the
individual as disabled and acting on the basis of that perceived
disability.

An individual satisfies the third part of the *regarded as*
definition of "disability" if the employer or other covered entity
erroneously believes the individual haa a substantially limiting
impairment trot the individual actually does not have. This
situation cr -.cur, for example, if an employer discharged an
employee fi :ospria)..st to a rumor thet the employee is infected with
Swum Virus (HIV). Even though the rumor is
totally W4f.vm:Y7' the individual has no impairment at all, the
individua .no..0cfed an individual with a disability because
the emplo ,.v.ytq'(i of this individual as being disabled. Thus,
in this eltie, %fia employer, by discharging this employes, is
discriminatinq 01 .4.na basis of el.ability.

The rationale for the "req- as" part of the definition of
disability wads articulated ty t. Supreme Court in the context of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 ir, 4chool Board of Nassau Countv v.
halm, 480 U.S. 273 (1987). The Court notee that, although an
individual may have an impairment that does not in fact
subetantially limit a major life activity, the reaction of others
may prove just as disabling. "Such an impairment might not
diminish a person's physical or mental capabilities, but could
nevertheless substantially limit that person's ability to work as
a result of the negative reactions of others to the impairment."
480 U.S. at 283. The Court concluded that by including "regarded
as" in the Rehabilitation Act's definition, "Congress acknowledged
that society's accumulated myths and fears about disability and
diseases are as handicapping as are the physical limitations that
flow from actual impairment." 480 U.S. at 284.

An individual rejecte4 from a job because of the "myths, fears
and sterotypes" associated with disabilities would be covered under
this part of the definition of disability, whether or not the
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employer's or other covered entity's perception were shared by
others in the field and whether or not the individual's actual
physical or mental condition would be considered a disability under
the first or second part of this definition. As the legislative
history notes, sociologists have identified common attitudinal
barriers that frequently result in employers excluding individuals
with disabilities. These include concerns regarding productivity,
safety, insurance, liability, attendance, cost of accommodation and
accessibility, workers' compensation costs, and acceptance by
covorkers and customers.

Therefore, if an individual can show that an employer or other
covered entity made an employment decision because of a perception
of disability based on "myth, fear or stereotype," the individual
will satisfy the *regarded as" part of the definition of
disability. If the employer cannot articulate a non-discriminatory
reason for the employment action, an inference that the employer is
acting on the basis of "myth, fear or stereotype* can be drawn.

2 3
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FACTS ABOUT
DISABILITY-RELATED TAX PROVISIONS

The there disability-related provinces in the Internal Revenue Code are of particular
interest to businasses and people with disabilities.

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT
(Title 26, Internal Revenue Code, section 51)

Employers are eligible to receive a tax credit in the amount of 40 percent of the first $6,000 of
first-year wages of a new employee who has a disability. There is no credit atter the first year
of employment. For an employer to qualify for the credit., a worker must have been employed
fIN at least 90 days or have completed at least 120 hours of work for dm employer. The
Revenue Reamnaliation Act of 1990, Public law 101-508, extended this tax credit through
December 31, 1991.

TAX DEDUCTION TO REMOVE ARCHITECTURAL AND TRAMPORTATION
BARRIERS TO PEOPLE WITH PISABILMES AND

ELDERLY INDIVIDUALS
(Title 26, Internal Revenue Code, section 190)

Allows a deduction fos 'qualified mailmen] and transportatioo barrier removal expenses."
Only expenditures that are for the purpose of making any facility or public transportation vehicle
owned or leased by the taxpayer for use in coaneetiat with his or bet trade or business more
accomble to, and usable by, handicapped and elderly individuals are eligible for tbe deduction.
The taxpayer must establish, to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury, that the
resulting removal of the limier meets the standards promulgated by tbe Secretary with the
coriorrenee of the U.S. Architectural and Transponation Barriers Compliance Board.

For purposes of this Brehm, a "handicapped individual is any individual who has a physical
or mental disability (uichidial, but not limited to, deafness and blindness) which, for that
individual, constitutes or results in a functional brain-ion to employment, or who has any
physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or inore major life activities of the

The deduction may not exceed $15,000 for any taxable year. (The maximum deduction had
been $35,000 prior to passage of Public Law 101-508 in 1990, which lowered tbe maximum
deduction.)
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MASUD ACCESS TAX CREDIT
(ntie 26. Imam! Revenue Code, section 44)

This us =kis is available to "eligible small husincasee in the amount of 50 pis ersa of eljgthle aoxss
expenditures' (or the taxable year that emceed $250 but do trot exceed 510,250.

'Eligible small buena:ars are those businesses with either:

a) $1 million or km in gross receipts for the preceding tax year, or
b) 30 or fewer full-time employees during die preceding tax year.

'Eligible access expenthtunte means amounts paid or incurred by an eligible small business for die
purpose aerating the small business to comply with the applicable requimments anda ADA. Certain
types of =mediums am listed as included Linda dm meaning of the tam 'eligible me=
expenditures.' These include amounts paid or ineureut:

D for the purpose of lemming archltemmul, communication, physical, or transportation bribers that
pence a business from being moral* to, or usable by. individuals with disabilities;
ii) to provide qualified readers, lapel rats, and other &wive methods of making visually delivered
materials anikbk to people with visual inpairmente
iii) to provide qualified interpreters or other affix:live methods el making amally delivered materials
available to individuals with raring implements;
iv) to acquire or modify equipmeet, or devices for individuals with sfuralities; or
v) to provide other similar services, modificathins, materials or equipment.

Expenditures that am not nammary to accomplish the Awn mentioned purposes are nm
Expenses in connection with new construction a re not eligible. 'Disability' has the same meaning as
it does in the ADA. Parries =ovals or the pawls= of envie= modifications, materials, or
espripment must meet standards promulpted try the Secretary in order to be eligible.

Example: Company A purdtates equipment to meet its reasonable aceomodation obligati= under ADA
for 58,000. The amount by which $8,000 exceeds $250 is $7,750. Fifty percait of $7,750 is $3,475.
The employer may take a tax credit in the amount of $3,875 on its next tax return.

Examra: Company It removes a physical barrier in asioorance with its scramble accommodation
obligation under ADA. The barrier temoval mess standards prornulgrad by the Secretary. The
company expends $12,1100 on this barrier removal. The amount by which 512,000 meads $250 but
not $10,250 is a full $10,000. Fifty percent of $10,000 is $5,000. Company Bin eligible for a $5,000
tax medic on its next tsx return.

Pot Luther information on these provisions, contact the Internal Revenue Service. Office of the Chief
Counsel, P.O. Box 7604, Ben Franklin Station, Washington, DC 20044 (voice only).

December 1991 EE0C-FS/E6
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ksoendix

Disability-Related Tax Provisions Applicable to Businesses

The three disability-related provisions in the Internal Revenue Code applicable to businesses

described below are of particular interest to businesses and people with disabilities:

1) Targeted lobs Tax Credit (Title 26, Internal Revenue Code, sectioo 51)

Employers are eligible to Waive a tax credit in the amount of 40 percent

of the first $6,000 of thst-year wages of a new employee who has a

disability. There is no credit after the first yea af employment. For an

employes to qualify far the credit, a worker must have been employed for

at least 90 days or have completed as least 120 Wins of work for the

employer. The Revenge Reconciliation Act of 1990, Public Law 101-505,

extended this tu carat through December 31, 1991.

2) Tax Deduction to Remove Architectural and Transportation Barriers to People with

Disabilities and Elderly Individuals (file 26, Internal Revenue Code, section 190)

Allows a deduction for "qualified architecniral and transportation barrier

removal expenses:* Only expenditures that are for the purpose of making

any facility or public transportation vehicle owned cif leased by the tax-

payer for use in connection with his Or her wade or business more acces-

sible ta, and usable by, handicapped and elderly individuals are eligible

for the deduction. The taxpayer must establish, to the satisfaction of the

Secretary of the Treasury, that the resulting mimel of the barrier meets

the staiidards promulgated by the Secretary with the concurrence of the

U.S. Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board.

For purposes of this section, a"handicapped individuar is any individual

who has a physical or mental disability (including, but not limited to,

deafness and blindness) which, for that individual, constitutes or results in

a functional limitation to employment. or who has any physical or mental

impairment that substantially limits one or more major life actiritits of

that individuaL

The deduction may not exceed $15,000 for any taxable year. (The maxi-

mum deduction had been $35,000 prior to passage of Public Law 101-508

in 1990, which lowered the1111iIi11311111 deduction.)

3) Disabled Access Tax Credit (Title 26, Internal RevenueCode, section 44)

This tax credit is available to "eligible small businesses" in the amount of

50 percent of "eligible access expenditures" for the taxable year that

exceed $250 but do not exoced $10,250.

ADA Handbook
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"Eligible small businesses" are those businesses with either:

a) $1 million or less in gross receipts for the preceding tax year

OR

b) 30 or fewer full-time employees during the preceding tax year.

"Eligible access expenditures" means amounts paid or incurred by an
eligible small business fix the purpose of enabling the small business to
comply with applicable requirements under ADA. Certain types of expen-
ditures are listed as included under the meaning of the term "eligible access
expenditures." These include amounts paid or incurred:

I) for the purpose of removing architectural, communicatioa, physical, or
transportation barriers that prevent a business from being accessible to, or
usable by, individuals with disabilities;

ii) to provide qualified readers, taped texts, and other effective methods of
making visually delivered materials available to people with visual impair-
ments;

iii) to provide qualified interpreters or other effective methods of making
aurally delivered materials available to individuals with hearing impair-
ments;

iv) to acquire or modify equipment, as devices for individuals with disabili-
ties, or

v) to provide other similar services, modifications, materials, or equipment.

Expenditures that are not necessary to accomplish the above mentioned
purposes are not eligible. Expenses in connection with new construction
ere not eligible. "Disability" has the same meaning as it does in the ADA.
Barrier removals os the provision of services, modifications, materials, or
equipment must meet standards promulgated by the Secretary in order to be

Example: Company A purchaies equipment to meet its reasonable scam-
modation obligation under ADA for $11,000 The amount by which $8,000
exceeds $250 is $7,750. Fifty vermin of $7,750 is $3,875. The employer
may take a tax credit in the amount of $3,815 on its next tax return.

ADA Handiroat

7 4
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Example: Company B removes a physical barrier in acconiattee with its

reascumble accommodation obligation under ADA. The barrier removal

meets standards promulgated by the Secretary.

The company expends $12,000 on this burin removal. The amount by

which MAO exceeds $250but not $10.250 is a full $10,000. Fifty

paean of $10,000 is $5,000. Company B is eligible for a $5,000 tax

entclit on its next tax mum.

For further information on these provisions, contact the Internal Revenue

Service, Office tithe Chief Counsel, P.O. Box 7604, lien Franklin

Station, Washington D.C. 20044 (202) $66-3292 (voice only).
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Barriers to employment, transportation, public accommodations.

public services, and telecommunications have imposed staggering eco-

nomic and social costs on American society and have undermined our

well-intentioned efforts to educate, rehabilitate, and employ individuals

with disabilities. By breaking down these barriers, the Americans with

Disabilities Act will enable society to benefit from the skills and talents

of individuals with disabilities, will allow us all to gain from their in-

creased purchasing power and ability to use it, and will lead to fuller,

more productive lives for all Americans.

The Americans with Disabilities Act gives civil rights protections to

individuals with disabilities similar to those provided to individuals on

the basis of race, sex, national origin, age, and religion. It guarantees

equal opportunity for individuals with disabilities in public accommoda-

tions, employment, transportation, State and local government services,

and telecommunications.
Fair, swift, and effective enforcement of this landmark civil rights

legislation is a high priority of the Bush Administration. This booklet is

designed to provide answers to some of the most often asked questions

t the ne aw.
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Employment
Q. What employers are covered by the ADA, and when is the

coverage effective?

A. The employment provisions apply to private employers, State and
local governments, employment agencies, and labor unions. Employ-
ers with 25 or more employees will be covered starting July 26, 1992,
when the employment provisions go into effect. Employers with 15
or more employees will be covered two years later, beginning July 26,

1994.

Q. What practices and activitks are covered by the employment
nondiscrimination requiremenb?

A. The ADA prohibits discrimination in all employment practices.
including job application procedures, hiring. firing, advancement,
compensation. training, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of
employment. lt applies to recruitment, advertising, tenure, layoff.
leave, fringe benefits, and all other employment-related activities.

Q. Who is protected against employment discrimination?

A. Employment discrimination is prohibited against "qualified individu-
als with disabilities." Persons discriminated against because they have
a known association or relationship with a disabled individual also are
protected. The ADA defines an "individual with a disability" as a
person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially
limits one or more major life activities, a record of such an impair-
ment. or is regarded as having such an impairment.

The first part of the definition makes clear that the ADA applies to
persons who have substantial, as distinct from minor, impairments.
and that these must be impairments that limit major life axtivities
such as seeing, hearing, speaking, walking. breathing, performing
manual tasks, learning, caring for oneself, and working. An
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individual with epilepsy, paralysis, a substantial hearing or visual

impairment, mental retardation, or a learning disability would be

covered, but an individual with a minor, nonchronic condition of short

duration, such as a sprain, infection, or broken limb, generally would

not be covered.

The second part of the definition would include, for example, a person

with a history of cancer that is currently in remission or a person with

a history of mental illness.

The third pan of the defmition protects individuals who are regarded

and treated as though they have a substantially limiting disability,

even though they may not have such an impairment. For example,

this provision would protect a severely disfigured qualified individual

from being denied employment because an employer feared the

"negative reactions" of others.

Who is a "qualified individual with a disability"?

A. A qualified individual with a disability is a person who meets legiti-

mate skill, experience, education, or other requirements of an employ-

ment position that he or she holds or seeks, and who can perform the

"essential functions" of the position with or without reasonable ac-

commodation. Requiring the ability to perform "essential" functions

assures that an individual will not be considered unqualified simply

because of inability to perform marginal or incidental job functions.

If the individual is qualified to perform essential job functions except

for limitations caused by a disability, the employer must consider

whether the individual could perform the.ie functions with a reason-

able accommodation. If a written job description has been prepared in

advance of advertising or interviewing applicants for a job, this will

be considered as evAence, although not necessarily conclusive evi-

dence, of the essential functions of the job.

s
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Does an employer have to give preference to a qualified applicant
with a disability over other applicants?

A. No. An employer is free to select the most qualified applicant avail-
able and to make decisions based on reasons unrelated to the existence
or consequence of a disability. For example, if two persons apply for
a job opening as a typist, one a person with a disability who accu-
rately types 50 words pei minute, the other a person without a disabil-
ity who accurately types 75 words per minute, the employer may hire
the applicant with the higher typing speed, if typing speed is needed
for successful performance of the job.

Q. What is "reasonable accommodation"?

A. Reasonable accommodation is any modification or adjustment to a job
or the work environment that will enable a qualified applicant or
employee with a disability to participate in the application process or
to perform essential job functions. Reasonable accommodation also
includes adjustments to assure that a qualified individual with a
disability has the same rights and privileges in employment as
nondisabled employees.

What kinds of actions are required to reasonably accommodate
applicants and employees?

A. ExamWes of reasonable accommodation include making existing
facilities used by employees readily accessible to and usable by an
individual with a disability; restructuring a job; modifying work
schedules; acquiring or modifying equipment; providing qualified
readers or interpreters; or appropriately modifying examinations.
training, or other programs. Reasonable accommodation also may
include reassigning a current employee to a vacant position for which
the individual is qualified, if the person becomes disabled and is
unable to do the original job. However, there is no obligation to find
a position for an applicant who is not qualified for the position sought.
Employers are not required to lower quality or quantity standards in

3
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OM=
order to make an accommodation, nor are they obligated to provide

personal use items such as glasses or hearing aids.

The decision as to the appropriate accommodation must be based on

the particular facts of each case. In selecting the panicular type of
reasonable accommodation to provide, the principal test is that of

effectiveness, i.e., whether the accommodation will enable the person

with a disability to do the job in question.

Must employers be familiar with the many diverse types of
disabilities to know whether or how to make a reasonable

at -ommodation?

A. No. An employer is only required to accommodate a "known" dis-

ability of a qualified applicant or employee. The requirement gener-

ally will be triggered by a request from an individual with a disability.

who frequently can suggest an appropriate accommodation. Accom-
modations must be made on an individual basis, because the nature

and extent of a disabling condition and the requirements of the job

wili wary in each case. If the individual does not request an accom-
modation, the employer is not obligated to provide one. If a disah!Pd

person requests. but cannot suggest, an appropriate accommodation.
the employer and the individual should work together to identify one.

There are also many public and private resources that can provide

assistance without cost.

Q. What ar- the limitations on the oblige ion to make a reasonable

accommodation?

A. The disabled individual 'requiring the accommodation must be other-

wise qualified, and the disability must be known to the employer. Li
addition, an employer is not required to make an accommodation if it

would impose an "undue hardship" on the operation of tilc employer's

business. "Undue hardship" is defined as "an action requiring signifi-

cant difficulty or expense" when considered in light of a number of

factors. These factors include the nature and cost of the accommoda-

4
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tion in relation to the size, resources, nature, and structure of the
employer's operation. Where the facility making the accommodation
is part of a larger entity, the structure and overall resources of the
larger organization would be considered, as well as the financial and
administrative relationship of the facility to the larger organization.
In general, a larger employer would be expected to make accommoda-
tions requiring greater effort or expense than would be required of a
smaller employer.

Must an employer modify existing facilities to make them
accessible?

A. An employer may be required to modify facilities to enable an indi-
vidual to perform essential job functions and to have equal opportu-
nity to participate in other employment-related activities. For ex-
ample, if an employee lounge is located in a place inaccessible to a
person using a wheelchair, the lounge might be modified or relocated,
or comparable facilities might be provided in a location that would
enable the individual to take a break with co-workers.

Q. May an employer inquire as to whether a prospective employee is
disabled?

A. An employer may not make a pre-employment inquiry on an applica-
tion form oi in an interview as to whether, or to what extent, an
individual is disabled. The employer may ask a job applicant whether
he or she can perform prticular job functions. If the applicant has a
disability known to the employer, the employer may ask how he or
she can perform job functions that the employer considers difficult or
impossible to perform because of the disability, and whether an
accommodation would be needed. A job offer may be conditioned on
the results of a medical examination, provided that the examination is
required for all entering employees in the same job category regard-
less of disability, and that information obtained is handled according
to confidentiality requirements specified in the Act. After an em-
ployee enters on duty, all medical examinations and inquiries must be
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job related and necessary for the conduct of the employer's business.
These provisions of the law are intmided to prevent the employer from

basing hiring and employment decisions on unfounded assumptions
about the effects of a disability.

Q. Does the ADA take safety issues into account?

A. Yes. The ADA permits employers to establish qualification standards
that will exclude individuals who pose a direct threat i.e., a signifi-

cant risk to the health and safety of the individual or of others, if
that risk cannot be low, to an acceptable level by reasonable
accommodation. However, an employer may not simply assume that

a threat exists; the employer must establish through objective, medi-
cally supportable methods that there is genuine risk that substantial

harm could occur in the workplace. By requiring employers to make
individualized judgrnents based on reliable medical or other objective
evidence rather than on generalizations, ignorance, fear, patronizing
attitudes, or stereotypes, the ADA recognizes the need to balance the
interests of people with disabilities against the legitimate interests of
employers in maintaining a safe workplace.

Q. Can an employer refuse to hire an applicant or fire a current
employee who is illegally using drags?

A. Yes. Individuals who curranly engage ;n the illegal use of drugs are
specifically excluded from the definition of a -qualified individual
with a disability" protected by the ADA when an action is taken on

the basis of their drug use.

Q. Is testing for illegal drugs permissible under the ADA?

A. Yes. A test for illega! drugs is not considered a medical examination

under the ADA; therefore, employers may conduct such testing of
applicants or employees and make employment decisions based on the

results. The ADA does not encourage. prohibit, or authorize drug

tests.

sIi
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Q. Are people with AIDS covered by the ADA?

A. Yes. The legislative history indicates that Congress intended the ADA

to protect persans with AIDS and HIV diDease from discrimination.

Q. How does the ADA recognize public health concerns?

A. No provision in the ADA is intended to supplant the role of public

health authorities in protecting the community from legitimate health
threats. The ADA recognizes the need to strike a balance between the

right of a disabled person to be free from discrimination based on
unfounded fear and the right of dw public to be protected.

Q. What is discrhnination based on "relationship or associadon"?

A. The ADA prohibits discrimination based on relationship or association
in order to protect individuals from actions based on unfounded as-
sumptions that their relationship to a person with a disability would
affect their job performance, and from .ctions caused by bias or misin-
formation concerning certain disabilities. For example, this pmvision
would protect a person with a disabled spouse from being denied
employment because of an employer's unfounded assumption that the
applicant would use excessive leave to care for the spouse. It also
would protect an individual who does volunteer work for people with

AIDS from a discriminatory employment action motivated by that

ielationship or association.

Q. Will the ADA increase litigation burdens on employers?

A. Some litigation is inevitable. However, employers who use the

period prior to the effective date of employment coverage to adjust

their policies and practices to conform to ADA requirements will be

much less likely to have serious litigation concerns. In drafting the
ADA. Congress relif..1: -avily on the language of the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973 and its illiplomenting regulations. There is already an
extensive body of law interpreting the requirements of that Act to

7
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which employers can turn for guidance on their ADA obligations.

The Equal Employment Oppommity Commission will issue specific
regulatory guidance one year before the ADA's employment provi-

sions take effect, publish a tecimical assistance manual with guidance

on how to comply, and provide other assistance to help employers
meet ADA mquirements. Equal employment opportunity for people

with disabilities will be achieved most quickly and effectively through
widespread voluntary compliance with the law, rather than through

reliance on litigation to enforce compliance.

How will the employment provisions be enforced?

A. The employment provisions of the ADA will be enforced under the

same procedures now applicable to race, sex, national origin, and
religious discrimination =ler title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Complaints regarding actions that occur after July 26, 1992.

may be filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or
designated State human rights agencies. Available remedies will

include hiring, reinstatement, back pay, and court orders to stop

discrimination.

For information on how to contact the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. 5Ce page 19.

8
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Public Accommodations
Q. What are public accommodations?

A. Public accommodations are private entities that affect commerce. The
ADA public accommodations requirements extend, therefore, to a
wide range of entities, such as restaurants, hotels, theaters, doctors'
offices, pharmacies, tetail stores, museums, libraries, parks, private
schools, and day care centers. Private clubs and religious organiza-
tions are exempt from the ADA's requirements for public accommo-
dations.

Q. Will the ADA have any effect on the eligibility criteria used by
public accommodations to determine who may receive services?

A. Yes. If a criterion screens out or tends to screen out individuals with
disabilities, it may only be used if necessary for the provision of the
services. For instance, it would be a violation for a retail store to have
a rule excluding all deaf persons from entering the premises, or for a
movie theater to exclude all individuals with cerebral palsy. More
subtle forms of discrimination are also prohibited. For example.
requiring presentation of a driver's license as the sole acceptable
means of identification for purposes of paying by check could consti-
tute discrimination against individuals with vision impairments. This
would be true if such individuals are ineligible to receive licenses and
the use of an alternative means of identification is feasible.

Does the ADA allow public accommodations to take safety factors
into consideration in providing services to individuals with
disabilities?

A. The ADA expressly provides that a public accommodation may
exclude an individual, if that individual poses a direct threat to the
health or safety of others that cannot be mitigated by appropriate
modifications in the public accommodation's policies or procedures.
or by the provision of auxiliary aids. A public accommodation will be
permitted to establish objective safety criteria for the operation of its

9



business; however, any safety standard must be based on objective

requirements rather than stereotypes or generalizations about the

ability of persons with disabilities to participate in an activity.

Q. Are there any limits on the kinds of modifications in policies,
practices, and procedures required by the ADA?

A. Yes. The ADA does not .7equire modifications that would fundamen-

tally alter the nature of the services provided by the public acconuno-

dation. For example, it would not be discriminatory for a physician

specialist who treats only burn patients to refer a deaf individual to

another physician for treatment of a broken limb or respiratory

ailment. To require a physician to accept patients outside of his or her

specialty would fundamentally alter the nature of the medical practice.

Q. What kinds of auxiliary aids and services are required by the

ADA to ensure effective communication with individuals with

hearing or vision impairments?

A. Appropriate auxiliary aids and services may include services and

devices such as qualified interpreters, assistive listening devices,

notetakers, and written materials for individuals with hearing impair-

ments; and qualified readers, taped texts, and Brailled or large print

materials for individuals with vision impairments.

Q. Are there any limitations on the ADA's auxiliary aids

requirements?

A. Yes. The ADA does not require the provision of any auxiliary aid that

would result in an undue burden or in a fundamental alteration in the

nature of the goods or services provided by a public accommodation.

However, the public accommodation is not relieved from the duty to

furnish an alternative auxiliary aid, if available, that would not result

in a fundamental alteration or undue burden. Both of these limitations

are derived from existing regulations and caselaw under section 504

and are to be determined on acase-by-case basis.

1 0
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Will restaurants be required to have Brailled menus?

A. No. not if waiters or other employees are made available to read the
menu to a blind customer.

Q. Will a clothing store be required to have Brained price tags?

A. No. Sales personnel could provide price information orally upon
request.

Q. Will a bookstw be required to maintain a sign language interpreter
on its staff in order to communicate with deaf customers?

A. No, not if employees communicate by pen and notepad when necessary.

Q. Are there any limitations on the ADA's barrier removal
requirements for existing fad Ales?

A. Yes. Barrier removal need only be accomplished when it is "readily
achievable" to do so.

Q. What does the term "readily achievable" mean?

A. it means "easiiy accomplishable and able to be carried out without
much difficulty or expense."

Q. What are examples of the types of modifications that would be
readily achievable in most cases?

A. Examples include the simple ramping of a few steps, the installation of
grab bars where only routine reinforcement of the wall is required, the
lowering of telephones, and similar modest adjustments.

Q. Will businesses need to rearrange furniture and display racks?

A. P issibly. For example, restaurants may need to rearrange tables and

1 1
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department stores may need to adjust their layout of racks and shelves

in order to permit wheelchair access.

Q. Will businesses need to install elevators?

A. Businesses are not required to retrofit their facilities to install elevators

unless such installation is readily achievable, which is unlikely in most

cases.

Q. When barrier removal is not readily achievabk, what kinds of

alternative steps are required by tbe ADA?

A. Alternatives may include such measures as in-store assistance for

removing articles from high shelves, home delivety of groceries, or

coming to the door to receive or return dry cleaning.

Q. Must alternative steps be taken without regard to cost?

A. No, only readily achievable alternative steps must be undertaken.

Q. How is "readily achievable" determined in a multisite business?

A. In determining whether an action to make a public accommodation

accessible would be "readily achievable," the overall size of the parent

corporation or entity is only one factor to be considered. The ADA

also permits consideration of the financial resources of the particular

facility or facilities involved and the administrative or fiscal relation-

hip of the facility or facilities to the parent entity.

Q. Who has responsibility for removing barriers in a shopping mall.

the landlord who owns the mall or the tenant who leases the store?

A. Legal responsibility for removing barriers depends upon who has legal

authority so Mike alterations. which is generally determined by the

contractual agreement howcen the landlord and tenant. In most cases

the landlord will have full control over common areas.

12
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What does the ADA require in new construction?

A. The ADA requires that all new construction of places of public accom-
modation, as well as of "commrcial fiwilities" such as office build-
ings, be accessible. Elevators are generally not required in facilities
under three stories or with fewer than 3,000 square feet per floor,
unless the building is a shopping center, mall, or professional office of
a health care provider.

Q. Is it expensive to make all newly constructed public
accommodations and commercial 6cilities accessible?

A. The cost of incorporating accessibility features in new construction is
less than one percent of constniction costs. This is a small price in
relation to the economic benefits to be derived from full accessibility
in the future, such as increased employment and consumer spending
and decreased welfare dependency.

Q. Must every feature of a new facility be accessible?

A. No, only a reasonable number of elements such as parking spaces and
bathrooms must be made accessible in order for a facility to be "read-
ily accessible." Moreover, mechanical areas, such as catwalks and fan
rooms, to which access is required only for purposes of maintenance
and repairs, might not need to be physically accessible if the essential
functions of the work performed in those areas require physical
mobility.

Q. What are the ADA requirements for altering facilities?

A. All alterations that could affect the usability of a facility must be made
in an accessible manner to the maximum extent feasible. For example,
if during renovations a doorway is being relocated, the new doorway
must be wide enough to meet the new construction standard for acces-
sibility. When alterations are made to a primary function area, such
as the lobby of a bank or the dining area of a cafeteria, an accessible

13
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path of travel to the alteted area must also be provided. The bath-

rooms, telephones, and drinking fountains serving that area must also

be made accessible. These additional accessibility alterations are only

requited to the extent that the added accessibility costs are not dispro-

portionate to tlw overall cost of the alterations. Elevators are generally
not required in facilities under three stories or with fewer than 3000

square feet per floor, unless the building is a shopping center, mall, or
professional office of a health care provider.

Does the ADA permit a disabled person to sue a business when
that individual believes that discrimination is about to occur, or
must the individual wait for thediscrimination to occur?

A. The ADA public accommodations provisions permit an individual to

allege discrimination based on a disabled person's reasonable belief

that discrimination is about to occur. This provision allows a person

who uses a wheelchair to challenge the planned construction of a new

place of public accommodation, such as a shopping mall, that would

not be accessible to wheelchair users. The resolution of such chal-

lenges prior to the construction of an inaccessible facility would enable

any necessary remedial measures to be incorporated in the building at

the planning stage, when such changes would be relatively inexpen-

sive.

Q. How does the ADA affect existing State and local building codes?

A. Existing codes remain in effect. The ADA allows the Attorney Gen-

eral to certify that a State law, local building code, or similar ordinance
that establishes accessibility requirements meets or exceeds the mini-

mum accessibility requirements for public accommodations and com-
mercial facilities. Any State or local government may apply for certifi-

cation of its code or ordinance. The Attorney General can certify a

code or ordinance only after prior notice and apublic hearing at which

interested people, including individuals with disabilities, are provided

an opportunity to testify against the certification.

14
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Q. What is the effect of certification of a State or local code or
ordinance?

A. Certification can be advantageous if an entity has constructed or
alteted a facility according to a certified code or ordinance. If some-
one later brings an enforcement proceeding against the entity, the
certification is considered "rebuttable evidence" that the State law or
local ordinance meets or exceeds the minimum requirements of the
ADA. In other words, the entity can argue that the construction or
alteration met the requirements of the ADA because it was done in
compliance with the State or local code that had been certified.

Q. When are the publk accommodations provisions effective?

A. In general, they become effective on January 26, 1992.

Q. How will the public accommodations provisions be enforced?

A. Private individuals may bring lawsuits in which they can obtain court
orders to stop discrimination. Individuals may also file complaints
with the Attorney General, who is authorized to bring lawsuits in cases
of general public importance or where a "pattern or practice" of
discrimination is alleged. In these cases, the Attorney General may
seek monetary damages and civil penalties. Civil penalties may not
exceed $50,000 for a first violation or $100,000 for any subsequert
violation.

For information on how to contact the U.S. Department ofJustice. see
page 18.

15
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Miscellaneous
Q. Is the Federal government covered by the ADA?

A. The ADA does not cover the executive branch of the Federal Govern-
ment. The executive branch continues to be covered by title V of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits discrimination in services
and employment on the basis of handicap and which is a model for the
requirements of the ADA. The ADA, however, does cover Congress
and other entities in the legislative branch of the Federal Government.

Q. What requirements, other than those mandating
nondiscrimination in employment, does the ADA place on
State and local governments?

A. All government facilities, services, and communications must be
accessible consistent with the requirements of section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Individuals may file complaints with
Federal agencies to be designated by the Attorney General or bring
private lawsuits.

Q. Does the ADA cover private apartments and private homes?

A. The ADA generally does not cover private residential facilities. These
facilities are addressed in the Fair Housing Amendments Act of i988.
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in sell:ng or
renting housing. If a building contains both residential and nonresi-
dential portions, only the nonresidential portions are covered by the
ADA. For example. in a large hotel that has a residential apartment
wing. the residential wing would be covered by the Fah Housing Act
and the other rooms would be covered by the ADA.

Q. Does the ADA cover air transportation?

A. Discrimination by air carriers is not covered by the ADA hut rail-.
the Air Carrier Access Act (49 U.S.C. 1374 (c)).

16
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Q. What are the ADA's requirements for public transit buses?

A. The ADA requires the Department of Transportation to issue regula-
tions mandating accessible public transit vehicles and facilities. The
regulations must include a requirement that all new fixed-route, public
transit buses be accessible and that supplementary paratransit services
be provided for those individuals with disabilities who cannot use
fixed-route bus service. For information on how to contact the Depart-
ment of Transportation, see page 19.

Q. How will the ADA make telecommunications accessibk9

A. The ADA requires the establishment of telephone relay services for
individuals who use telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDD's)
or similar devices. The Federal Communications Commission will

issue regulations specifying standards for the operation of these
services. For information on how to contact the Federal
Communications Commission, see page 19.

Q. Are businesses entitled to any tax benefit to help pay for the cost
of compliance?

A. As amended in 1990. the Internal Revenue Code allows a deduction of
up to $15,000 per year for expenses associated with the rtmoval of
qualified architectural and transportation barrier..

The 1990 amendment also permits eligible small businesses to receive
a tax credit for certain costs of compliance with the ADA. An eligible
small business is one whose gross receipts do not exceed $1,000,000
or whose workforce does not consist of more than 30 full-time work-
ers. Qualifying businesses may claim a credit of up to 50 percent of
eligible access expenditures that exceed $250 but do not exceed
$10,250. Examples of eligible access expenditures include the neces-
sary and reasonable costs of removing architectural. physical, commu-
nications, and transportation barriers; providing readers, interpreters,
and other auxiliary aids; and acquiring or modifying equipment or
devices.

17
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This document is available in the following alternate formats:

- Braille
Large Print
Audiotape

- Electronic file on computer disk and electron:c
bulletin board (202) 514-6193

For n.ore specific information about ADA requirements affecting Public
Services and Public Acconunodations contact:

Office on the Americans with Disabilities Act
Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 66118
Washington, D.C. 20035-6118

(202) 514-0301 (Voice)
(202) 514-0381 (TDD)
(202) 514-0383 (TDD)

18
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For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting
employment contact:

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
1801 L Street NW
Washington, DC 20507
(202) 663-4900 (Voice)
800-800-3302 (TDD)
(202) 663-4494 (TDD for 202 Area Code)

For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting
transportation contact:

Department of Transportation
4(X) Seventh Street SW
Washington. DC 20590
(202) 366-9305 (Voice)
(202) 755-7687 (TDD)

For more specific information about requirements for accessible
design in new construction and alterations contact:

Architectural and Transportation Harriers
Compliance Board
1111 18th Street NW
Suite 501
Washington. DC 20036
80(1-USA-ABLE (Voice)
SOO-USA-ABLE (TDD)

For more specific information about ADA requirements a
telecommunications contact:

Federal Communications Commission
1919 M Street NW
Washington. DC 20554
{202) (i32-7260 (Voice)
{202) 632-6999 (TDD)

S S
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Introduction

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) makes it
unlawful to discriminate in employment against a qualified individual
with a disabiiity. The ADA also outlaws discrimination against indi-
viduals with disabilities in state and local government services, public
accommodations, transportation and telecommunications. This booklet
explains the part of the ADA that prohibits job discrimination. This part
of the law is enforced by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) and state and local civil rights enforcement agen-
cies that work with the Commission.
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What Employers Are Covered by the ADA?

Job discrimination against people with disabilities is illegal if

practiced by:

private employers,
state and local governments,

" employment agencies,
labor organizations,
and labor-management committees.

The part of the ADA enforced by the EEOC outlaws job dis-

crimination by:

all employers, including state and local government employers,
with 25 or more employees after July 26, 1992, and
all employers, including state and local government employers,
with 15 or more employees after July 26, 1994.

Another part of the ADA, enforced by the U.S. Department of
Justice (DOJ), prohibits discrimination in state and local government
programs and activities, including job discrimination by all state and
local governments, regardless of the number of employees, after January

26, 1992.

Because the ADA gives responsibilities to both EEOC and DOJ

for employment by state and local governments, these agencies will
coordinate the federal enforcement effort. In addition, since some

private and governmental employers are already covered by nondiscrimi-
nation and affirmative action requirements under the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, EEOC, DOI, and the Department of Labor also will coordinate
the enforcement effort under the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act.

50-276 0 - 92 - 5
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Are You Protected by The ADA?

U you have a disability and are qualified to do a job, the ADA
protects you from job discrimination on the basis of your disability.
Under the ADA, you have a disability if you have a physical or mental
impairment that substantially limits a major life activity. The ADA also
protects you if you have a history of sudi a disability, or if an employer
believes that you have such a disability, even if you don't.

To be protected under the ADA, you must have, have a record
of, or be regarded as having a substantial, as opposed to a minor,
impairment. A substantial impairment is one that significantly limits or
restricts a mnjor life activity such as hearing, seeing, speaking, walking,
breathing, performing manual tasks, caring for oneself, learning or
working.

If you have a disability, you must also be qualified to perform the
essential funciions or duties of a job, with or without reasonable accom-
modation, in order to be protected from job discrimination by the ADA.
This means two things. First, you must satisfy the employer's require-
ments for the job, such as education, employment experience, skills or
licenses. Second, you must be able to perform the essential functions of
the job with or without reasonable accommodation. Essential functions
are the fundamental job duties that you must be able to perform on your
own or with the help of a reasonable accommodation. An employer
cannot refuse to hire you because your disability prevents you from
performing duties that are not essential to the job.

2
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What Is Reasonable Accommodation?

Reasonable accommodation is any change or adjustment to a job

or work environment that permits a qualified appli=nt or employee with

a disability to participate in the job application process, to perform the

essential functions of a job, or to enjoy benefits and privileges of em-

ployment equal to those enjoyed by employees without disabilities. For

example, reasomible accommodation may include:

providing or modifying equipment or devices,

job restructuring,
part-time or modified work schedules,
reassignment to a vacant position,
adjusting or modifying examinations, training materials, or

providing readers and interpreters, and

making the workplace readily accessible to and usable b) people

with disabilities.

An employer is required to provide a reasonable accommodation

to a qualified applicant or employee with a disability unless the employer

can show that the accommodation would be an undue hardship -- that

is, that it would require significant difficulty or expense.

What Employment Practices are Covered?

The ADA makes it unlawful to discriminate in all employment

practices such as:

recrui tment firing

hiring training

job assignments promotions

pay benefits

lay off leave

all other employment related activities.

3
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It is also unlawful for an employer to retaliate against you for
asserting your rights under the ADA. The Act also protects you if you
are a victim of discrimination because of your family, business, social or
other relationship or association with an individual with a disability.

Can an Employer Require Medical Examinations
or Ask Questions About a Disability?

If you are applying for a job, an employer cannot ask you if you
are disabled or ask about the nature or severity of your disability. An
employer can ask if you can perform the duties of the job with or with-
out reasonable accommodation. An employer can also ask you to de-
scribe or to demonstrate how, with or without reasonable accommoda-
tion, you will perform the duties of the job.

An employer cannot require you to LIke a medical examination
betore you are offered a job. Following a j( b offer, an employer can
condition the offer on your passing a required medical examination, but
only if all entering employees for that job category have to take the
examination. However, an employer cannot reject you because of
information about your disability revealed by the medical examination,
unless the reasons for rejtxtion are job-related and necessary for the
conduct of the employer's business. Nor can the employer refuse to hire
you because of your disability if you can perform the essential functions
of the job with an accommodation.

Once you have been hired and startecl work, your employer
cannot require that you take a medical examination or ask questions
about your disabiiity unless they are related to your job and necessary
for the conduct of your employer's business. Your employer may
conduct voluntary medical examinations that are part of an employee
health program, and may provide med;cal information required by state
workers' compensation laws to the agencies that administer such laws.
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The results of all medical examinations must be kept confidential,

and maintained in separate medical files.

Do Individuals Who Use Drugs Illegally
Have Rights Under the ADA?

Anyone who is currently using drugs illegally is not protected by

the ADA and may be denied employment or fired on the basis of such

use. The ADA does not prevent employers from testing applicants or
employees for current illegal drug use.

What Do I Do If I Think That I'm Being Discriminated Against?

If you think you have been discriminated against in employment

on the basis of disability after July 26, 1992, you should contact the
EEOC. A charge of discrimination generally must be filed within 180

days of the alleged discrimination. You may have up to 300 days to file

a charge if there is a state or local law that provides relief for discrimina-

tion on the basis of disability. However, to protect your rights, it is best

to contact EEOC promptly if discrimination is suspected.

You may file a charge of discrimination on the basis of disability

by contacting any EEOC field office, located in cities throughout the
United States. If you have been discriminated against, you are entitled

to a remedy that will place you in the position you would have been in if

the discrimination had never occurred. You may be entitled to hiring,
promotion, reinstotement, back pay, or reasonable accommodation,
including reassigment. You may also be entitled to attorney's fees.

While the EEOC can only process ADA charges based on actions

occurring on or after July 26, 1992, you may alt,ady be protected by

state or local laws or by other current federal laws. EEOC field offices

can refer you to the agencies that enforce those laws.

5
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To contact the 2.EOC, look in your telephone directory under
U.S. Government. For information and instructions on reaching your
local office, call:

(202) 663-4900 (Voice)
(800) 800-3302 (TDD)
(In the Washington, D.C. 202 Area Code, call 202-663-4494
(TDD).)

Can I Get Additional ADA Information and Assistance?

The EEOC will conduct an active technical assistance program to
promote voluntary compliance with the ADA. This program will be
designed to help people with disabilities understand their rights and 40
help employers understand their responsibilities under the law.

In January 1992, EEOC will publish a Technical Assistance
Manual, providing practical application of legal requirements to specific
employment activities, with a directory of resources to aid compliance.
EEOC will publish other educational materials, provide training on the
law for people with disabilities and for employers, and participate in
meetings and training programs of other organizations. EEOC staff also
will respond to individual requests for information and assistance. The
Commission's technical assistance program will be separate and distinct
from its enforcement responsibilities. Employers who seek information
or assistance fivm the Commission will not be subject to any enforce-
ment action because of such inquiries.

The Commission also recognizes that differences and disputes
about ADA requirements may arise between employers and people with
disabilities as a result of misunderstandings. Such disputes frequently
can be resolved more effectively through informal negotiation or media-
tion procedures, rather than through the formal enforcement process of
the ADA. Accordingly, EEOC will encourage efforts of employers and
individuals with disabilities to settle such differences through alternative
methods of dispute resolution, providing that such efforts do not deprive
any individual of legal rights provided by the statute.

6
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More Questions and Answers About the ADA

Is an employer required to provide reasonable accommoda-
tion when I apply for a job?

A. Yes. Applicants, as well as employees, are entitled to reasonable
accommodation. For example, an employer may be required to
provide a sign language interpreter during a job intesview for an
applicant who is deaf or hearing impaired, unless to do so would

impose an undue hardship.

Q. Should I tell my employer that I have a disability?

A. If you think you will need a reasonable accommodation in order
to participate in the application process or to perform essential
job functions, you should inform the employer that an accommo-
dation will be needed. Employers are required to provide reason-
able accommodation only for the physical or mental limitations of

a qualified individual with a disability of which they are aware.
Generally, it is the responsibility of the employee to inform the

employer that an accommodation is needed.

Q Do I have to pay for a needed reasonable accommodation?

A. No. The ADA requires that the employer provide the accommo-
dation unless to do so would impose an undue hardship on the
operation of the employer's business. If the cost of providing the
needed accommodation would be an undue hardship, the em-

ployee must be given the choice of providing the accommodation

or paying for the portion of the accommodation that causes the

undue hardship.

Q. Can an employer lower my salary or pay me less than other
employees doing the same job because I need a reasonable

accommodation?

7
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A. No. An employer cannot make up the cost of providing a reason-
able accommodation by lowering your salary or paying you less
than other employees in similar positions.

Does an employer have to make non-work areas used by
employees, such as cafeterias, lounges, or employer-provided
transportation accessible to people with disabilities?

A. Yes. The requirement to provide reasonable accommodation
covers all services, programs, and non-work facilities provided
by the employer. If making an existing facility accessible would
be an undue hardship, the employer must provide a comparable
facility that will enable a person with a disability to enjoy ben-
efits and privileges of employment similar to those enjoyed by
other employees, unless to do so would be an undue hardship.

If au employer has several qualified applicants for a job, is
the employer required to select a qualired applicant with a
disability over other applicants without a disability?

A. No. The ADA does not require that an employer hire an appli-
cant with a disability over other applicants because the person has
a disability. The ADA only prohibits discrimination on the basis
of disability. It makes it unlawful to refuse to hire a qualified
applicant with a disability because he is disabled or because a
reasonable accommodation is required to make it possible for this
person to perform essential job functions.

Can an employer refuse to hire me because he believes that it
would be unsafe, because of my disability, for me to work
with certain machinery required to perform the essential
functions of the job?

8
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A. The ADA permits an employer to refuse to hire an individual if
she poses a direct threat to the health or safety of herself or

others. A direct threat mains a significant risk of substantial

harm. The determination that there if. a direct threat must be

based on objective, factual evidence regarding an individual's
present ability to perform essential functions of a job. An em-
ployer cannot refuse to hire you because of a slightly increased
risk or oecause of fears that there might be a significant risk
sometime in the future. The employer must also consider
whether a risk can be eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level

with a reasonable accommodation.

Q. Can an employer offer a health insurance policy that excludes
coverage for pre-existing conditions?

A. Yes. The ADA does not affect pre-existiig condition clauses
contained in health insurance policies even though such clauses

may adversely affect employees with disabilities more than othel

employees.

If the health insurance offered by my employer does not cover
all of the medical expenses related to my disability, does the

company have to obtain additional coverage for me?

A. No. The ADA only requires that an employer provide employees
with disabilities equal access to whatever health insurance cover-

age is offered to other employees.

Q. I think I was discriminated against because my wife is dis-
abled. Can I file a charge with the EEOC?

A. Yes. The ADA makes it unlawful to discriminate against an
individual, whether disabled or not, because of a relationship or
association with an individual with a known disability.

9
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Are people with AIDS covered by the ADA?

A. Yes. lac legislative history indicates that Congress intended the
ADA to protect persons with AIDS and II1V disease from dis-
crimination.

For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting
employment contact:

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
1801 LStrcet, NW
Washington, DC 20507
(202) 663-4900 (Voice)
(800) 800-3302 ('rrm)
(202) 663-4494 (TDD for 202 Area Code)

For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting
public accommodations and state and local government services
contact:

Department of Justice
Office on the Americans with Disabilities Act
Civil Rights Division
P.O. Box 66118
Washington, DC 20035-6118
(202) 514-0301 (Voice)
(202) 514-0381 (TDD)
(202) 514-6193 (Electronic Bulletin Board)

10
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For more specific information about requirements for accessible

design in new construction and altetutions contact:

Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board
1111 18th Street, NW
Suite 50!
Washington, DC 20036
800-USA-ABLE
800-USA-ABLE (TDD)

For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting

transportation contact:

Department of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
I. '02) 366-9305
(202) 755-7687 (TDD)

For more specific information about ADA requirements for

telecommunications contact:

Federal Communications Commission
1919 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20554
(202) 632-7260
(202) 632-6999 (TDD)

*********S*****

This booklet is available in Braille, large print, audiotape and elec-
tronic file on computer disk. To obtain accessible formats call
EEOC's Office of Equal Employment Opportunity on (202) 663-
4395 (voice), (202) 663-4399 (TDD), or write this office at 1801 L
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20507.

11
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U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

The Americans With
Disabilities Act

Your Responsibilities as
an Employer
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Introduction

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) maims 4

unlawful to discriminate in employment against a qualified individual

with a disability. The ADA also outlaws discriminaticm against indi-

viduals with disabilities in State and local government services, public
accommodations, transportation and telecommunications. This booklet

explains the part of the ADA that prohibits job discrimination. This part
of the law is enforced by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) and State and local civil rights enforcement agen-

cies that work with the Commission.

1 13
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Are You Covered?

Job discrimination against people with disabilities is illegal if
practiced by:

private employers,
state and local governments,
employment agencies,
labor organizations, and
labor-management committees.

The part of the ADA enforced by the EEOC outlaws job
discrimination by:

all employers, including state and local government employers,
with 25 or more employees after July 26, 1992, and
all employers, including state and local government employers,
with 15 or more employees after July 26, 1994.

Another part of the ADA, enforced by the U.S. Department of
Justice (DO./), prohibits discrimination in state and local government
programs and activities, including job discrimination by all state and
local governments, regardless of the number of employees, after January
26, 1992.

Because the ADA gives responsibilities to both EEOC and DOJ
for employment by state and local governments, these agencies will
coordinate the federal enforcement effort. In addition, since some
private and governmental employers are already covered by nondiscrimi-
nation and affirmative action requirements under the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, EEOC, DOJ, and the Department of Labor also will coordinate
the enforcement effort under the ADA and the Rehabilitation Act.
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What Employment Practices are Covered?

The ADA makes it unlawful to discriminate in all employment

practices such as:

recnfitment Pay
hiring firing

promotion job assignm- its

training leave

lay-off benefit
all other employment related activities.

The ADA prohibits an employer from retaliating against an

applicant or employee for asserting his rights under the ADA. The Act

also makes it unlawful to discriminate against an applicant or employee,
whether disabled or not, because of the individual's family, business,

social or other relationship or association with an individual with a

disability.

Who Is Protected?

Title I of the ADA protects qualified individuals with disabilities

from employment discrimination. Under the ADA, a person has a

disability if he has a physical or menial impairment that substantially

limits a major life activity. The ADA also protects individuals who have

a record of a substantially limiting impairment, and people who are

regarded as having a substantially limiting impairment.

To be protected under the ADA, an individual must have, have a

record of, or be regarded as having a substantial, as opposed to a minor,

impairment. A substantial impairment is one that significantly limits or

restricts a major life activity such as hearing, seeing, speaking, breath-

ing, performing manual tasks, walking, caring for oneself, learning or

working.

An individual with a disability must also be qualified to perform the

essential functions of the job with or without reasonabie accommoda-

2
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Your judgment as to which functions are essential, and a written
job descriptimt prepared before advertising or interviewing for a job will
be considered by EEOC as evidence of essential functions. Other kinds
of evidemz that EEOC will =Ada include:

actual work experimce of present or past employees in the job,

time spent performirg a function,

consequences of not requiring that an employee perform a func-
tion, and

terms of a collective bargaining agreement.

What Are My Obligations to Provide Reasonable
Accommodations?

Reasonable accommodation is any change or adjustment to a job
or work environment that permits a qualified applicant or employee with
a disability to participate in the job amlication process, to perform the
essential functions of a job, or to enjoy benefits and privileges of em-
ployment equal to those enjoyed by employees without disabilities. For
example, reasonable accommodation may include:

acquiring or modifying equipment or devices,
job restructuring,
part-time or modified work schedules,
reassignment to a vacant position,
adjusting or modifying examinations, training materials or poli-
cies,
providing readers and interpretzrs, and
making the workplace readily accessible to and usable by people
with disabilities.

Reasonable accommodation also must be made to enable an
individual with a disability to participate in the application process, and

4
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to enjoy benefits and privileges of employment equal to those available
to other emnloyees.

It is a violation of the ADA to fail to provide reasonable accom-
modation to the known physical or mental limiwions of a qualified
individual with a disability, unless to do so would impose an undue
hardship on the operation of your business. Undue hardship means that
the accommcdation would require significant difficulty or expense.

What is the Best Way to Identify a Reasonable Accommodation?

Frequently, when a qualified individual with a disability requests
a reasonable accommodation, the appropriate accommodation is obvious.
The individual may suggest a reasonable accommodation based upon her
own life or work experie.fice. However, when the appropriate accommo-
dation is not readily apparent, you must make a reasonable effort to
identify one. The best way to do this is to consult informally with the
applicant or employee about potential accommodations that would enable
the individual to participate in the application process or perform the
essential functions of the job. If this consultation does not identify an
appropriate accommodation, you may contact the EEOC, state or local
vocational rehabilitation agencies, or state or local organizations repre-
senting or providing services to individuals with disabilities. Another
resource is the Job Accommodation Network (JAN). JAN is a free
consultant service that helps employers make individualized accommoda-
tions. The telephone number is 1-800-526-7234.

When Does a Reasonable Accommodation Become
An Undue Hardship?

It is not necessary to provide a reasonable accommodation if
doing so would cause an undue haniship. Undue hardship means that
an accommodation would be unduly costly, extensive, substantial or
disruptive, or would fundamentally alter the nature or operation of the
business. Among the factors to be considered in determining whether an

5
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accomm-dation is an undue hardship are the cost of the accommodation,
ihe employer's size, financial resources and the nature and structure of

its operation.

If a particular accommodation would be an undue haniship, you

must try to identify another accommodation that will not pose such a
hardship. If cost causes the undue hardship, you must also consider
whether funding for an accommodation is available from an outside

some, such as a vocational rehabilitation agency, and if the cost of
providing the accommodation can be offset by state or federal tax credits

or deductions. You must also give the applicant or employee with a
disability the opportunity to pnavide the accommodation or pay for the

pardon of the accommodation that constitutes an undue hardship.

Can I Require Medical Examinations or Ask
Questions About an Indlvidual's Disability?

It is unlawful:

to ask an applicant whether she is disabled or about the nature or
severity of a disability, or

to require the applicant to take a medical examination before
making a job offer.

You can ask an applicant questions about ability to perform job-
related functions, as long as the questiora are not phrased in terms of a
disability. You can also ask an applicznt to describe or to demonstrate

how, with or without reasonable accomtwdation, the applicant will

perform job-related functions.

After a job offer is made and prior to the commencement of
employment duties, you may require that an applicant take a medical
examination if everyone who will be wolidng in the job category must

aibo take the examination. You may condition the job offer on the

results of the medical examination. However, if an individual is not

6
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hired because a medical examination reveals the existence of a disability,
you must be able to show that the reasons for exclusion ue job related
and necessary for conduct of your business. You also must be able to
show that there was no reasonable accommodation that would have made
it possible for the individual to perform the essential job functions.

Once you have hired an applicant, you cannot require a medical
examination or ask an employee questions about disability unless you can
show that these requirements are job related and necessary for the con-
duct of your business. You may conduct voluntary medical examina-
tions that are part of an employee health program.

The results of all medical examinations or information from
inquiries about a disabili!y must be kept confidential, and maintained in
separate medical files. You may provide medical information required
by state workers compensation laws to the agencies that administer such
laws.

Do Individuals Who Use Drugs Illegally
Have Rights Under the ADA?

Anyone who is currently using drugs illegally is not protected by
the ADA and may be denied employment or fired on the basis of such
use. The ADA does not prevent employers from testing applicants or
employees for current illegal drug use, or from making employment
decisions based on verifiable results. A test for the illegal use of drugs
is not considered a medical examination under the ADA; therefore, it is
not a prohibited pre-employment medical examination, and you will not
have to show that the administration of the test to employees is job
related and consistent with business necessity. The ADA does not
encourage, authorize or prohibit drug tests.

7
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How will the ADA Be Enforced and What Are the
Available Remedies?

The provisions of the ADA which prohibit job discrimination will

be enforced by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Aftr,r July 26, 1992, individuals who believe they have been discrimi-

nated against on the basis of their disability can file a charge with the

Commission at any of its offices located throughout the United States. A

charge of discrimination must be filed within 180 days of the discrimina-

tion, unless there is a state or local law that also provides relief for the

discrimination on the basis of disability. In most cases where there is

such a law, the complainant has 300 days to file a charge.

The Commission will investigate and initially attempt to resolve

the charge through conciliation, following the same procedures used to

handle charges of discrimination filed under Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964. The ADA also incorporates the remedies contained in Title

VII. These remedies include hiring, promotion, reinstatement, back

pay, and attorney's fees. Reasonable accommodation is also available as

a remedy under the ADA.

How Will EEOC Help Employers Who Want to
Comply with the ADA?

The Commission believes that employers want to comply with th

ADA, and that if they are given sufficient information on how to com-

ply, they will do so voluntarily.

Accordingly, the Commission will conduct an active technical

assistance program to promote voluntary compliance with the ADA.

This program will be designed to help employers understand their re-

sponsibilities and assist people with disabilities to understand their righi

and the law.

In January 1992, EEOC will publish a Technical Assistance

Manual, providing practical application of legal requirements to specif

8
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employment activities, with a directory of resources to aid compliance.
EEOC will publish other educational materials, provide training on the
law for,employers and for people with disabilities, and participate in
meetings and training programs of other organizations. EEOC staff also
will respond to individual requests for information and assistance. The
Commission's technical assistance program will be separate and distinct
from its enforcement responsibilities. Employers who seek information
or assistance from the Commission will not be subject to any enforce-
ment action because of such inquiries.

The Commission also recognizes that differences and disputes
about the ADA requirements may arise between employers and people
with disabilities as a result of misunderstandings. Such disputes fre-
quently can be resolved more effectively through informal negotiation or
mediation procedures, rather than through the formal enforcement
process of the ADA. Accordingly, EEOC will encourage efforts to
settle such differences through alternative dispute resolution, providing
that such efforts do not deprive any individual of legal rights provided
by the statute.

Additional Questions and Answers on the
Americans with Disabilities Act

What is the relationship between the ADA and the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973?

A. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibits discrimination on the
basis of handicap by the federal government, federal contractors
and by recipients of federal financial assistance. If you were
covered by the Rehabilitation Act prior to the passage of the
ADA, the ADA will not affect that coverage. Many of the
provisions contained in the ADA are based on Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act and its implementing regulationc. If you are
receiving federal financial assistance and are in compliance with
Section 504, you are probably in compliance with the ADA
requirements affecting employment except in those areas where

9
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the ADA contains additional requirements. Your nondiscrimina-
tion requirements as a federal contractor under Section 503 of the

Rehabilitation Act will be essentially the same as those under the
ADA; however, you will continue to have additional affirmative

action requirements under Section 503 that do not exist under the

ADA.

If I have several qmlified applicants for a job, does the ADA
require that I hire the applicant with a disability?

A. No. You may hire the most qualified applicant. The ADA only

makes it unlawful for you to discriminate against a qualified

individual with a disability on the basis of disability.

One of my employees is a diabetic, but takes insulin daily to
control his diabetes. As a result, the diabetes has no signifi-
cant impact on his employment. Ls he protected by the ADA?

A. Yes. The determinatigs,.r as to whether a person has a disability

under the ADA is made without regard to mitigating measures,
such as medications, auxiliary aids ano reasonable accommoda-

tions. If an individual has an impairment that substantially limits

a major life activity, she is,protected uncles the ADA, regardless

of the fact that the disease or condition or its effects may be

corrected or controlled.

One of my employees has a broken arm that will heal but is
temporarily unable to perform the essential functions of his

Job as a mechanic. Is this employee protected by the ADA?

A. No. Although this employee does have an impairment, it does

not substantially limit a major life activity if it is of limited
duration and will have no long term effect.

10
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Q. Am I obligated to provide a reasonable accommodation for an
individua' if I am unaware of her physical or mental impair-
ment?

A. No. An employer's obligation to provide reasonable accommo-
dation applies only to known physical or mental limitations.
However, this does not mean that an applicant or employee must
always inform you of a disability. If a disability is obvious, e.g.,
the applicant uses a wheelchair, the employer *knows" of the
disability even if the applicant never mentions it.

Q. How do I determine whether a reasonable accommodation is
appropriate and the type of accommodation that should be
made available?

A. The requirement generally will be triggaed by a request from an
individual with a disability, who frequently can suggest an appro-
priate accommodation. Accommodations must be made on a
case-by-case basis, because the nature and extent of a disabling
condition and the requirements of the job will vary. The princi-
pal test in selecting a particular type of accommodation is that of
effectiveness, i.e., whether the accommodation will enable the
person with a disability to perform the essential fimctions of the
job. It need not be the best accommodation, or the accommoda-
tion the individual with a disability would prefer, although pri-
mary consideration should be given to the preference of the
individual involved. However, as the employer, you have the
discretion to choose between effective accommodations, and you
may select one that is least expensive or easier to provide.

Q. When must I consider reassigning an employee with a disabil-
ity to another job as a reasonable accommodation?

A. When an employee with a disability is unable to perform her
present job even with the provision of a reasonable accommoda-

11
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don, you must ccersida reusigning the employee to an existing

position that she can perform with or without a reasonable ac-
commodation. The requirement to consider reassignment applies
only to employees and not to applicants. You are not required to

create a position or to bump another employee in order to create

a vacaney. Nor are you required to promote an employee with a
disability to a higher level position.

Q. What if an applicant or employee refuses to accept an accom-

modation that I offer?

A. The ADA provides that an employer cannot require a qualified
individual with a disability to accept an accommodation that is

neither requested nor needed by the individual. However, if a
necessary reasonable accommodation is refused, the individual

may be considered not qualified.

Q. If our business has a fitness room for its employees, must it
be accessible to employees with disabilities?

A. Yes. Under the ADA, workers with disabilities must have equal

access to all benefits and privileges of employment that are
available to similarly situated employees without disabilities. The

duty to provide reasonable accommodation applies to all non-

work facilities provided or maintained by you for your employ-

ees. This includes cafeterias, lounges, auditoriums, company-
provided transportation and counseling services. If making an
existing facility accessible would be an undue hardship, you must

provide a comparable facility that will enable a person with a

disability to enjoy benefits and privileges of employment similar

to those enjoyed by other employees, unless this would be an

undue hardship.

12
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Q. If I contract for a consulting firm to develop a training course
for my employees, and the firm arranges for the course to be
held at a hotel that is inaccessible to one of my employees, am
I Liable under the ADA?

A. Yes. An employer may not do through a contracnial or other
relationship what it is prohNted from doing directly. You would
be required to provid.." a kacation that is readily accassthle to, and
usable by your employee with a disability unless to do so would
create an undue hardship.

Q. What are my responsibilities as an employer for makhig my
facilities accessible?

A. As an employer, you are responsible under Title I of the ADA
for making facilities accessible to qualified applicants and em-
ployees with disabilities as a reasonable accommodation, unless
this would cause undue hardship. Accessibility must be provided
to enable a qualified applicant to participate in the application
process, to enable a qualified individual to perform essential job
functions and to enable an employee with a disability to enjoy
benefits and privileges available to other employees. However, if
your business is a place of public accommodation (such as a
restaurant, retail store or bank) you have different obligations to
provide accessibility to the general public, under Title ifi of the
ADA. litle III also will require places of public accommodation
and commercial facilities (such as office buildings, factories and
warehouses) to provide accessibility in new construction or when
making alterations to existing structures. Further information on
these requirements may be obtained from the U.S. Department of
Justice, which enforces Title M. (See page 16).

13
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Q. Under the ADA, can I refine to hire an hsdividnal or fire s
current employee who uses drugs illegally?

A. Yes. Individuals who currently use drugs illegally are specifi-
cally excluded from the ADA's protections. However, the ADA
does not exclude persons who have successfully completed or are
currently in a r.nabilitation inugram arKI are no longer illegally
using drugs, and persons erroneously regarded as engaging in the

illegal %re of drugs.

Q. Does the ADA cover people with AIDS?

A. Yes. The legislative history indicate% that Congress intended the
ADA to protect persons with AIDS and HIV disease from dis-

crimination.

Q. Can I consider health and safety in deciding wholser to hire
an applicant or retain an employee with a dimbility?

A. The ADA permits an employer to require that an individual not
pose a direct threat to the health and safety of the individual or
cehers in the work-phme. A direct threat means a significant risk
of substantial harm. You cannct refuse to hire or fire an indi-
vidual because of a slightly increased risk of harm to himself oi
others. Mr can you do so based on a speculative or remote risk.
Tim determination that an incfividual pose% a direct threat must be

based on objective, factual evident.- reganiing the individual's
present ability to perform essential job functions. If an applicant

or employee with a disability poses a direct threat to the health or
safety of himself or others, you must consider whether the risk

can be eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level with a reason-

able accommodation.

14
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Am I required to provide additional insurance fin' employees
with distil:dillies?

A. No. The ADA only requires that you pmvide an employeewith

a disability equal access to whatever heath insurance coverage
you provide to other employees. For example, if your health
insurance coverage for certain treatments is limited to a specified
number r a year, ari an employee, because of a disability, needs
more than the specified number, the ADA does not require that
you provide additional coverage to meet that employee's health
insurance needs. The ADA also does not require changes in
insurance plans that =elude or limit coverage for pre-existing
conditions.

Q. Does the ADA require that I post a notice explaining Its
requirements?

A. The ADA requires that you post a notice in an accessible format
to applicants, employees and members of labor organizations,
describing the provisions of the Act. EEOC will provide em-
ployers with a poster summarizing these and other federal legal
requirements for nondiscrimination. EEOC will also provide
guidance on making this information available in accessible
formats for people with disabilities.

For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting

employment contact:

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
1801 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20507
(202) 663-4900 (Voice)
(800) 800-3302 (TDD)
(202) 6634494 (TDD for 202 Area Code)

15
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For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting
public accommodations and state and local government services

contact:

Department of Justice
Office on the Americans with Disabilities Act
Civil Rights Division
P.O. Box 66118
Washington, DC 20035-6118
(202) 514-0301 (Voice)
(202) 514-0381 (TDD)
(202) 514-6193 (Eectronic Bulletin Board)

For more specific information about requirements for accessible
design in new consvuction and altemtions contact:

Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board
1111 18th Street, NW
Suite 501
Washington, DC 20036
800-USA-ABLE
800-US A-ABLE (TDD)

For more specific information about ADA requirements affecting

ounsportation contact:

Department of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
(202) 366-9305
(202) 755-7687 (TDD)

16
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For mote specific informatkin about ADA requitements for
telecommunications contact

Fedaul Communkations Commission
1919 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20554
(202) 632-7260
(202) 632-6999 (TDD)

For more specific information about federal disability-telated tax
credits and deductions for business contact:

Internal Revenue Servke
Departnumt of the Treasury
1111 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20044
(202) 566-2000

.********

This booklet is available in Braille, large print, audiotape and eke-
tronk ilk on computer disk. To obtain accessible formats call the

Office of Equal Employment Opportunity on (202) 663-4395 (yoke)
or (202) 663-4399 (TDD), or write to this office at 1601 1.0 Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20507.

17
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Nisei Icep Moment OPportunity individuals Conenents were also
Omen Wien so-hinted at el ADA Mem meetirms

conducted by Commission Acid daces
29 OFR Pert 1430 throughout the coornry. Mule Man MO

repreeentetives from disability rights
Rre Pletentel Opperturdly fce alleatatleirtia and employer groups

participated in these meetings.
On February 2a tell, the Commissices

published a notion of propoaed
rainmaking INPRM). tie FR 8S7S. getting
forth proposed part UM for public
menatent. The comment period ended
April 29. 11. LO response to the MIMS
the Commission received 037 timely
comments horn interested groups and

In many instances, a
comment was submitted an behalf of
eeverel pertin and remeeented the
views of Cluliter01171 gimps. or
individuals with disablUtiase,Errn
comments have bean analyzed and
considered to the development of Ibis
final rule

Indleithaele Diesteleste

Aalliee: Equal Employment Opportuntty
Commission.
=Me Finel rule.

11166611ent Oa July 25 1963. the
Aniencena With Disabilities Ali 'ADA)
was signed into how Seetioe mos of the
ADA requires that the Equal
Employment Cm.ortunIty Comm eismu
'ESOP ismer teen's regelationa
impLementine title I 'Employment)
withie one year of the date of enactment
of the Act Pursuant to this mandate, tbe
Comintssirm 111 publishie4 a new port
1630 to It, romdatIons to implement title
I and sections 3(31. 343).501. 503. 50344
306. 51tt and 611 of the ADA an Mose
sections pertain to employment. New
part 1630 pleating diecruntstation
against qualified individuals with
disabilities In all aspects of employment.
esseeernM limit July Za teaz
sow IPONTNIN ONONIZATION CONTACT:
Elisabeth 3i4 Thornton. Deputy Legal
CounsaL imp 663-4638 vuiC91.1012)
363-7026 Invj or Christopher G Hell.
Acting Associate Lep] Counsel for
AftlfiliCanit With Disabilities Art
Screams. letti te3-eire 'vowel I 2332 )
flax 7132a.

Copies of this final rule and
interpretive appendis may tw obtained
by calling the Office of Communications
and Legislattve Affairs at (202) ass -cam
Copses in alternate lormiste my be
obtained from the Office of Equal
Employment Opportunity by ceiling
I2021 653 -4398 etc t 202l 863-4395 vowel
or 12611663-4399 ITIV. The alternate
formals available are. Large print.
braille, electronic file on computer disk.
and audio-tape
SLYPOUNESIWTANT OfrONNATPOIN

Ridestakieg History

The Commission actively solicited
and considered public coniment in the
develterrwnt of Rail 1E00. On August 1.
leen the Commission published an
advance notice of pniposed rulemaking
IANPRM I. WI FR 3119. informing the
public Mel the Come-mitten had begun
thr process ol developing substantive
regulations pursuant 1.1111r I of the
ADA and inviting comment from
interested groups end individuals The
r.ernment period ended on August 31
195V ln response to the ANPRM. the
Coninowoon re, rived 133 commence
Cram, %Amos right%
organizol.ne employer gruip. and

Oveniew el Regolellow
The format of part 1030 reflects

congeetalonal intent, as expressed in the
legislative Wu's), that the regulations
implementing the employment
provisions of the ADA be modeled on
the regnlations miplementing senior 3011
of the Rehabilitation Ael of 1973. as
amended, Sa CFR part lot Accordtrigly.
in developing part 1830 the Commission
has been guided by the section WO
regulations and the case law
intermenne those rtions

if la the intent of Qinmess that the
tegulanoes Implementing the ADA be
comprehensive aad easily underetood
Part 11390 therefore, defines terms not
previously defined in the reguletions
implementing wction 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act, nth as
"substantially limits" "temente)
functions," and "reasonable
accenviriodation." Of nem/say, many of
the determination, that may be required
by this part muss be made on a tese.by.
case basis Where possible, pert le=
establishet aerometer. Itt serve as
guidelines in such Inquiries

The Commission is also Mitilin*
interpretive guidance cimmoteritly with
the issuence of part veM) tit miter to
ensure that qualified individuals with
diaahilitses understand their rights under
this part and to factloate and encourage
compliantm try covfflivii
*Menden,. part 1630 is accompanied by
an appendle This appendix represents
the Commission's interpretatum of the
issues discussed. and the Commission
will be guided by it when reanlying
charges of employment discrimsnatiint.
The appendiv addresses the motor
pmvisions of pari 1831/ end espletrn
motor tAirititpls of dissbility right,
Further, the appcnd, V111.6 no ihe

authority, such as the legislative history
of the ADA and one law Interpreting
section WI of the Rehabilitation Act.
that provides the bests ford purpose of
the rile end interprourtive gotelance.

More detailed guidance on 'entitle
tissues will be forthcoming in the
Coottnisaloris Compliance Manuel.
Several Compliance Manual sections
end pubcy guidances on ADA issues are
corrontly stades development and am

4=1 to be issued prior to the
ve dote of the Act. Among the

Issues to be addressed in depth are Me
theories of diacrtmlnallost, definitions of
disability and of qualified individual
with a disaWlIty: reasonable
accommodaticia and undue hardship.
Including tbe scope of reassignewnt and
re-empioyment tamtirtee

To assist so in the development of this
guidance, the Commission requested
comment la the ?ORM from disability
rtehts cepanintioca employers, uitittris,
nate agenmee concerned with
employment or workers rempensa lion
reactive., end interested individuals on
specific questions shout Insurance.
workers' compensation, and collective
bergatntng agreements. Many
commenters responded to these
questions and several commenters
addressed other matters pertinent to
these areas. The Commismon has
cossidered these comments in the
development of the final rule and will
continue to consider them as It develops
!either ADA guidance

hi the NPRM. tt.e Commission rinsed
questions about a number of insurance
related matters. Sperilicaliy. thr
Commission aelaed issmmenters lu
Mews risk aiieliamellt and
classification, the relationship between
"'risk" anti -wet." and whether
employers should consider the effects
that changes In insureece coverage will
have on Individuals with disabilities
before making those changes Many
comovertere movided Information about
insurance erection and explained sonic
of the considerations that effect
insurance decisions lit addilirm. some
column tem discussed their rum-tem*s
with ineurence Plane an'd cioe'llige The
coin/neaten presented wide range of
eriinions on Illingraftir related matters,
end the Commission will consider the
comments at it continues to annlyre
these complex Milltpcs

The Commission received a Izmir
number of comments concerning
ingiunes abind an individual's workers'
rompenhtilit111 history Many employers
assorted that sui-h onmories are lob
relined and tiolleistent with busmen
necessity Several individuals with
disabilitre, mud disability rights
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omentgations, however, mimed that
ouch inquiries me prolidnted pre-
empioyment inquiries and are rot lob
raided and csisal with bonnets
amenity. The Commission has
addressed tide issue in the interpretive
saidance accconpandes 1.1331114a) and
win discuss the matter further to future
giddance.

Thum was fide controvierey about the
sobistaniao of medical irdannatioo to
frosiutes' Oniopeostatioin offices. A
number of employer, end employer
maths pointed oat thet the workere
compansation officea el many states
request medical information in
connection with the administretton at
socundiniury finds Farther. they noted
that the disclosure of medical
infamiation may be nocemary to the
defeated. washer: conmensalum
data. The Cusettenatat has reseended
to these comments by amendim the
mmrprettve guidance aneempairying

11:011114 mks amendment &seamed
below. mess that the whatnot= of
+vodkat information to workers'
compensation offices in accontauee
with stela workers compensation !ems
is not thoonsident with 1 Mg& 1140. Thv
Cartimissleto will address this Ire. in
gmeter &WU and will discus. other
issues conceneng worker.
conmensation mature in future
guidances including the policy guidance
en pa-emplayment Inquiries.

With respect la collective bargaining
asteements the Commission a Aed
cammentem to dikana the re:ationship
between collective bargaining
agreement, and such matters aa undue
hardship. reasaignment to a vacant
position the determination of what
conentutes -vaconr position and the
reinfidentianty tequirensente of the
ADA_ The comments that we received
reflected a wide variety of views For
=ample. wan commeatera argued that
it would always Iv an undue hardship
for an employer to provide a reasonable
accommodation that conflicted with the
provisions of a collective bargsintra
agreement. Other carnmenwes.
argued that an accommodations effect
on an agreement should not he
considered when aseesstng undue
hardship &milady, lane commenters
stated that the appropnatersen of
reassignment to a vaC001 p(..SOO/11
AVOW depend upon the provisions of a
collective bargaining eareement while
others oriented that an agreement
cannot 40)11 the right to re nastgnmen
Many tommentem chscuseed the
relettonehip between an farement 0
eanionly povisions anti an employer
reasonable acennunodati,n obligations

50-276 0 - 92 - 6

ln response te 0000:1210018, the
Commission haul amended ted024nh3)
10 Include -the terms of a collectimi
bersining 08111013201tr 10 the types or
indimoe relevant to determining the
essential functions of a potence Tlw
Canualasico has made a corrergenday
change to the interpretive guides:toe on

1(00.21e111) In addition. the
Commission has teneeded the
interpretive madonna cm sheatatd1 to
note that the terms of a collective
heeSainthe agreement %may by relevant
to deternsieley whether en
accommodation mould poise lit undue
hardship mi the aperathon tif a covered
entity's bovines*

The &merged mews expressed in the
public comments demonstrate the
complexity of employment-related
moues concerning t000:0=111, workers'
compeasatten. and collective hergetithy
agreement matter* These highly
complex issues require extenshe
mamma' end analyin and warrant
further conalderatlun. Accordingly, the
Canneassiori has detided to address tbe
isomers In depth in future Compliance
Monual sesta= and polio, guidances
The Commission will consider the public
comments that It received in response to
the NPRM sail devekaps further
guidance on dm application of title I of
the ADA to these nudism

The Cummimlon has alao decided to
addiess burdens-of-proof issues in
future guidance documents. Including
the Compliance Manual SOT1100 OM the
theorise al discrimination Many
amurwnters =whetted the allocation of
the venous hardens of proof under title 1
of the ADA and naked the Commissinn
to clarify thme burdens The comments
in this area addressed ouch mature es
dstertatning whether person is a
qualified Individual with d disabiltty, tub
relatedness and business) necessity. end
undue hardship. The Coninnanert
mender these comments es it Prepares
further guidance in tho area

A discussion of other significant
comments and an explamthon of the
chames made in pert IOW ihnie
pubbratiori of the NPRM follows

Sortiva-by-Sectioa freedman of
Comma,. and Itervhdoos

.tier ban liked I Purpose, Appin olnlmty
and Cnnsimeiron

Thu-Commission has made a technital
km-menus, to 1830 lie) by athiing
section Nese) to the at of statutory
provisions implemented by that part
Seclien 9418iel of the ADA Pm, ides that
the failure to receive tertmcat
oeststance horn thr federal wen. ire
thet administer the ADA iuit a
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defense to failing to meet the obligations
of tide I.

Some commenters asked the
Commission to note that the ADA dues
not preempt state cleans, such an stale
tort clones. that confer greeter remedies
than are available under the ABA. The
Cvninalosion has man a parneeph to
dad Adel in the smudge dismission of
411 1&10.1 Di) end (c). TM, interpretation
ts censistent with the legislative history
of the Act Seo H.R. Rep. No.485 part &
benst Cong. Id Sots Elg-mi DM;
theminiaftat refenrd to as House
Iudiciary *agora

In oddities', the Commission hoe made
a technical amendment to the appendt%
disameatern io note that the ADA does
1704 autosnabcally preempt method
standar& Of eafety requirements
established by leviderial law or
regulations The Cochineal= has else
amended the d0000101001 tO MCI 10
direct threat that camot be ehrainated
"or reduced" ihrength ressonable
accommodation. This language is
consistent with the nigulatory definition
of direct threat isoe I 1830201. helots ./

Section mina oefina,on.
S00007 15221111 Phys.wel or Menial
Impairment

The 04.01110114i00 bat amended the
interpretive gindanor accompanying
1183030110 note that the definition of
the term "impairment- does not include
characteristic presissposittue to illness or
diocese.

la &anion. the Commisson ha.
specifically noted in the Interpretive
guidance Mal pregnancy /A not en
impairment Thu change responds to the
anmenrcro questions that the
C001011004100 has received concerning
whether pregnancy is disability
covered by the ADA. Pregnancy, by
Ilarlf, i nut an lnipetreinni and ia
therefore not disability.

Sedlan 120f Sehetanaolly bmIte
The Commission Ile, revised the

interpretive guidance accumpan Vine
UM Zit! lo male clear that the

derri mina non ef whether an impairment
substantially Routs one or more maw
hie activities is to be made without
regard 10 the else Iletniity of medicines.
1111.011111ve drY1O411.0T other mitigating
111/4100Tra Thin interpretation is
consistent with the leidslaave tasters al
thr ADA See S. Rep. N. Ile line
Cong.. Ist Sem a Maltal thersnefier
referred TO Os Senate Report?, hiM Sep
No 485 pen 2, Into Cone . Zd Seas V.
itesiot (hereinafter referred to art House
Labor Report!. House lwilciary Report or
LB The Cornmeal= hes also revised the
rumples in the third paragraph of this
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sention's pcklamos The =amnia now
foam an the individual s capacity to
perform maim life actIvibm rather then
an the mesetem or absence at mittens*
measures. These revisions remmd to
comma= from disability tights groom,
w hich Isere concerned thu the
discasetan weld he miscoaseeed to
e xclude from ADA coverage individuals
with (=skint's who function well
been= el amisthe devices or other
iningating meastoes.

la an =sambas= to the paragraph
concernleg the factars to consider when= rwbstlear an

lianting the Commission
km provided a Iwo= example of an
tnipettmattie "Impact" Thts example
soma that trauma= bead injury's
affect as cognitive fermium. is the

-ter:: of that impairment
canumeners addressed the

pievisions concerning the deflmtion al
eglestantially Mints" with respect to the

=got Ith activity al werking
II IMAM Some employers
generally supported the definition but
argued hat it should be applied
namoviy. Other employers &fried that
the defiant= ia too lewd. Disability
rights reuu and individuals with
djabthtla,. on the other hand. argued
that the defhtingia is too nanew, unduly
limb coverage. and places an onerous
burden on individuals seekteg to
establish that they are renoted hy the
ADA. The Communion hes responded to
these commente by =lung a number of

in this ertia.
The Camelssion hoe :wised
ishletillefiii) and the acccropanying

interpretive guidance to note that the
listed lectors -may" be meandered whim

wther an indlviduil
eudersrtuPi

he
al:rtleL limited in working Thie

revision clarifies that the factors ate
relevant in, but are nol required
elements of, a showing of a iiubsiacitial
limitation in merlons

Disability rights group. silken the
Catnnli1145inil ciarily that
"substantially limited tn workimr
doylies only when an individual is nol
eubsunnally limited in any other mahn
life activity In addition, several ether
commenters indicated confusion about
whether and when the ability to work
should be conaidered when assessing if
en Individual hal a disability In
rerponse to these commonts. the
Commiesten hes amended the
interpretive guidance try addtng a new
Paragraph ilardylng the crimmstances
under which One should determine
whether an Individual II substantially
limited in the minor ble activity al
working 'This paragraph makes clear
thet a determination of whether an
individual Is substantially baited in the

ability to wori should be mods only
wham the individual le not disabled in
=vioralasentor lila activity. Thus,

iseed not establish thin they
are sotartionsby llimtrd Is working if
they already halm established that (try
sne, have a record ol or On =mid= us
beim etgartmattally limited in another
mator life activity.

proposed taterpgatitgriescidence in
this stet provided an
maimerning a magma with aft* hind
immonment Several conneenten
=premed coneern shout tide =ample,
Meaty of these comments indicated that
the maniple confused. rather then
clarified, the matter, The Commission,
thensfoni, has deleted this exanatile. To
esplein further the epplicstion Of the
"gabstannally =cited tn wathing"
concept the Coameasion has pcmided
another =maple fugnmeeing a
constroodol airline OM; in 6n
interpretive guidance.

In 'daimon. the Ceatunisedoo has
clarified that the terms -trumbets and
types of }ohs" Mee I 16311.7(thSliti)(BI)
mod "number* and types al other Ohs"
leer I UnItigtlithflURCJI do nol requite
an =moue evtdannary showing

In the proposed Appendix, after the
interpretive guidance sccompanying

legn_2(1). the Commission included s
discussion entitled 7reovently
Disabling Impairments." Many
comminiters expseased concern about
thM discussion. In revolve to thew
comments and to aveld
Commission hes rewired the discossui
end has deleted the tist of frequently
disabling impsinnente. The rend/tee'
&acumen now appear, In the
Interpretive gendarme accompanying
I 103020)
Sevian th..403/11 Is Regorcird as
tkrutg Such err IMPCII7440f7(

Section lath ell gel has been Changed
to refer to "a substantially Welting
impeirmenr rether than -such an
mpismaral This change ciarifiee that

an individual meets the definition of the
teem -disability" when a covered entity
treats the, individual as hawing a
substantially limiting impairment That
is, teeozilitsi refers to any
subistanually limiting Impairment rather
than lust to One of the napalm-ante
described in II 1630 All 11 I .4 12)

Tim proposed interpretive guidance on
# IWO I) stated that, when determining
whether an individual Is regarded se
substantially limited In working. "it
ehould be esteemed that all similar
employers would apply the same
exclusionary qualification mandard that
the employer charged with
dieminitnation has used The
(70T11/111Selan spectfically requested

camas= an this proposal. sind
commenters add:resod this issa71
Comethearion hes decided to eliminate
this ametumelini and to revise the
interpretive guidance. The guidance now
explains thin an Mdividual meets the
"mud= as" pan of the definition of
disability tf he or she can show that a
covered =My made lin employment
decision bean= ol a peemptiota of a
disability based on -myth, fear, or
stereotype." This Is consistent with the
Issislanve history of the ADA. See
Hanle Judicially Report st 311

Semien Citathfired Indovatfuol
4.1 Dusbility

Under the proposed part ISM tbe first
lamp to denmennem whether an
individual wet a disability is s qualified
Individual with a disability was to
determine whether the tndivldsal
"satisfies the legating skill, experience
and education requIremettts of the
=playmate position" the Mdividual
bolde or dein= Many empioyent and
employer maps asserted that the
proposed regulation unduly limited ioh
prerequisites to skill, experience. and
education requirements and did not
pennii employers in ocato beer other Mb-
related quabficatiorm To clarify that the
reference to skill, experience, sad
educatioa requirements was not
intended to be en tutheeetim list of
pennisstble qualification requirements,
the Commission has revised Me phrase
to include "skill experience, education,
and other lob-related legalism:lents,"
This revision recognisem thet other typee
of Ich-erlated menthe:smote may be
relevant to detamining whether an
individliel I. modified for pointion.

Many Individuals with disabilities and
diaetetity Maids groups asked the
Commission to omphaatte that the
determination of whether a person is a
qualified individual with a disability
nsust be made at the time of the
employment action in question and
cannot be based on speculanon that the
Individual will become unable lo
perform the lob id the future or tinny
cense increased health insurance or
workers compensation costa The
Commission has amended the
interpretive guidance an 4 1830 21 IT le
reflect this point This guidance ia
consistent with the legislative history of
the Act Sea Senate Report ut mt House
Labor Report at .5 tti House lac:hoary
Report at Mk 71

Seichor, Zfril Faarri ra I Fern-h,,n5

Many employere end employer groups
ollected to the use of thr terms
-primary and "mirinsic' in Itte

of eesential hartrharte To
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to lbs detorm tb ofa pealtlne.
aewetial fcoc*b As the al ride and- - toek. z the hat
Ii out an erthsitabee lint of afl typsouf
rvlir*ot evidanco, Qthei types of
avidebli cildouce tray 1io be ridavant
to the dnbtlon.

The tn baa .andad the

otrveted entitles are not reqnhed to
de,ejop and nwlntato wrfttan b

9w± ch desipticos era
,rl,vaot ma datanobnatlon oh
puslthro'. essential fanetluno. btrt they

not raqufrad by pert i.
Seypral er, uivited that

the Ceentotatico establish a rebuttable
preaantptfon to faa'orcl thr employer,
- conran what functiutie are
ewenetol- The CI*Ino baa not done
en On that point, the ConaThe4v tithes
that the, Hanoi CommIttee an the
Jndldsry apacifinehly rejected an
*toeOeOt that wnoki hare created
such a p emmptinn. See Hattie J,dfrisry
Rpor1 at 31-44.

The lest paragraph ci the Interpretive
an l 1.2f0) nate, that the

inquiry tote what otmstltvtoe a position's
rssentl*l fftaes in nut Intended to
second goal, in mnplaye?e beatneaa

aisn&uds. whether qualitative or
quantltattva. to rOsau1ae to evaral
cummefits, th Cotonibun hat revised
this poragratph to incorporate iiioi..phi
of qualitative production etarderda.

Section I8X.aJ Rnol'I
A,mowdafljai,

ma iatatei the
to undue hardshipmm the

definition of reasonable
odatlun. This I, a tedratcal

change reflecting that undue hardship is
a defense to, rather than en aspect cl
reasonable accummødrrttor As some
commeoter, have rioted. ii defense toe
trim should nt be pail of the terms
definition Acoorthagly, we have
separated the omicept f undue hardship
from the defirritiat, ci reasonable
eatmedstlon. Thin thwe does not
affect the obhys tiara of ewpk'yera or
the tights of Individual, with
disabilities Acom'dlngly. a covered
entity remains obligated in nza)ae
reasonable arocormodatiom to the
known ptryti& or mental hbnaitaeron, of

an otherwise qualified ImdlrIdtiarl wit Ii a
disability unlew to do so would Impute
at, undo, hardship no the operation ut

the covered entity a btistnrsn See
f 1ti30,P

With respect to I 1010 Z'H hi some
rornn,entvr, espnwaed ronliasion etiout
the use of the pheese "quehierl
individual with a die ihip hr that

*1 I
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regard, they noted that the phrase has a
- deftxr*tian coda, lids pall Iwo

1S3O1nt)) end quectbad whether en
Indtwjdiiei must meet tiwt definition in
request an stnmod.tion with regard
to the application poonese. The
Cananisslac has srabetltnted the use
'qualified applicant with a dh,ebllity"
fur "qualified Individual with a
dtaabthty. Tha chatige clarifies that an
iradlvtdoai wIth a disabdity who
requalhs i reasonable amtonunodetbcri
to participate In the application process
must be eligible only with respect to the

Ths Conrobon has modified
* 1Sofll)U1J to stale that
reatonable occommodeftan Indudan
modthcatborrs or adnetotaet, that
enable employees with dleablhItIea lo
anfoy benefits and privileges that are
"equal" to Irether than hs same' aa)
the benefits and privileges that use
anloyrd by other employees. Tha
thme clarifie, that such modifications
or edtustaients oral ensure that
Individoels with dlesbtht*es reneive
equal aaa to the benefits and
privileges effwdad to other erirpicyocs
bet may trot be able to enisere that the
ipdl,lduala receive the same results of
those benefIt, and pth'iiegev or
precisely the some benefits and
privileges.

Many commentaTe dascitseed whether
the provision of daily attendant care is a
form of reasonable accommodation
Employers and employer wvupa
asserted that ree,cssabla
ercuomondetican aloes not include such
assistance. thsabillty rights prongs and
ndi'idivaJe with dIsablIlIMs. hcnrevac,

saselled (lint audi assistance I, a
of reasonable ancurmodatiot, but that
thIn pert did not make that deer. To
clarify the extent of the teescuable
ecco,mdstrotr obligation with viper
to daily sttendant care, the Catmirisebun
brie amended the itetpietive guidance
ott iS10.of tar moe deer thaI ii may
be a resioneble scrcarotmodaliort 'o
pntvtdt p,r,onal eealste.rits to help with
specified duties related to the )ub

The Coatmbathin ails, bee amended
the InterpretIve guidance to note ihet
etlnwlng an individual with a disability
to provide end use equipment, alit,, art
services thttt sri employer is trot
required to provide may e,lsas be a form
of reasonable ercommodelaco Some
individuals with dtsbblitiei arid
drssb4hil rights group. asked the
Comn,iusiou tat make this clear

The isterpretive guidance potsie out
that rrswneblr aawoimdsIion They

itirlutde reeking not,-wnrk erect
ericresibir to nd,s'htoala r.th
atiaabthiies rvmrnrnta,l'c br'd
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the Camenistdoe to include real reams in
the examples af enenesible emu tfmt
raay he remitted ao reasonable
acensamodatians. In respeese tn those
octatmentit the Caransieshm has added
rest moms to the example&

In response tir other ociareents, the
COrcannical has added a paragraph te
the video= exameraing job
testructseing as a farm of imam/Ibis
eccurnmedadcs. The new paragraph
Poke that kb reetructurine may Involve

=when or bow an essential
is performed

Senind commenters *eked the
Commissioe to meld& additiceal
voidance co/moraine the reiwonable
accommodation of t
vacant positkin. y,
ornewaten sskd the Commission to
olitrifY hew long en employer caUlt wait
for vacancy to arise when considering
reeesignment and to explain whether the
employer is requited to maditain the
salary of en inefividual who is
remodelled finet a higher-paying position
to a lowerepeying ewe The Coernsalor
ham emaxied the dismessiort of
leaseigreneol to refer to reassignment to
el position that is vacant "within a
reasonable amount of dine in tight
of the totality of the ceveramances." in
addle= the Comm/est= hes noted that
an employer to ore required to maintain
the ealaries of reasiegned indreldrcle
with theabilitiee if It does not maintain
the mien= of individuals who IITO not
deeabled

Section Itaile4p1 (,'ndue )knishre
The Commission has nthetituted

lEcnity" O "ladling- for "slier" or
"sites" le 1 1eXt2tpl(r) and has deleted
the definitive of the term "site" Many
employers and employer group
expressed =mem above the use and
eneenthe of the term "site The fined
regulation'. use of tbe terms "facility"
and -facilities" is c=sisterat with the
Itew.w of the statute.

The Cmmies= has emended the lest
paregreph of the interpretive guidance

ying 183021p) to note that,
wheirei7room of a requested
ectroramedetion would result in an
undue hurdship and minds funding La
not available, an individual with a
ideal:fifty should he 1091311 the option of
paying the porn= of the cost that
constitutes en undue hardship This
emeedment La conststeni wtth the
legislative history of the Act. See Senate
Report at 3a House Labor Report at Kt.

Several employer, anti emplayer
troupe asked the Commissern to impend
the est of factor, to be coestdered when
deiernaining if an accommodetisn would
impose en undue hardship on a covered
entity try adding another factor The

relationship el an accommodation'. cote
to the value of the position at issue. at
measured by the eamvermatian paid to
the holder of the ;random. Congress,
however. apecillcally rejected thie type
of factor. See Haase judician Repsrl at
41 (noting that the Mess *teary
Conentttee repeated nn emeartheent
peoposing that an eccosennedation
castles more than ten pone= of the

=7's slimy be heated es an
17.17ecishIpl. The Cesinnesitue

theeefore, bee not added this to the list,

Section 165040 Owl itiontion
Sea:Words

The Coneiniinott has deleted tbe
reference to direct threat front the
definition of qualification stemiardi.
This revialon ts oneeistent web the
revisions the COMIMillit00 has mink to
II 1011(1 end 1630.15(b). /See
diemersion below.)

Soaian fl31.214 alma Threat
Many disability rights groups and

individuals with disabilities asserted
that the definition of direct threat should
not Include a inference to the health or
safaty of the individual with a disability
They =pressed concern that the
reference to "risk to self' would remelt in
direct threat determined's= that are
bared on negative stereotypes and
paternalistic views ribald whet is best
foe individuals with disabilitIes
Alternatively, the commentars asked the
Commission to timely that any
amessmeint of risk must be hoped on the
individeat's present condition and net
on speculation about the individuate
future vondltiortleo asked the
Commission te specify evidence other
then medical know that may be
relevant to the determination of direct
threat,

The final regale: as retains the
reference to the hee 1th or safety of the
todivideal with ft dia.hility. Ae the
appendix cotes. this La oonsateng with
the legislative history of the ADA end
the case taw interpreting sectlem eV of
the Rehabilitative Act

To clarify the direct threat standard,
the Centiniaalmi hes made lour rertnana
to I 1331120). Firm, the Ctrannhetion hes
amended the first eminence of the
definition of direct threat to refer to
significant risk t eubetenttel harm that
cannot be eliminated "or reduced" hy
remonahle ecomumodetton. This
aneemtment clarifies that the risk need
not be eliminated entirely te fall below
the direct threat definition, instead, the
risk need only he recinced to the level at
erhkii there no toner maw a
eisenticant risk of aubetantial harm In
addition, the Commission hes rephrased
the second sentence off 1ti302td to

13

clarify that an employer's dined Seem
Iolanda= must apply to all individuals.
pot het to individuals with disabilities.
Further. the Cantaission boa rostis clear
that a dined &eat determination meet
be based en "an tedteidealised
aseeumeol of the individual's Peewee
ability to safely perform the essential
functiens of the lab." Thee clarifiee that
a deiennimetlon chit aniploynxeit of an
individmal weak/ pose a direct due&
must loreive an inclinduakeed Inquiry
end must be based on the individteare
current oosedttion. In addition the
COSITIllistiOn has allied -the IzemMeece
at the potential harm" to the list 0
faders to be esonekkered when
ditermintee whether mnploymer I of an
indeed:eel wouid pale a direct threat.
Tint change clarifies that both the
probability of harm and the imminence
of harm are relevant to direct Sawn
deternamettons. nes definition of direct
threat Is coesattent with the legiatative
history of the. Ad. See Senate Report at
V. Hots= Labor Report at S6-51. 73-78,
House liedeclary Report at 4646.

Further, the Commission has amended
the interpretive gatdance no 4 1030.11r)
to hiehlight the indlviduallmd nature of
the direct threat easessetent. In addition.
the Cennelmicce has cited examples of
evidence other than medical knowledge
that may be relevant in determinism
whether employment of en individual
would poee a deem chisel,

1690.1 INCEPLJOILS to the
Definitions of VisabIlrty" and
'Qualified lodiridual MIA
Meability"

Many commeeterre =lied the
Cminneseton to clarify that the term
"rehabilitate= preemie" includes Ma
help groan in response to these
comments. the Comeliest= has
emended the interpretive guidance in
this area to include a referee= to
pokes/on/11y recognised sellthelp
programa

'The Con.inisaion hem added n

paragraph to the guidance on g 1630.3 le
Nuts thet individuals wbo are poi
excluded under thee provision from the
definitions of the teem "disability" and
"qualified individual with a disability"
most will estahlish that they meet those
definitions to be protected by pad itida
Several employers end employer

Peasked the Commission to clarify ,L7
Individnals are not automatically
covered by the ADA gimek because
they do not fell Into one of Ow
exchemen listed in this sectien

The prommed Interpretive guidance on
1830 3 noted that employers are

entitled to seek reasonable assurances
that n individual is act currently
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imaging in the itiogal roe of drup. In
that mord the guidance stated "It ks
essential that the thdividual offer
evidence mach es a drus test. to prove
that he or she is not minuntly imaging"
le such use. Many commenters
interpreted this guidance to require
Individuals to come forward with
(wide= even in the absence of a
request by the employer The
Commission has revised tbe interpretere
guidance to clergy that soch evidence it
required only men rerlas'E
Section Wad Gontrocnial or Other
Arrangement.

The Coaraoheam bag added a
oententee to the firet paragraph of the
interprere realarroo on 1830-8 to
clarify that this eectioe has no impact on
whether me is a coveted entity or
employin as defined by 1=2-

The propowd Interpretive guidance on
onsitnicthal or other relatMenNpal noted
that 103118 applied to parties on either
aide of the relationship. To &auntie this
point the guidaace meted that "ri copier
ocanosay would be required to ensure
the provision of any mesonable
emommodation nocesseey to enable its
color service representative with a
cbubdity to service a client's machine."
Several employers oblected to this
example. In that respect, the
ommenters argued that the language of
the example wu too broad and could be
interpreted as requiring employers to
make an customers premises accesadde.
The Commission has revised this
exempla to provide it dearer, more
concrete utilitarian of the scope of the
reasonable serosemodatton obligations
in this tines

In eddnien. the CollIWZIWOM has
clarified the interportire guidance 'oy
noting that the existence of a
cormactual relationship adds no lieu
ohligations "under this part "

Setliefl Mai !(egations hip or
Aseaciattan With an loth victual With
Disability

The Commisainn has added the
phrase "or otherwise diacriminste
against" to I teina This cheese
clarifies that hare:mem or any other
form of demotetnatkin againm a
qualified individual because of the
known disability of a permin with whom
the indivichial heti relationship or en
scaortatton to elm a prohibited f orm of
&Nomination

The Caonatioaton bee revised the first
sonmere of the interpretive guidance to
refer to a person' o relshonelep or
association with en individual who has
a -known" disability. This revision
make, the language of the interpretive
guidance orresiatent with the language of

the regulation In addition, to reflect
marmot. preferred tennundoey. the
Cumaimatoe has substituted the tette
"people who have AIDS" for the term
"AIDS patients Finally. the
Commission hes added a paragraph to
dal* that this proviso= applies to
dlsaimmitian to other mtployment
pile-dews and benefits such as health
Insurance herx-fits.

Seaton Mall Not Malting Reueonable
Aorotnatoderoon

Section 1830.91c) provides that
avered entity shall not be era:treed from
the requirements af this pert because of
any failure to raceme technical
anitelanoe ' "." Same employers
asked the Commissam to revise this
section and to state gut the failure to
receive technioel assinnance La a &hese
to net pro. ham rensonable
acommodation The Commission hay
not made the requested revision. Season
28304(cf Is consistent with section
11061e) a the AD& whidi slates thet the
failure to receive techeical &mistime
from the federal agencies that
admielster the ADA does not exeuse a
moored entity from compliance with the

retm1to oS the Act.

277 parnegaph of the interpretive
guidance accompanyins I 16389 notes
that the ream:fishier accommodation
obligation does not require swanking:re to
pruvide adjoin:mann or modificatiens
that aro primarily fer the pmeonal me of
the individuat with a disability. The
Commission has amended this guidance
to ciari4i that elopere may be
required to provi imam that are
customerily personal-me hams where
the name are specifically designed or
required to meet fob-related needs.

In addition. the Commission has
amended the interprative taildence to
clarify that there must be a nexus
between an individual'. disability and
the need fix emornmodanon. Thus. the
gnidancr cotes that en individual with a
disability ie "othanvise qualified" if be
of she la qualified for the tob except
that. "because of tbe chsehility." the
individual needs ressonahle
ecoommodation to perform the erandial
functions of the bah. Elinsibirly. the
guidance notes that employers ere
required to aeconenahate only the
physical ar mental limitatiens -rondrieg
from the disability" dint are known to
the employer

in response to cormeinare requests
tar ale rifleatlan. the Commism On her
noted thet ernployere may require
individuals with disabilities to provide
documentation of the need for
reasonable accommodation when the
need for a requested ercummodenort la
not obsioue.

137

In additian. elm Commission has
amended the last psnagreph of tne
interpretive guidance on the "Process of
Determining;t=ate
Reasonable tikes." This
amendment clarifies that an employer
must consider allowing an individual
with LlotatZto provide Ids ot her
own ton if the individual
eishes to do so. The employer, trratew
may not 'venire the individual to
provide the aceommodation.

Sertian 18=10 Quallfreatron
Standards Teets and Other Selection
Crain-re

The Commission bra added the
phratie -0{1 the baste of disability' to
I 18.20.1tgal to clarify that a selection
criterion that la not lob related and
consistent with butanes. necessity
violates thin section only when it
saver,, out an totheitlual with a
&arability (ar a Maas of indlvideals with
disabilities) an the basis of disability
That lit them meat be a mom between
tbe exduslim and the disability A
selection criterion that screens out an
individual with a disability for reasons
that 811, not related to the disability
does not violate this section. TM
Commission has mode thellar changes
to the interprethe guidance on this
section

Proposed I 1550.10) stated that a
covered entity could use as a
qualificatim standard the reqatrement
that an tadividual not pow e direct
threat to the health Cif safety of the
individual or &here Many individuals
with disabilities obfected to the
iodation of the direct threat referenCe itt
this sermon and asked the Comniuton
to clarify that the direct threat standard
mut be raised by the covered entity as
a defense. In that regard. they
specifically asked the COMITION0011 le
move the direct threat provision from
1181010 (qualification standards) to

1830 is idefeaseal. ma Coattetsekno
bee deleted the direct throat provision
from 1 162040 and bee mowed!! to

1830,12 This Is consistent with section
lee of the ADA which refers to defense,
and states lin section 1051hIl that the
tam "qualification .thodards" may
Include a requirement that an individual
not poee a direct threat

Section 1650.71 Administration of
Toe,

The Corramisaion has revised the
interpretive guidance concerning

1890.11 to clarify that a request for an
alternative tut format or other testing
ecc.mmodation gerwratly should be
made prior to the schttnistrethon af the
thei or as soon es the individual with
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disability becomes swam of the need for
accomerniebtiou In addition. the
Constuimion bas sinended the Lau
paragreph of the guidance on des
Beaten to note that an employer can
respite a written test ef an apple:sot
with Olinda if the ability to read ts
"the akiE the teat Is designed to
measure. This Jeniiapto consistent
with the tegulatory faniiepe. whic#
refers to the skills a test purports to
102.51LII!

Soma cesomentem mated that certatn
testa me desigoed to mammy the speed
with which an mike= peeforms
fesartion. la respcuse to time comments
the Conneasion bee eineeded tke
tatapretive guidance to etete that an
employee stay requite m spplicaat to
coespiete a test within a apectfied time
frame II speed I. ma of the skills being
tested

In response IV CORMINIMS. the
Commission has aoyended the
interpretive manatee irocampanyins
I teini4(1) to clarify thst anekryere
may Melts applicants to racemet
secommodations kw take* tests Ant
I 1311:1144e), below )

Section 1831112 fletalimuin and
Coercion

The Commteston has amended
# MOM to clarify that this eection also
prohibit' haramment
Section Idett L eroltibited &Wire/
Examimutrona and Inquiries

le 7rauom to the ConinilaWonS
request for comment an certain workers'
meepresenr= madam many
COSMOrtltieff addressed whether a
cavered emity may ask applicants about
their history cf mutters' onsmensetitin
dlhatk eintihnrers and empleyer
groups argot= that an Inquiry about nil
Menvidtter worker.' compensative
history is job related end consistent
with business necessity Disability rights=end individuals with dleabillties.

, asemted that mch an inquiry
maid discleee the existence of a
disability in resporese to comments and
to clarify dm matter. the Commission
has amended the interprethe guidance
accompanying I thediSlal. The
amendment stales that an employe: may
1104 inlintla about sn individual"
workers' compensatimi hatory at the
pnr-offier stage,

The Commission has made a techmcal
change to # teait13(b) by deleting the
plume "toilers, the insemination or
inquiry I. shown to he ,C7brel ted and
aonsietent with b.minem neceeetty' from
the peahen. Thu change doee not affect
the sobetantire provision' of
I tithiltsfhl The Commiscen hss
Incorporated :he pb-relerednees end

busineswitmosasity requires:meet into a
new .16110.141c). which clarinet the
scope of permissible macainatione or
loquiriee of employees. Mee 1630.t4ic).
below,)

Serum 18Xt 14 Medical Examinations
and inquiries Specifically Affiliated
Sector IBSaMp) Acceptable Au,
employment *airy

Proposed I 1830.141a) stated that a
armed entity may make pre-
employment inquiries into an applicant's
ability to perform lob-related function&
The interpretive ga=m scocathenying
this section no=d that en empioyer may
Illek an individetal whether he or ehe can
perform a fear ftrection with or without
reireonahle accommodatIon.

Many employees asked the
Comenstrion to provide additional
sentence In this wee. Specifically. the
commenters asked whether an employer
may elk how an indivithail will perform
e yob function when the individual's
known disabitity appears to interfere
with or prevent preformaoor of fob-
related fuoctioni. To clarify this matter.
the Cormesetoo has amended

le:414W to state hate covered
entity "may asi an applicant to describe
ar to demacetrate how, with ar without
reasonable accuramodetion. the
applicent will be able to perform yob-
Pete ted functions." The Commission has
amended the interpretive guidance
ccompanyting I 1630.14(e) to reed this
change.

Many commenters asked the
Commaslon ta state that annenyers may
inquee, beta= testa me taken, whether
candidates will require any reasonable
accommodations to take the tmts. They
asked the Come:Iasi= to acknowledse
that each impedes constitute
penult:Me pre-employment incpurises
In responae to these comments. the
Commissicm bat added a new paragraph
to the interpretive guidance on

tatatital.. This paragraph clarifies
that enspkryese may ask =naives to
inform them of the need foe reesanable
accommodation within a reasonable
time bolo= the administretion of the
lest and may request documentation
venfying the nerd fine accommodation

The Connniasinn has received many
comments from taw enforcement and
other public safety Berm:ins concerning
the adminietration of phyrical agility
testa. hi response to those anctssants.
the Catemisalon bee added a new
parearepti clarifying that stub tests are
not medical examinations

Many employer, and employer group
hare asked the Comneasion to discuss
whether employers may Invite
applicants to eallidentify as individuals

1 3 '

with disabilities, to the resent many of
the ciatmetatms noted that section Re
of the Rehabilitation Act imposes
certain ohltsstions an government
onntremoni The ettaimettreu
e

tidence
cainspanyg I itheinle(b) lei notes

that lith I of the ADA would ace be a
defense to fit:1:07to =flee Information
required to the effirtmaire action

of mction 5811 of the
MuirbilIrtstetton Am" To reiterate this
point the Coormissica has mended the
eiterpretive guidance amompanyMg
# 1e30.1400 to mote apectilladly that ties
section does not rustict employers from
collecting inhumation and knitting
individuals to identify themselves la
individuals with disabilities as required
to satisfy the affirmative action
requirement, of maroon 933 of the
Rehabilitation AcL

Section 1 iCia14(b) Employment
Ern:mince &commotion/

Sectioo leedlrilb) has been amended
to include the plume landlar toquityr
after Menaces to medical
examinations Sonia cantralintere wen
comaireed that the regalatien as dralled
prohibited covered entities hum mak*
any medical Mg:drift or edotheaterkig
tnewtionsiairee tbal did not constiteta
examinations This change clarifier, that
the :arm "ampleyment mune=
examinations' Mamba medical
ineetries as well az medical
examinations.

Section 1rthilefbIl2) has barn revised
ro state that the results of employman
entrance examtnetioas 'shall oce be
sited fer Any perpese inconsistent with
tine part This leaguer I. coneistent
with the largesse used In I 1eeD.144c)121.

The second psragraph af the propmed
interpretive guidance on this mei=
referred to -reiterate physic& end
peychological criteria. Some
commentate miestioned the nes of the
terra "relevant- and expmssed concern
about tft maiming. The Commission has
deleted this term from the paragraph

Many commenters addressed the
confidentiality mot/none of this weenie
They noted that it may be necessary to
disclose medical information In defame
of workers' comeensation claims or
&Ong the coarse of other Wel
proceedIcsgs. hi addition, they pointed
out thai the worker& compenaattan
offices of many Matee request meth
elimination for the adminietration of
secoreliniery holds or for other
admlnietratIve thopoitais

The Commission Las revised the last
paragraph cif the byterpredve guidance
on I 1e30. teibl to reflect that the
tnformation obtained diving a permitted
employment entrairce examination or
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inquiry may be mad only "in a mariner
net tricanslateal with this pert" in
addition the Commission has added
language clarilytim that it is permissible
to =tune the !almond= to Mate
workers' metepensation offices.

Several commenters asked the
Cosmetician ta clanfy whether
information obtained frem employment
entrance examinations and tequiries
may be used for insursnce purposes. la
resporne to these comment* the
Cosmelesion has noted In the
interpretive guidance that sush
information may be used for inseam
porpoise described In I 10301Nfl,

Section 163t1141c) &amino/ion of
ErliPkIrea

The Commiseion ha, added /3 new
181e144cl. Emeenetten of employee&

that clarifies the scope of permissible
medical examinatiuns and ttuneries.
Several employers imel employer group*
expressed camera that the proposed
versiot of part 1030 did not make it
clear that cowered entitles may require
employee medical examinations. such as
fitness-ler-duty esantinationa that are
lob related and consistent with business
necessity. New 4 theitingcl clarifier. this
by cremes:why permitting covered mitities
to reqeire employee medico/
examinations and Inquiries that are tob
related and consistani with business
necessity. Tim information obtained
from nich examinations or inquiries
mast be treated ea a confidtettel
medical record TX, section Alm
incorporates the lest sentences of
proposed 5 tinaleict The remainder of
propmed S 11131114(cl hes become

1010.14(ci).
To weapon with this technical chenge

ln the regulation. the Corammakm hes
made correspondirm cheeses in the
interpretive guidance Thu* the
Comdoe has moved the second
paragraph of the proposed guidance on

182213(bl to the guidance on
111 10:10.14in. In addition the
Camminsion hat rewonied the
paragraph to note that this provision
=rents (rather than does not prnhihicj
certain medical examinehorof end
impedes.

Sem mummentere asked the
Commission to clarify whether
employer. may make Inquiries ot
require medical examinations ie
connection with die reaeonahle
accommodation process The
Commiuton hes noted in the
interpretive guldenos that such inquiries
end examinations are pennovible when
they are necessery iv the reasonable
amen= ods tum process descn bed In
nue part

&WWII 1854.15 DHAVVEHP

The Commission has added e
mintence to the tetarmetive guidance on

1800.1Na) to clarify that the assertion
that an insurance plan dam not C.IIVIST an
inciteideare disability or that the
drashility would came increased
tasissoce or workers' compensatism
costs does wet constitute a !minimise.
nomliscrenteatory reason for disparete
treatment of en individual with a
disability. This clarification. made tn
resew= to many ouniments from
individuals with dimbilities and
&ability righte groups, M ourtaisterst
with the leMalative history of the ADA.
See Senate Report et eh House labor
Report at leec Home judiciary Report at
71

The Commission hes amended
I 1520.150j by Mating that the tem
"qualification standanr rimy include a
neminneseat that an individual not pose

direct threat A. rested above. this is
consistent with section 102 of the ADA
and responds to marry CUOUCIVIIiM from
individuals Was disabilities.

The Costannsloa bap made a technical
correction to I 11630.1Nol by ebanstns
the phrase Min individual or clase of
mdividuels with diabilidee" to "en
individual with disability or a elms of
individual, with dieaLilitiee."

Several employers and employer
groups asked the Commission to
acknowledge that undue hardship
considerations Amid reammable
accommodatiena al temporary work
sites may be different from the
considerate= relevant to ?immanent
work site& In reeponee to thew
comments, the Consmiasicut has
amended the interpretive guidance on

1820.1Ndj to note that an
accammodation that poises au undue
hardship in a particular Sob setting ouch
av a temporary construction site may
net pose an undue hadship to MEOW!
Win& This guidance Is consmtent with
the legislative history of the ADA. Sew
House labor Repon at 6e-70 Hosea
ludiciery Report et 41-41

The Comessioa also Las amended
the interpretive guidance to note Oaf the
term of e collective bargaining
agreeing:et may be relevant tu the
determination ol whether a requested
accommodation would pose an undue
hardship en the operation of a covered
entity'. business. This amendment.
which responds to cornmentare request.
thin the Comma/ion receignise the
relevancy cif collective bargelning
nereements, is consistent with the
Imeilative buttery of the Act See Senate
%sport el 32. House Labor Reporl af

Section ifiX provides that
the impact of an accommodation on the

13,

ability of other employees to perfunx
their Maim is one of the factors to be
considered when determining whether
the emmunadadan would impose an
undue hardship on a cowered entity.
Many commenens addressed whether
an scconenodatioes impact on the
morale of other employees may be
relevant to a determination of undue
hardship Sane ecaliloyell and imPlinfa*
groups assmind that negative impact
on employee =male should be
mosidered an moue hardship.
Disability rights grwupe and Individuals
with dleabitiffea, howinrus, argued that
undue hardship determinations must not
be based on the marale of other
employees. it is the Commissioes view
Olaf negative effect on morale. by

not eufficient to meet the undue
hardship standard Accordingly. the
Corneession has noted in the guidance
on 4 102014(d) that an employer cannot
establish undue hardship by showing
unly that en accommodatiun would have
a negativa Impact on employee morale.
&SWUM 1MM SpOClk Actiritess
Permitted

The Conunismon hem revised the
second sentence of the interpretive
guiciance on 5 1620.10thi to state that an
employer may hold individuals with
ekohollem and individuals who engage
in the illegal use of drugs to the same
performance and conduct standards fo
which it holds "al of Its" utber
employee.. in addition, the Commiseion
hat deleted the term "otherwise" from
the third sentence of the guidance.
Theee revisions clartfy that employers
may hold all employees. disabled
lincluding those disabled by alceholisre
or drug addictienl and no adisabled to
the same performance sad conduei
standards.

Many tormenters asked the
Commission to clarify titre the drug
testing provisions of 4 tenein(n pertain
only to tests to determine die illegal use
of drip Accordingly. the Commission
has amended I 153a1gc)117 to refer to
the admintatration at "such" drug testa
and f teklet1eicIf3j to refer to
mformation obtained fmai a "ten to
determine the illegal use of drugs." We
have else made a change in the
grammatical structure of the lee
sentence of thenialchli We have
made tiMilef change. to the
correeponding section of the interpretive
guidance in addition. the Commision
hes amended the interpretive guidance
to e tete that such test. are neither
encouraged. -aothartred," nor
prolebeed. This monde:rent conforms
the language of the guidance to the
langune of f 18.3n.10fr)(1
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fell Mot Martians or adhatments that
em a covered BMW* amployee with
a disabillly hemilts and

gtof as Ere relayed
oglai:er elinatei aumloyeas

without dieshiltries.
Renecerabis accommodanon may

*chide but is not linited to
(i) Making eidating facilities used by

employee:treed* accessible to and
usable by Individnale wtth disabilitles
end
mallan matreciaring part-time or

men* schedules resselgnment
te a moue position acquisition or
neelifisatitne of equipment or devises
appupdeta adlawereart or modifications

materials or
policies the provision of "Willed
readers or thiamin ere and other similar
accommodations fos individeals with

(9) To determine the approptiate
reasonable accommodation it may be
necessary for the covered entity to
initiate an informal itherective process
with the qualified todivideal wtth a
disability in need of the accommodation,
This process should identify the precise
limitations reselling front the disability
end paresatial reasonable
accomatcdaticas that could overcome
those !imitating.

(p) aides hantako(1) le emestrol
Orden hardship omens with respect to
the premise= of an secommodation
significant difficulty or expense incurred
by a covered entity. when comadered In
ben of the foams ad forth hi panieraph
1012) cif this sect=

(2) Ream to be eansidered in
determining whether an accommodation
*mild impose an undue hardship on a
conned entity fedora to he considered
intitekr

(1) The nature and net cosi of the
accommodetion needed under this part
thing into cansideration the availability
of tax credits anti deduce:2w and/or
ontsWe heading

(U)The overall financial resources of
the facility or facile:la* involved in the
provision of tbe ressanehle
accommodation. the number of persons
empioyed at such facility, and the effect
in axpeasses and resource&

(Hi) The overall finenciel rase:mon cif
the covered entity, the overall size el the
business of the covered entity with

=LIto the number of ith employees.
number. type Red location of ite

(W) The type of operatioe or
operations of the covered minty.
ineincling the composition. structure and
functions of the workfare of simb
entity, and tbe geographic separatenees
and admsminve or rime) relationship

el the (wally or iacittlee In quertion to
the cowered entity, and

(v) The impact of the accommodation
upon tim operation of the facility,
including the inspect on the ability al
ether employee. to perform their duties
and the impact on the facility'. ability to
cenduct business.

fesellfinackre ethendard. means the
persona/ and pnahealona/ *Mbytes
including the aka ssperience.
Mealtl me. physical. medicaL safety and
other requirements established by a
warred entity am recadremento which an
individual emst meet to order to be

'di
for the emitian held or deetred.nner Threat means a significant

risk of substantial balm tar the health or
safety ef the individual or othem that
cannot he eliminated or reduced by
reasonable accommodation. The
determination that ea Individual poses a
-direct threat" shall be based on an
Individualized essemment of the
individual', present ability to sat*
perform the essential firectiore of the
Mb. This asiseesmeet AA be haled on a
reasonable medical iednement that relies
on the toom current medial) kanaledge
end/or en the hest available tit:Ochre
evidence hi determining whether en
individual would pose a direct threat,
tbe factors to be wandered include:

(1) The chwatica of the ?talc
(I) The nature sod severity of the

potential harm
13) Ilse likelihood that the potentiel

haw will occore aod
(4) The imminence of the potential

harm

tell0.8 Itsuoptione to eV anemone ar
-theatelly- Nee -thmseint asetatina web s

(e) Tbs terms tbsobillty and qualified
individual with a disability do not
include currently ensegirg ln
the illegal use of drugs, le' in the
covered eetity acts oil the oasis of such
air-

Dees means a controlled
eabstance. ae defined In scheduler I
through V of Section 202 of the
Coetroiled Substances Act 121 LIAC
81 21

(2) Ilevol use of drigs riteene tbe ose
of drugs the pomesaion or distribution of
which le =lawful under the Controlled
Substances Act, as periodically updated
hy the Food and Drug Administration.
This tom does not include the use of a
drug taken under the eapervislen of a
licensed health care professional or
other uses authorized by the Controlled
Substances Act or other provtalom of
Federal law

(by However, the terms diaatid,t,r end
qualified individual nith a diaebility
may not exclude an individual whir

1. ,2

111 Has successfully completed a
supervieed ding rehabilitation program
and ts no kegler engaging in the illegal
use of drags. or has otherwise been
rehabilitated successfelly and is no
lonaer minging to the illegal use of
dritOt or

(2) la perticipettng in a superened
it:habilitation paw= end is no (cuger
ersgaehig in such we: ar

(3) Is erroneoady regarded a
engages tn such met led I. not engaging
In mach nee.

fc) /1 shall eat Si a violation of this
part for a owned entity Of adopt or
administer renewable policies or
procedures including trot not limited to
drue tasting, designed to ensure that an
individual deathbed in pereneph (b) (t)
or (2) of this section is no
aoringtel al the lliefial tereloarniM (fire

lena Mc) Dng letting),
Id/Disability does not include:
(1) Trans-ewes= traessexualient

pedophill& exhibithazdam veyeartam.
gander Identity disorder, not mllfttg

physical impairments or other
sexual behavtor disorders

(2) Compulsive gamhilng.
kleptomania, or pyre:weer; or

(3) Psychoactive substance use
disorders rest:item from ienent illegal
we of drugs,

fel Harearreruality and bisexuality am
not impairment, and m are no:
disabilities as defined la this part.

I 'NMI Onernenstion maestrad.
It I. uniewfal for a covered entity to

diacritninate tm the bans of disability
against n quetified individual with e
disability in regard to:

le) Recruitment. advertising and mb
application procedures

(b) Ming upgrading prOtisolion.
award of tenure, demotion, tranefer.
layoff. termination, right of return from
layoff. and rehiring

lc) liame of pay or any other form of
compensation arid changes in
compensation:

(d) lob assignmsmts, (ob
classifications organizational
structures, positron descriptions, lines of
progressive, and seniority lists.

le) Leaves of simmer. mak leave, or
any other leave

(f) Primer benefits Available by virtue
of employment whether or not
administered by the covered enter

Is) Selection and financial support for
Opining, inciuding apprenticeships,
professional meetings, conferences and
other related Beeville", end aelectiort for
leaves of ahsence to pursue training

(hi Activities sponsored by a revered
entity inch/deg some! and recreational
prof/TAM: and
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II) Any other terns, condition CW
privilege of employment
The term discrirmnotron Includes but is
not hatted to. the orb described in
fl 1nalE through 1630.13 of thts part

I 11139.4 tanithag eegragetthe and
attersthene.

It is unlawful fur a aware(' entity to
limit segment, or ciassify a lab
applicant av employee m a way that
adversely affects hie or her employment
rapportmaltire or titans on the basis of
disability.

11163U Coatmetnal or other
ler119111MOISSIS

(a) In general, tt la unlawful (or a
covered entity to participate la a
cardnectuel or other arrangement or
relationahip that has the effect of
subtecting the covered min ty'e own
qualified applicant or enipkiyee with e
disability to the discrimination
prohibited by this pert .

lb/Contractual or other arrangement
defined. The *lase contractual or other
arrangement or terlationahip includes
but is not battled to. a relationehip with
an employment or referral agency. labor
union, trawling collective bargeining
agreements; an organisation providing
binge benefits to an entployee of the
covered entity. or an organization
providing training and apprenticeship
programs.

fel App/untion. This rectum applies to
a covered entity, with reepect to its own
applicants or employees, whether the
entity offered the contract or initiated
the relationship. or whether the entity
accepted the contract in acceded to the
relettonebtp. A coveted entny is not
liable for the actions of the other party
or parties to the contract which only
affect that other party's ionpluyers or
applicants.

IMF Standards. antis% or methods of

II
administration

Is unlawful for a covered entity to
use standards criteria, or methode of
admoustratart which are not lob
related and consistent with business
neceseity. and.

la) That have the effect of
discriminating on the beet, of disability.
or

(hi That perpetuete the discrimination
of others who are subject to common
administrative control

1691111 Reknomerp Cia efilaldatarl WW1
111% islItt :11141140411.

It is unlawful for s covered entity to
exclude or deny equal nhe nr benefits
to, or otherwiaa discriminate against. a
qualified individual becitume of the
known disability of an inclivithial with
whum the qualified individual is known

to have a family. business*, social or
other relationship or essuclation.

q Mal NM swaths emeasethe
secemesedeemi

tat It is unlawful lot's covered entity
not to make reasonable accemmodation
to the known phystcal or mental
limitations of an otherwise quabfied
applicant or employee with a disability.
unless such covered entity can
demonstrate that the aimommudation
would miaow an undue hardship us the
operatian of ita busmen.

fbi It is unlawful for a covered entity
ILI drny employment opportunities to art
otherwise qualified lob applicant or
employee with a disability based oo the
need of ouch covered entity tit make
reasonable accommodation to such
indivtdual'e phytical or mental
impairment*

lc) A covered entity shall not be
excused from the requirements of this
part because of any failure to receive
tecimtcal assistance authorized by
section 303 of the ADA. including any
!adore in the development or
dissemination of eny lesdirmiral
assistance manual authorised by that
Act

1,11 A qualified individual with a
disability is not required te &carpi an
accommodation, awl service,
opportunity or benefit which such
qualified individual chooses, nal to
accept However. if such individual
,5..9.cts a reasonable accommods lieu.
aid, service, opportunity ar benefit that
lie necessary re enable the individual to
perform the ester:tin{ functions of the
position held or desired, and cannot as
a remit of that refection, perform the
essential functions of the position, the
individual will not be considered a
qualified individual with a disabtlity

ttlitn Clunallcstion sitsndards, tees,
sed DPW ~an seems.

111 unlewful l'Or a covered entity to
use qualification standards, employment
tens or other selection crnerta thet
stTeen out or tend to screen out an
individual with e disability or a class of
individuals with disabilities, on the
basis of disability, unless the standard,
test or other Selerlikirl criteria. as used
by the covered entity. Is shcrwn to be
tub-related far the position In question
and is consistent verb litietrierm
aecessity

I tight 1 admiredreten et teat
if unlawful for e covered entity lo

fall To select and adnumater tests
concerning employment in the must
effective manner to ensure that, when a
test 19 administered la a lob appbrant or
employee who hes a disability that

14

Impairs sensory, manual or
shills. the hut tesvhs ritzun:1711tlect
the skills. aptitude, or whatever other
factor of the applicant or employee that
the tett purports to measure, rather than
reflecting the impaired seneory. manual.
or speakina shills of eoch employee or
applicant lexcept where such akills ere
the factors that the test purports to
measure).

S636.12 Itstallanon end noarelon.
(e)Retaliabon. III* unlawful to

discriminate against an,y individual
because that individual bas opposed
any act or practice made ante wful by
dn. part or becaluse that individual
made a charge, testified, assisted, or
participated In any manner in an
investigation. proceeding at heanng to
en(orce any provision omtained in this
part.

lb) Coetrton, inleffele..,Ar or
intitni,fotten. It it unlawful to comm..
intimidate, threaten, harass or interfere
with any individual in the exermse or
enfoyntant of. or because that individual
aided or encouraged any other
iadividual in the exercise of. any right
granted or pmlacted by this pail.

5630.13 Prolidtebed medical easenassnoria
snd Indathas.

lel Preemployment aseannithron Or
ittquiry Except as permitted by
§1630111, It o unlawful for a tmvitted
entity to condom a medical examination
of an applicant or to make inquiries AS
to whether an applicant is an individual
rola a disability at as to the nature or
severity of each disability

lb) Evominatrun or inquiry of
[11W/0MS. Except as permitted by
I 1630.14. It Is unlawful ice a Levered
entity to require a medical exemination
of en employee Of to maks ingoines As
to whether an employee is an individual
with a disability or as io the nature or
severity of each

Maid listhast exerntrellates ana
mouldla apsdieney perrained.

(a) Ameputhir pre sniptnyrnent
intio.ry. A covered entity may make pre.
employment inquiries into the ability el
an applicant to eminent !rob-Mated
functions. and/cr may ask an applicant
to describe or to demonstrate how, with
or without reasonable scrammed', timi.
the applicant will be able tc perform
iob- related funciims.

lbf FIriployMent en !fume
eromirtanan A coverou entity may
require a rnedic.sleaantinetron land /or
inquiry) after making an offer of
employment to a lob applicant sod
before die applicant begin. Ira or her
employment dutiees, and may condition
an offer af employment on the result, of
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such exasneestiem lend/ot tnclalr7 l. lf
enteeing eesployeas in the same lob
category are lestineeed to each en
examination (and/or esquire.) regardless
of disability.

11) Informatton obletned wader
paragraph (b) ed thte section remedies
the inedicel conditton or hishity of the
applicant shall be collected end
maintaimd on separate forme and in
separate medical flies and be treated as
a confidential emdical recent except
that:

el Supervisors and managere may be
informed regardine necemary
reetrictions on the work at duties of the
employee and necessary
accomeuela

ite First aid and safety pereonnel may
be informed. when appropnets . if the
disability might require emergency
treatment and

(iii) Government officials investieating
compliance with Ma part Mall be
provided relevant infonnation ori
request

(et The results of such esamination
shall not he used (in any purpose
inconsistent with dos part

13) Medical exenenations minducted
in accordance with dee section do not
have to be lob-related end tionatstent
with busnese neoessity. flowever, if
certain criteria ere used to screen out en
empkiyee ar emp)oyees with disabilities
as a result of such an reamtnatten or
inquiry. the eectunonery criteria must
be lob-misted and consistent with
baseline necessity and performance of
(bu essential toti funchone cannot he
accompliehed with reasonable
acoemrnodation as required in this perl
(Sier I IMMO) Defense, to chem., of
discriminatory application of setection
criten a 1

Eloinipaill)11 of employees A
covered entity may require a medical
culmination Sandi or inquiry/ of "
employee that is lob-related and
consistent with business neceeeity A
revered entity may make inquiries into
the ability of an employer to perform
atb, related functions

III infOrma non obtained under
paragraph 1c) of thug Sectrou neatening
the medical rendition or history of any
employee Mail be collected and
Maintained on separate forma and in
separate medical Mee nral Ix treated as
a coehdential medical rerun:Ls-erre
that

(i Supervisor, and nunagers may be
informed regarding neceseery
rerinclions on the work. or duties of the
ernp,.yer and necemery
accommodation,:

fit) Mrs aid and safety pereonnel may
be informed when approve ste..1 the

disability me* require etnemency
trentmene and

Ohl Government officials timenteating
compliance with this pan shall be
provided CrieraIirt ulfcmaation on
request

(2) information obtained under
paragraph (c) of this 'salon negardlos
the medical condition err history of any
employee shall oat be used for any

incomestent with this part.
puildreGther amsatabte ATIVIUMil0fla
and Inquiries. A covered entity may
conduct voluittary medical examinations
and activities. loduding voluntary
medical hieberive which axe part of en
employee health program available to
employees el the work site.

(1) bilannatim obtained under
paremrapb (d) of dea secbon regarding
the medical conditien or tester, of any
employee lanai he collected and
maintained an eepanne forms and in
separate medical files end be treated ea
a confidential medical mond except
then:

(I) Sepervleors and managers may he
informed regarding naceseary
restrictions on the work or duties of the
employee end eimemery
accommodation,c

IA) Fuel aid and safety personnel may
be informed, wbBil apprepnair if the
duabillty might require emergency
treatment; end

(ie) Government officials inviutiganng
compliance with this pert shall be
presided relevant informetton on
request

(2) Informetkrn obtained under
paragraph id) of this section reseeding
the medical condition or history of any
empleyee 'Mall nor ba used for any
purpose inconsietent with thir pert.

I Mate Defense&
Defenses to an allegation of

discrimination under this part may
Include, but are not limited to. the
foil-owing

(a) thepointe treatment choryes. lt
may be a defense re s charge of
disparate treatment brought under
II 1310.4 through 15.3013 and 1830 11
through leeele that the chelleneed
action is justified bye legitimate.
nondiecrimina Lary reason.

(b)Chcbger o( thritnounatort.
applicatuttn of seise-tree criterio--i I) In
general It may be a defenee lo a chats*
of discrimination, a, describee in
§ I1130 to. that an allayed application of
qualification stanclarda. (este co
selection criteria that screens oot or
tenda a aereen out ar otherwise denies
a tab ot benefit to en individual with n
disability has been shown to be iob
related and conatetent with busined.
rieceestty and such performance cenruit

144

be accomplished with reasonable
aisoramodidion. as minstirad In dna part

{It Duro threat et to a avatification
atandond. The term "qualification
etandard" may include a requitement
that an individual shall not pose a direct
threat lo the health et safety af the
Indnidual as others in the
(See 111130.214 defisthig dirT:i1/4=1

ICI Other disparate impact chamois. It
may he a defense to a dowse 01
deperimtne then brought ender tins part
that a natformly applied dander&
critenion. or pobcy lir a dispirits,
Wird on an individual with a disability
or detail of individuals with disabilities
that the challenged gangland crihnion
or policy hae been shown to be lob-
related and consistent with business
nemseetty. and such performance mance
be acoomplished with reasonable
accommodation. as narked In this part

(ce Chsirpee of 1701 Imitate reetemethie
accontaradation II may be a defame to
a charm, of dtacriminatien, a. demrtbed
in I 16309, that a requested or
newsmen, accommodation woeld
Impose an endue hardship on the
operation of the covered entity'a
business.

(el Conflict with other federal taws. It
may be a defense la a charge of
disoirninatioa under this Part that
challenged action I. required or
necessitated by another Federal law or
regulation, ele that another Federal tow
or regulation prohibits an action
(including the prey:Woo of e particular
reasonable accommodation) that would
otherwise be required by Mb pert.

1 f) Additional defenses. It may be a
defense faa charge of disanninanon
under this pert that the alleged
discriminatory active is spetifically
permitted hy if 1311011 cie 11330.18.

I 1111114 Simohne seMittles pannInee

(a) Religious entities. A religious
corporation association, educatimal
Inetitutirm. or emiety Is permitted to
gtve preference in employment to
individuate of a particular religion to
perform work connected with the
carrying cm by that corporation .
association, educetional institute:in, or
society of its activities. A referent
entity may require thel ell applimats
tired employees cenform to rho religious
tenets af such organisation. Holreref a
religintio entity may not discriminate
against s qualified individuei whir
tate/fire the permitted religious criteria,
trecaum of his or her disability.

(b) fiegulution af and clitoris A
covered entity.

Di May prohibit the Illegal me of
drugs and the oar of akohal t tbe
workplace by rill employees.
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(2) bay require that employees not be
under the infimees of alcohol or be
ensesdng In the illegal nee a dregs at the

tw=require that all employes'
behave in conformance with die
requirements established under the
Ilveren WOrksialke Act °IV:138141

7271 et souk
(4) Nay bold an employee who

angsges I tha dkgal me of drug. to
who is an &aro& to tbs same
qualification 'lender& for employment
a job performance and behavior to
which tbe entity haids its other
employmet men If any unsatisfactory
serkresam or behevior II minted to
the mnsloyee'. drsta use or alcoholism;

le) Nay require that Its employees
onsplopid to so tatustry fabled to such
regulations comply with the MendaMa
estabbsbed in the 1.'ltiorts (if flayl of
tbe Departatente of tfrhime and
Tramportstica and of the Neckar
Regulatory Coannianon. regaiding
alcohol rod the Illegal me of dress end

(8) May require that employee"
In senettren positions comply

rwlIttdregaletions Ilf amyl of Ws
Depsrtments of Defame mid
Transportation and of the Nuclear
Ragolatery Commis:non thst apply to
amplaymeat in seneitive positions
sablect to such replatioas

(cl amyy sestirty--(11 Grustrul poliry
For purposes of this part, s tart to
datarmine the Ulu* um of drutts le not
conskined a medic& examination
rum the adsdatistretion larch drug
irate by a covered minty te its lob
applicants or OilipiOyeeill ill not a
violation of 1830.13 of this pan.
Howerer One pert does not moorage.
plohltal. or authorize a covered minty to
conduct dreg tests of fob PPficeefe or
employee* to determine the Illegal iwe of
dna" or to maiie employmact decisions
based on sock tiro remits

121 71mimporoction Employees. Thla
part does ma tiocoarems. twohibti or
authorise the otherwise lawful manke
oy entities pissed to the jurisdiction of
the Department of Transportation of
authority to

(II Tea employees of cooties to and
applicants fer. position" invoking Safely
sanative thntes for the Moot um of
drugs or fin on-doty impaineent by
alcohol; end

Rensove Enna safety-semritive
positions permute who tot posittse fos
illegal me af dr on-dotY
impairment try 6whol pitmaru to
paragraph (c)(2)1i7 of del section.

(3) Confiderroobry. Any inhemation
regarding the medical candttion or
history of any employee or applicant
obi:tined !min a teal to determine the
Illegal toe of ctrttp. except information

zeta the illegal use of divgat to
to the nualreanams of

I2lia1th)123 and Ill a thin Port
(d) figidatien of otookals A maimed

entity msy prohibit or impose
mini:time on smoktns in Places ef

t. ed rearictions do not:=7; fl
proMsion of this part.

(a) Infronoes and common motile
demises; food heratatigy lobv---1 I l
phenol Under title 1 of tbe ADA.
sectiou103(01). the Secretory of Health
end Human Servicos ie to prepare a list.
cobs updated ornmeny, af infection.
and communicable dimmers which are
transmitted through the handbag of
food (Copies may he obtained from
Center far infections Mamma Centers
for Disarm Control. WO) Clifton Road.

Mailstop ON Attune. CA =sal If
an indisidual with a disability ta
disabled by one of the infactiom or
onturnenicable diseases included on tills
list, sad if the risk of tmeunitting the
disease sasonated with the andlln2 of
food canoot be eliminated by
reasonsble asscoomodation. a revered
entity may rerfam to ensign or continue
to assign such individual to a joir
involving food handlthe However. if the
individual with a disability to a curtent
employee. the employer mat consider
whether be or abe CAM be
accommodated by mossignment to a
vacant position not involving 1 ood
handling

127 Effect o n atom ortier loft, This
part dam not preempt, modify. ar amend
any State. county. or local law,
ordinance or MI0103013 applicable to
food hew:thug which:

ls to accordance "nth the lilt,
refened to to paragraph 1'381 ) of this
sestina of Indecrions or communica hie
diseases and the modes of
transmissibility published by the
Secrete], of Health and Htunan
Services: arid

lin I, riorttsned to protect the public
health from Individuals who pose a
eugnifitent risk to the health or safely uf
others, where that rah cannel be
eliminated by reasonab(e
accommodation.

If) Health viettrunce, life useurotios,
and other beartt plorto-411 Air mower.
hospital. or medical serom company,
health moommance organisation. or any

or minty that adimaisteri benefit
plans, or similar ornanitations may
underwrite Mao Minify Maks, or
adiutotater ouch risks that ere timed on
or not inconsistent with Stine law

12) A covered entity tatty establish,
sponsor, observe or administer the Irma
of a bone fide benefit plan that am
based on underwriting risks classifyIng
Hake or admimsterins such risks that

145

are hued MI or not inionsiatent with
State kw.

131A coveted entity miry establish,
sponsor. observe. or administer the
lorms of a bona fide benefit plan the! Is
not ealaect to Suite laws that regulate
itiourence

I.41 The activities damnified in
PaiNtniPfla ln (2). and (31 of this
sectrixt are permitted mks, three
activities are Meng tarsi as eebterfugs
to erode the porpoises of this pan

Appian. te Pot niseshammothe
Gaidanco on 'NW 1 of Ow AlsoneStune IOW
Dlonbaltlea Act

Badmosead
Tin ADA a a federsi aortdiscrtamarion

Itetule h, maim Nur*, which
mom= mamba% with disaelim
iron enyoying the som amploynnot
opponuanies thel aro available no peentom
without disablistes,

lake ibe Ore aloha act al Dee day
prabfbas cheatanastlas on the boas of nen.

raffIrfos. saffonef WWI,. and
ADA seas to tisane arra fusspot
employment °poems:awe hued an awns Is
does not guarantee maid molts retablieb

OT Man ta r.asan Wenn(
Indtratiaels wok dasatnintse owes shave
witkost dam dhows

However. while the Cog itsba Act of 11160
protithila my considerenan of Personal
charectmlatica such as rsce or national
angle. tbe ADA nounserdy takes a thflerien
approach Mato en IndItidosata otssatulfty
nears a berried to amployanwl
opportasttios. tbe ADA manures eloptcriett to
cootaso whether reownebie aceontasociattor
amid roman tbs harrier

Tb ADA this estsblishes a petitess m
whoa the Imposer nun arm adtaebtwl
todImLiseta altottry to Wenn thy rvaero).1
functions of the systwtfir lob held or dewed
Whit. the ADA amerce oa eredscaiusia
boosters. tbe ADA own nal rubor. douthied

ocaploree or appilre411 heal the obisttetion to
pedant the alarming Noonons al the Joh To
the umatrery tbr ADA is intended to enobie
disabled pawns to curegen the otariplare
homed ors tbe sante proloonuorsn. irtiotolrtis
mid remareowuts that =Norm aspect of
persons who an not &alibied

Harmer tWart, that tn4tordoel
functional Wotan. =perky stab ash
performance. Cli etrlphlyN Otis! WU' CUT, /0
reasonably emomaumlata and nue help
overcome the perticular unperheent waft,.,
to do ea mama avow en WO.* bardstra
such ecconwortetsons woolly lake Me Iowa,
of ationnstnents to d10. w/ey $0h natomartly
is perfonewri or 10 the leek rneconmens
oteeLl

Thin lance., of identifyIng whether, end to
Wh4l eteni a rwaonehe wnstocondlaiion ii
TIKful ad Would be flestba mi noobo both
the employer end the rodir Waal wan
disability Of comae the chnerounalton
wbotber an twits ofwel sr qualified for a
parnruley praefliNI MU/ neonates-sly be made
an raw by meo bests No sperifli. forin of
ercommodrake is guaranteed for all
tonsioduals with a yerfeutI driahuity
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ottw. a
bow 6de b.6t - wit .aseia to
law, that regelate isren The t*eeno

atao nut iat,adwt w the
witw of hwwiw. at wiat
iaaowow tdary ptow Jrs.

dwwrtI *etI%', end
dates and

rdated admte. b..ed en daalentien aS
rvgelated by the 8tst,

Tht ev,1O pattetted by this geoslebno
do wit violet, pan 1 even they

i dnldea1a with dbl*en.
o,ided that th,s ebvitisa are not teed,,

4 eebtnge evade the pw of foe
pwi wit thore actlwiiaa are

wed we aubteth, is is be
detaonined witbat reeid to the date the
toawenue $en or enloyas benefit p1w, wa

Hnoven '7W at ot iaovayed
.111117 monet deny a qeehfled t I vIdaJ with

4s.ahthty equal aee to t,neuet, er
vbiect a qtwfif14d Ire*Ideal with a

dIsability 14 dIfferent tarwe onidjnone at
Inwa'uoor bawd en dIsability miatw. U the
disability dwi nut p toaweath ra. Pail
ie,i rsqaIers that deatona not based en
ilfioøttan he made is ronfonutty with
ni*lnatlua rvqanant ee Senate
Repeil at $-.$$ Hess. Labor Repast at1.
135 ttouae drc*ry Report at 71 Sc. the

the on of I 1630,1 LJintti. aWe5attn
sod Qene1fpn

I Dat. 91-17812 l'tied 7-4'1. 641 sin)

FR Pwi. 1992 *827

end R.te.rL.0. (hider
VU end me **

Equal Employment Opperilunity

Ac rule

R51 This (lnI rule a based on
Iwo separate Nulim, of Plmpod
Rulemakttrg INPRAII pobliehed on
Pabotiary ii. 16 )54 FR 65611 ripil

Match ! 1t 556 PR mIS). Thin Sinai
rule amend, CPR part 1. lIIfOCs

Pit Re dk.ep5r etid
Reporteg ,imier title VII ci the CivIl

Act a! 1564 hills VU). to add
coder the

Anotrtcuna with thsabllfliea Act aS 14156
)AUA). it increases the rct,n1 rvtenton
wriod requited in pall 1R fat title till

and the ADA from 6 month, to tee yrsr
The Cammipa4un alea ts adding 4 new
subpart Rio part 16130. CR5 tiRe 36,
that will clarify that the Conimisaroir baa
the authority to ttt5te persons to
determine whether they comply with the
reporting or recrwdaeeprng rqulremenio
of part t Sri g..idrtloii. the
Commes,on a making severe) mirror
rhongre t 2* t 7 arid 156210

I iii

The Ceawiuivaien øhaat is deleting
* 16130.14(b) of its title VU recc.dkoeptng
r99admftcna, wbit* pte,ndse that lb.
I ist recon9ireping reqtthenta do
no? epply to tpeeury or
-. b,kewieften wd*ng
ecaploywas now mtmt be reported no
Standard Form 19956 September RI of
each year. In the estee fa.tttett ea
information regarding peemanent

I, reported. fetedatly. the
Cmmieelue ha deleting (I t.4(b7 and
1622' 4SaRZJ of the Ago D initsation in
EmpIOyO1 Act recor&enpdng
reguLeticim which provid, foe a
retention - fur tpursry p0010005

and ot clarifying the snsndaltti3' natUte
of each reonrdkeephi The Cotnmtaaion

is not ilgohig a final rule on peopeaed
16112.5711 thIs time,

11VJ SAlt A56tat * 11
eve .mnve oe*uce cv.n*c
Thouns J. &*.lageter, Acting Assistant
Legal Cuonsa4. Cram. C. Ksrtekr&
C.entrai Attorney, or Wendy Adana,
General Attorney, at (l
lvatce) or () 1-4 CURJ).lMV *T The
Conunissititi received nln comments in
renpori.. to the NPRM pobtiehed in the
Meoth L 1*91 Fed,tej Ragfeser on
Retxwdheepieg anti Reporting under title
VII &nd the ADA, The cosunenta
responded to the Invitation ri the
iirtiaeb4e of the NPRM foe cornment on
wtwther there ahuuld he a reporting
reqttiremant tinder the ADA. hint the
reported In(aemat,on cheald he used.
anti how it should be collected. Fotr
rxmtmetttg recmnny,ende'd that there he ii
reporting requirement aithctngh one at
them tested thuS it 1w collected by
sampling rather than univeissi
reporting. Five commenta opposeil elii
pale reporting requirements on
grotsnde of adonnotirotive burden en,'
of these aucsted that no repairing
requirement be Inipoat'il at ttita lime. hiji
that the need for reporting be rs'aaseswd
etA later date Anottwi ot th.se argued
that lie rapt. 1mg raquirenmant ii
necessary. ti should be itccomphahed by
using the eieDng O'.t rather than a
separate report. should be collected by
both einplyat vlasJ derititiaralimi arid
enipiuyecr aeU-adenflflcaflort. end ehnuiJ
be teed to monitor that Impact of the
ADA arid to Jocumerit utitiration of
per,ons with dleabilltles. not for
affirmative actto purposes The
Canttntesion is continuing its
constilecatron of possible reporting
ctiqurernants under the ADA and will
confer with the i)eparineet iii Labor.
arid airy other affected federal agency.
to discuss whether a reportIng
reqirremeni would be appm3jriuto under

*11iY9I
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the ADA q it concludes that a reporting
niquirestreat may be appropriate. itwW
*Foe as NAM&

The Comenionon recatved aver 20
mosomob le reopens. to the February
U. 11109 NPIthe While tide preamble
does nol madams each inehmduel
comemat. H addresses the moan
eignfficant Wood raised to the
commeola. current f 1031.7 concenre the
Mies of Standard Forte nel. end has
beet interpreted in coOraction with the
inetructiona accompanytne the form In
order to clarify which of the employers
that are subject to title VD must file the
report the Cametteatin Iles tocceporated
sone of die information that re
forearmed to the instructions Into
1 1002.7

Conant I 1002.14 pravkIes that
personnel or employmeut records made
or kept by an employer shell be
pereervied by the employer for a parrod
of slx months feat the date of the
making of the record or of the
action Involved, whichever:As ate:76The
requirement was prosudgeted loafers
title VII ems amended in 1971 to chew
the rho. limit for filing a charge frees en
day, to tee days I or. tis some instances.
to KM drool Requitias an employer or
labor organisation to maintain nettorda
for six swathe when the effacer filing
hmit was e0 days ensured that all
applicable records were kept. Due to the
knathemiss of the filing period.
however. It no longer is true that
employers or labor organtestione
necessarily will have retained records
until the tole VII filing period expires.
Under the current regulation. an
employer or tabor orgenthathm may
have already lawfully desnoyed Its
mageornau records before It to notified
that a charge hee been Med. Maramer,

we year retention period for
employers and labor orgaronstrons
subject to title VII and the ALIA miti
make the records retention perind the
same as that required by the
Commiselon', regulations ander the Age
Dismierination in Employment Act, 20
U 1C. 021 e seq. IAIIIPAt29 CYR

and 1827.440j This
uniform reteution period will simplify
and clarity tecordkeeptog far employers
who err deo subject to the ADM.

In order in promote efficiency and to
eliminate confusion as to recordkeeping
requitement. regarding temporary and
seasonal employees. the CoannItieJaa is
deleting 1 1002.14(bl which provides that
the pert 1002 recordkeeputs
requnemente do not apply to temporary
ot searonel positions Similarly. the
Comadeelon I. deleting If 1627-1(b)(3)
and ler 7 *AU, of the ALMA
returdkemang ismdationa which

provide for a tni day wads Mandan
period for temporary posttiamo. sod is
clarifying the mandatory were of such
racerdlinaping. These thaws sill
require employes" to retain monis on
all employee& permanent aod
temporary. far one year period. They
will. balealar. Papaw a new
rscordksspies remersiseer oat?' on the
relatively km employer* who are not

to the t -Mg provisions
7br AMA.

Sean° MIRO of tide VII. 42 U &C
2000e-gc). provide& tater alatt thet any
pinion who fails to maintain
Information a, required by that
stebsectien mid by Comerianon
regulations may. epee application of the
Commission ar the Attorney General in
a case invoteing a gavernesent.
governments/ agency ar pa/flout
setvlivision. be ordered to comply by the
appreezi-ta Unitsd Slates district court.
At premed, Commission regulations do
not expbcitly mvvide that the
Conneinekin may conduct an
invertigation when II has mama In
behave an employer or other entity
truhkact to title VII has faded to imenply
with the reandkeeping remerements of
part lent. as when. for example. az
employer does not provide the required
r000rdkeeptag information to the
Comuniasion. The CommiaMon is adding

1802.50 to give cloar oak:sof its
authority to enforce section 11312(c1 of
title vt. The addition of this Wet= al
connivers with the Commission's
authority to issue mutable procedural
rwalattons to carry out the provtatons of
title VII, 42 U.S.C. 2000e-1214 and is an
appeoprtate prucedural meclsomm for
inveetieeting apparent violations of
thole provimona

-rte revisions to 11 1602 7 change the
annual Standard Form 100 reporting
date from March 31 to September 30 By
changing the reporting date the
Comoviaslon also IA chamois der doiss
fur which the information eboold be
reported. Is, horn the them mouths
preceding March 31. to the thrive months
precede% September 30. Any employer
Mat loas motored pernersian to use a
different period for reporting may
coating. to use that approved period.
The Counniesion has determined that
this change will remit in a reporting
date that is lass affected by the
variation in oadisonal employmeni. alICh
al ainploymmit in the construmion
midterm& than the preaent date and will
provide emplemnaat figures which
reflect annual average employment
mare closely than the prevent date does
The champ will not affect the date by
whtch employers must report VEll
information to the United States

Department of Latter. se the VETS data
sod the Standard Form 100 data are
processed separately. The revisions also
chew the addreee for ob(aining
t_o=vmorttog attppltail Irani

Wham" to "he
Comariesion or its &leaser."

'Me reviston to $ 1021.10 deletes the
Mamma to 'section eicl of rho
Inatructiors' and substitutes "section I
of the testrecdoes" The reference to dIs
WO employee jurisdictional test of
illecnall roil 4) af title VU le deleted same
the number oi employeee required far an
employer to be oublect to tide VP now to
111 or toonr. This champ in no wiry
affects doe present Standard Form 100
reporting remarement of 100 or more
e mployees that I. set itItt In the
inetructiona accompanying the form aod
mot I. tnetie explicit In the mantle&

la order to peat/tele a meohanisat Inc
those subject to the reporting
requirements to meek a change in the
reporting date or the date by which data
should be reported. the Coonneston has
revised $ 1110210 to permit employers to
seek changes In those requirements The
Commission dome that retention af the
mom* kr the period of one year will
increase only =weirdly. if at all die
employers cam of maintaining the
record& Employers already are Inquired
to Maiatata the records far a period of
am month& The cote of feminine the
recite& for an additional sis months will
be minimal. Moreover, most atapktyen
subject to 111e VII also ere subject to
the ADE& which presently requires the;
them records be renned for a penod of
one year

The Commis:eon neonates 'hal die
changes to I $ 100Z.14 and 1022.201)
increeemg the title VII records nevem
period from We moven to one year will
omen m an II:creased recordkeepling
burden on employers of approximately
0.000 harden hours annually. The
Commission mantiates thet the rthanges
in the tine VII and ADEA recontkeeping
requirmosorts for aorplovera with
temporary employee.' will moult in an
increased recordkeeptng burden of
approximately mato burden hours
enturally The Cammimion believes that
dna increase in Lard= hours la de
r mums and that the moddleations will
not lowe a %%airman; impart en a
rubmanttel number of small einployera
Further, the Commission believes that
the above cited benefit, of thr
modIfIcattoos. establehing a uniform
period of reconikeeping far lull nine and
part tune employees under title VII.
ADA and the ADEA. outweigh the
nernmel =rimer In lecordkeeping
burden hours on employer,. For the
above manors. the regilatory change
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will ekreptify the rerconikeepine
realterelocets. The COMM11141011 aiSt/
Carnifkl SWAP! U SC MVO). enacted
by the Ragolatory next/140y Art IPub L
No- OS-354l that these modifications
will not result in is stenificent minnows:1c
impact on a substantial number uf small
amplayers end that e regulatory
flIbliity anelyws therefore not

Liet

requited.
ciDebforlalis If CFR rffts 1883 and

ICU
Equal emykrynient opportunity,

Reportum and recordist-ening
trquiremento

for the Cessausioun

Ulm Koons Iv.
cltairaaan

Accordingly. zo C part. ma and
1822 err amended as follows

PART 14902-1AMIENVIDI

I.. The haeffing for pert INA as revised
to reed am follows:

PAAT 11102-1111COIRDIDEEPOKI AIM
IFIDPORTDIKI RECUROWNTS WR
11111 VU AND THE ADA

The authority Walton far part 114r2
I. rerteed tumid es folkiwy

Atearater c awe- 41 JEW, 12 44

U5Cn.4lIrsC Mit
3. Section 1802.1 is revived to read as

follow.:

If Met "moo* aro warps.
Section Me of title VII (4111 S.C.

=al and section 107 ef the Amencens
with Dl,abiUth,a isct (AOAJ it/ ti RC
121171 mcmire the Commission lo
estahlish rettotts Inosuant to which
employers. cie onssrusa bons loin!
Ishor-Inenegernani committees. end
eangarawIlt egerwes sublert to thow
Acts shall }NOW and preserve certain
records and shall furnish specified
information to aid In the adminietration
and enforcement 01 the Arts

1. The heading for Subpart A is
revised la mad as lulluws

Subwf AOenrsi
WWI Likrawagesti
5. Section 18021 is moved under

subpart A

vit Iteamayea I

0 Set-note 181022-11302 a are remuvrd
and reserved

10114,7 Veteendea 1

7 Sectioe It= 7 if 4 nwruird lly
'vetoing the firm and last senirmes to
read als follows

f_ ^ -
I 1110, 7 Parpareaserd lot SIAND et import

On or before September gD of each
year every employe, that te subject Iii
title VII C4 the Civil Wits Act of Het
al amended. end that ha. ICO or more
employees. shall file with dm
Commission ur ti deisnimte examined
copies of Stindard 8iwui 101 al ravtiOd
lotherrvIse known as .7..rnployer
Information kepori Elli0-1 Ito
conformity with the directions aet forth
in thr form and 41:1-001PatTYInS
flistructions " Appropriate woes of
Standard Form 100 in blank will be
supplied to every erup4oyer known to
the Coirialfaalt,(1 to be imbed l the
repot11ns requirement,. bet it Se the
responsibtlity of all such employer' to
obtain necessary suppliee of the form
from the Commissirm OT It, delegate
prior to the filing date

8 Section 1832.10 re revised to reed as
follows

teat t* erepeosees esterepoen Wow
renwaso reglarements.

If an employer claims that the
preparation or filing of the report would
create undue hardship. the employer
rimy awl, to (be Commtseinn for an
esemption from the requirements set
forth in this part thAvrdirlit le
,..tructkni 5. Li FM IntployaS It 'tweed
in Activities kr which the reporting unot
crtleeia drialbed to melon 5 of the
Instructions are not modify adaptable,
special reportmg procedures may be
required If an employer seeks to change
the date for fding Its Standard Form 100
or seeks tu Menge the period for which
dma ere reported an alternative
report:rig dote or period may he
pwinitted In such Instermes. the
employer should SO advtde the
Commission by submitting to the
Commission or its delegate e ipacific
written proposal for an alternative
reporting eyntent prior In Me date on
which the report is due

I tt102.11 14 oroneed1
9 Section 10112 11 is emended as

fulluvrit
a in the first sentence after

purposes of title VII invert ''or the
ADA-

b In the second sentence. after
"section tnistel of htir VII ineert "or
!rectum 107 of the ADA-

ghat/ iesesendadl
10 Section 1002.11 a numded as

follows
a lis the first sentence. after

"pureness of Title VD- insert -or the
ADA"

b. In the second sentence. after
'section invert -01 Mk VII, or

section 107 of the ADA'.

ti I

c Sy revising the porenithelical at the
and of lbis meths', to read es fol km*

Approved try Her Moe et Menasernem nd
Bost& cinder ~trig marts, 1040-411491

*Ma% feseeselldl
11. Section 1802144a re emended P

follows.
a. By removing the words it months"

wherever they appear mad replacing
then with the word. "one year-

h. In the first sentence. after 'nut
nix:ewe:11y Ranted le insert "requests
for reasonable accommodstion.-

c In dr third isentence. after "under
tills VI1- tosert -or the ADA'

cf. Sy revielog the pararthetical al the
and of the *action to read as Initiate
APereeed hr the Meer oh Marearevni and
Bedew taxis/ coaled number 31000004n1

Mai. Marsaded)
12.. Section 1811114 ta amended by

ramoving paragraph (b), by removms the
dengnation boas paragraph 1st and bY
renew% the parenthetic& at the end or
the waken to reed as follows'
lArtprovad by tbr011Ice al Steneassurri arid
1314get under mantel nornher soesoasot

11102.81 I aseenesell
13. Section 183E19 is anwartea as

folkWIV
a. In the first ventence, after "purpose

of Title VII" Insert "or the ADA"
b In tbe second sentence. after

"section WWI of Mk. VII- 'risen -in
section 107 of ths ADA

mart tametle.di
14. Section 100221051 it amended aN

follows.
a. In the firer sentence. after "not

nocamenly limited to" infleri "requests
far reasonable aocononode bon

b lit the seoand sentence, after 'order
Title VW Insert -or the ADA"

Magi lamenideel
16. Section tter 28 is smerded ae

follows
a. la the ('tn sentence. after

"purporea of Till. vir insert or the

ADA-
!" t' nd sentence. atter

'mistime insert "cd Title VII or
section ter of the ADA

tedatia IAossaded)
Ds Section 1802 &Natio emended as

follows.
a. By remavsno the woods '11 months'

wheresec they appear and replaunit
then, with the srorda "one year

b. In the third sentence, after "umier
title VIr insert "or the ADA-

By revising the parenthetic& et the
end of the section to reed as tallow*
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lApsamed bs the 191ut ef Marmarannu and
Swipe ondri nrvnal nunrher 9511549510 1

1140191 IitametattIl
17 Section 193251 is amended as

Lalatns
Bs reinov Ing paragreph (bl and tiw

designabun from paragraph lel
b in thr first scalene:v..441m "not

necessarily limited to- inaert "requests
for reasonable acoonimodation."

I.. In Om third sentener. after under
Mir VU trued "at the ADA-

d Sy revising the parenthetical at the
end of the manor to read as follows
lApreavad m itt. lIftwa 01 Managsment and
Budget under talitnal narrater RPCIVAIDOul

Ter12.31 tI
I& Section 1032 Tr is amended as

follows
a In the first seritence.fler

171.1111~1 il title VD insert -Or Ihe
ADA-

hi In tbe set and *entente. after
"sectson 7tait,1 of title vit.. insert -or
sacrum 107 uf the ADA'.

T603.40 Iltmereled!
Ill. Section 1002 40 is amended ail

follows
ii By removing paragraph (hi and the

decimation trim paragraph (al
b. In the tint utntenro. attar "nut

nittalmartly limited to" insert "requeste
foe reasonable accommodation.-

c. By revisim the parenthetical at the
end of the section to read as fel/owe.
lAppronud hy of Management
end Weise, emir, .untrui number ALVA WWI

1$01.46 lAnponespli

711 Sect. rt 1602 45 m amended se
follows

a In the first sentence. after
-purposes of ntle VII" insert "or thr
ADA"

51 In the second leak-rue. after
-.section 7INScl of title telf" insert "or
section 107 of thr ADA"

44102.40 lAmindsell
21 Section ISOLie Is amended as

follows:
a By remortng paregreph lb] and

tedeaigriating paragraph fc 4P new
pamilrePil

b. In the first venterwr of paragraph
(al. after "not nroaseanly limited to"
assert "requests for reasonable
accommodeticas,".

c. By revising the parenthetical 41 the
end of the section to read s follow, .
lAppreved by the Moe ol Management
end Budget under Mtr01 number 'ANA 0540)

1011244 !Amended)
2.2. Section 1601.)4 is amended a.

follow,
a. In thr first gentence. after

"purposes of title VII" Insert "or thr

b In the aecomi err:tem.. after
-sectton 70901 of title V1.1" lower 'or
*triton 15)7 of the ADA-

23 A new subpart R cansoctmg of
lEM2.341 la added. to reed as follow

Subpert Rforefoopflon of Roporffno
or P6600tk000002 ifIcoottorts

4$02.06 ImistipMan at ruporNip or
roteedhositene etolettiona.

When it has received an allegation. in
has 14111100 t belisse that n paraon has
not complied with the rwponms or
raconikeepIng requirements of this Pan
or of Peri 1007 of this theater. the
Commosion may conduct cos

1

investigation of the attegrd (edam In
comply

Part IS21-1Arnsetdedl

20 The atittuntty citation for 29 (711
pall 182.7 anitiflorP to read as fames

Mahoney, Se, 7 si giat ens go 1.1 SC era
arc 11 51 Slat IOW 9.11:. 211. set It 61
ILSE: 531. ldi.L Na 09-f60. 119 Sim. 124Z
yam 2. Paws Firm P4., t etticatt 43 PR B1677

I $t7, IAm.n61
23 In I IOC 3. paragraph B413116

removed and paragraph 1b544114
redeaignated s new pateirafi5 (Wt31

ZS. Newly designated I 11327.301112I Is
amended by eriturving the won! "may"
and replacing it with the word "shall"
and by rosining the words "peragreph
RI) (21,ur (3)" to read "paragraph ib)
111 I or 121-

f 1627 IANWMUktell

Z' II, 5 1627 4. paregniph 1042) io
removed end paragraph la/1311a
rrdeandis tad as new paragraph (B)12).

26. Newly cleargnated 5 1627 taita)(2)
amended by remorrma the word -may-
and rrplecl118 11 with the word "shell-
nd by revising tha words "parsigraph
(et I2/- read "paragraph

Mt/ laessiesiledi
211 Section 1627 51r1 is orm,Adrd by

ramming the word "may" and replaring
it with the word -Omit-
1111 15w yt - rat ri Filed r-25-01 A AA cm)

IMMO COM .740410-01
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FACTS ABOUT
THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, which takes effect
July 26, 1992, prohibits private employers, state and local governments,
employment agencies and labor unions from discriminating against qualified
individuals with disabilities in job application procedures, hiring, firing,
advancement, compensation, job (raining, and other terms, conditions and
privileges of employment. An individual with a disability is a person who:

Has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or
more major life activities;
Has a record of such an impairment; or
Is regarded as having such an impairment.

A qualified employee or applicant with a disability is an individual who,
with or without reasonable accommodation, can perform the essential ftmctions
of the job in question. Reasonable accommodation may include, but is not
limited to:

Making existing facilities used by employees readily accessible to and
usable by persons with disabilities;
Job restructuring, modifying work schedules, reassignment to a vacant
position;
Acquiring or modifying equipment or devices, adjusting or modifying
examinations, training materials, or policies, and providing qualified
readers or interpreters.

An employer is required to make an accommodation to the known
disability of a qualified applicant or employee if it would not impose an "undue
hardship' on the operation of the employer's business. Undue hardship is
defined as an action requiring significant difficulty or expense when considered
in light of factors such as an employer's size, financial resources and the
nature and structure of its operation.

An employer is not required to lower quality or production standards to
make an accommodation, nor is an employer obligated to provide personal use
items such as glasses or hearing aids.
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PRE-EMPLOYMENT INQUIRIES AND MEDICAL
EXAMINATIONS

Employers may not ask job applicants about the existence, nature Or
severity of a disability. Applicants may be asked about their ability to perform
specific job functions. A job offer may he conditioned on the results of a
medical examination, but only if the examination is required for all entering
employms in similar jobs. Medical examinations of employees must be job
related and consistent with the employer's business needs.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE

Employees and applicants currently engaging in the illegal use of drugs
are not covered by the ADA. when an employer acts on the basis of such use.
Tests for ilkgal drugs arr not subject to the ADA's restrictiorm on medical
examinations. Employers may hold illegal drug users and alcoholics to the
same performance standards US other employees.

EEOC ENFORCEMENT OF THE ADA

The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission will issue
regulations to enforce the provisions of Title 1 of the ADA on or before July
26, 1991. The provisions take effect on July 26. 1992, and will cover
employers with 25 or snore employees. On July 26, 1994, employers with 15
or more employees will be covered.

FILING A CHARGE

Charges of employment discriwination on the basis of disability, based
on actions occurring on or aft..cr July 26, 1992, may be filed at any field office
of the U.S. Equal Emok,yment Opportunity Commission. Field offiees are
located in 30 cities throughout the United States and are listed in most
telephone dir,ctories under U.S. Government. Information on all
EFOC-c..nforcod laws may bc obtained by calling toll free on 8013-USA-EEOC.
EEOC's toll free TDD number is 800-800-3302. For TDD calls from the
Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area, dial (202) 663-4494.

This fact sheet is available in the following formats: Print. Braille, large
print, audiotrpe and electronic file on computer disk. For further information
call the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity on (202) 663-4395 (voice),
(202) 663-4399 (n) ) or FTS 989-4395 (voice), 989-4399 (TDD).
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